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PREFACE

This is MDC's final report to the Office ofNational Programs,

United States Department of Labor, On a project entitled "Facilitator's
\IP

Role in)Collaborative Rural,Development." The project began in 1979

as a study of twelVe rural deVelopment efforts which,comprised the North

Carolina 2uralEmployment Laboratory. It was expanded in 1980-81 to

include rural develoOMent projects in six other states.

The first7year final report (May 1980) and subsequent interim

reports (NoVember '80. and May.'81) provide detailed analyses- of the

North Carolina-Rutal Employment Laboratory projeCts. MDC acted as a

-facilitator,in the implementation of several of those projects while

monitoring their progress ver a two-and-ane-half year period. Since

Most Rural Employment Laberatory projects were initiated by federal

or state government and involved intergovernmental linkages as a-major
,

theme in their implementation, MDC's reperting concentrated' on inter--

agency coordination.

One of MDC's conclusions from its experience with the Rura.1

Employment Laboratory.was that- local initiative is a key factor in

'successful rural development projects. Several of the Rural Employment

Laboratory projects -that were initiated by federal_or staie government

failed or floundered because of the lack of local support. This

conclusion, combined with the current climate of reduced federal
L

spending and the movementte giVe'itates more Control over federal

assistance programs, led MDC to choose a different focus for its fina1

- ,

six montys of work and for this final report.,



In these days of tight budgetS and reduced federal.presence in

rural development affairs, it is important to identify economic

development strategies for smaller cities and rural areas that can,

.be effective-without massive infusions of federal dollars. Yet MDtis

review of-the literature on econOmic development in smaller Cities and

rural areas found a conspicuouS absence,of 'information on such

strategieS-. ConseqUently, MDC set out to identify model rural -

development strategies-which can be initiated locally or by thestates

and which can survive through local support.

This quest took us to six states (in addition to North Carolina)

that offer examples of locally initiated/economic development efforts

and state support for such efforts. The states are CaLlfbtnia,

Xentuc ky__MaineMassachusetts,-0klahoma, and 3Lerrnorvt- 4A-saeh-st at e ,

MDC interviewed state official's And staff- of local development.organiza-

tions. A wide range of state and local efforts were examined -- small

buiiness assistance programi, innovative developmental linance

institutions, industrial parks built by local development corporations,

-state programs that proVide technical assistance to local development

organizations, and many others.' The projects presented are not

necessarily the best examples of local economic development activity

going on tn the country, but they offer a diverse and, representative

sample of locally initiated economic development efforts under way today

in smaller cities and rural areas.

Learnings from projects in all seven states together with the

researchers' collective experience.in the fields of employment and

training and economic development (including extenSive work with

i i



41
'government and communitybased organizations and academic research and

,

teaching in the area of economic develOpment).have served as4the basis

for analysis and assessment,of-locally initiated approaches to economic

development. The approaches studied share several characteristics.

6101P.

They tend to be modest in scale and to.concentrate on strengthening-
!

the local sMall business sector. MoLt were initiated by local private

nonprofit organizations with close ties to botb local government and

the business.community. Almost all of the activities studied received

support-from either state- or federal.government, since they involved

efforts to lift a local etOnomy apove the level of development

attainable through private.investment alonev Finally, several of the

.

projects were targeted toward maximi/ing local controi of economic

acti-Vity.

The study's findings relate both to local economic development

strategies and to state support for such strategies Part 1 -- the body

of the report -- consists of three chaptera. Chapter 1 presents the

study's overall approach'to economit development:in smaller cities anAL__

rural areas. Chapter 11 analyzes three local economic development

strategies that were identifie4 through the field work and distusses

the characterigtics of local organizations that haVe initfated these

strategies. Chapter.1I1 treaxs state support for local economic

development.. Part 11 of the report includes detailed case studies on'

each of the seven states. lt is followed by a summary of the North

Carolina Rural Employment Laboratory and a bibliography.

A
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW'

Contrasts in Development

The following tale of three cities is presented to illustrate the

varying economic development problems faced by smaller cities and rural'

areas and the variety of possible responses to those pioblems. The

three cities -- Stoney Road, Elvira, and Triple Creek -- are not real

places, but composites drawn from a number of actual smaller cities

around the nation.

Stoney Road was once a rapidly growing northern city. Between

1870 and 1900, its,population doubled each decade. But since World

War II, its population has declined slowly to its present level of

25,000.

In the old days, Stoney Road had-many busy stores, restaurants,

and hotels in ita downtown area. -Customers came erom the town and the

surroundtng areaS, and from the trains that stopped twice daily on their

-way between Boston and Chicago. The town was known_for its diverse

manufacturing'base,' its skilled work force, its transportation system,

and its excellent public-schools.
4

Today, some Say that Stoney Road is dying. They point to its high

unemployMent, its dated manuflacturing.facilities, its lowtechnology

product lines, ahiP its downtoWn bustneises, losers in the fight with

the modern, regional shopping mall. They also note the closing or,

contractton of three major factories in town. One, an'electronics

manufacturer, closed after forty years of operations and laid off 1600

workers. A modern electronics facility was opened by the same parent



corporation several years later in central Canada. A second

manufacturer, a producer of farm equipMent, was pUrChased by.a Chicago

based Conglomerate and then rtsold to an Arizona corporation, Though

the plant now operates at greater efficiency because of,modernited

equipment, its work force is smaller than it was before the 'sale. The

third manufacturer, a local family,owned producer of outdoor recreation

equipment, was founded more than seventy years ago. Despiee its

stability and modest profitability, the company's market share has

fillen in the last decade because of dated business practices and

insufficienT product development.

Last year; Stoney Road was one of several finalists vying-for the

siting of a $400 million,. 1.5 million square foot e n gine plant to be

lwilt by a.national corPoration. Thai competitive place was seCured

only after the county industrial development agency had devoted

.thouSands of staff hoUrs to assembling a bidding package for the prant

'and after the state had offered $150 million 16 incentiyes. ,The
-46

company, however, chose to build at a Sunbelt site after considering

alMost 200 alternatives.

Again, some would say that Stoney Road is dying. But, as with

'Mark Twatn, reports of the death of Stoney Road are greatly exaggerat d.

Despite the appearance of economic decline and in the face of actual .

competitive losses, local businesspeople, labor officials, and civic'

leaders are workLng together, convinced that Stoney Road can Ilave a

sound economic future'. An economic development committee, supported

by county staff, has been formed. Several committee members approached .

the state for a seed grant -- a small fraction of the $150 million in

,
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,incentiues that the stateliad offered to the large corporation. Though

the state declined;' Stoney Road's leaders have not been discouraged..

Stoney Road, they say, is a good place to work, to live,,and to raise

a faMily. A local banker took that feeling a step farlher: "More and

more, we are learning that we have to depend on our local people and

oui local companies. That's our futuro."

More than'500 miles, to-the south of Stoney Road is Elvira, the

site finally selected for the $400 million engine plant. Though

troubled by dislocations in the area's agricurturalrand forestry sectors

in the 1950s and '60s, the city of 30,000 has since been growing

rapidly. An expanding number of branch manufacturing plants supports

an affluent business community, and real incomes are'generally rising.

Yet Elvira still has its problems. Though the engine'plant will

offer a large number Of jobs at wages slightly above existing levels,

the average wage of production and service workers in town is-still

, .

below the state and national average. Mdst familie6 have two adults'

working fulltime to make ends meet, and In the last few years, layoffs

have become more frequeot. Housing prices and rents have gone Up

sharply with the city's growth, and more and more people are living
^

in less expensive outlying areas and commuting to Elvira on

increasingly tongested highways. Local tax rates have increasdd, partly

because of generous tax incentives given.to the branch plants and the

extension of expensive infrastructure to ser0e new industrial facilities

and partly because of population growth. Local employers have been

. Jess than pleased with the "raiding" practices of the.oew engine plant;

many of their most experienced workers are moving to better jobs at

the new facility.
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The local newspaper attemptS tO articulate the growing disconient

in Elvira. Though economic growth has.certainly solved many of the

problems faced by Elvira in the 1950s and 1960s, it has at,the same

time created new problems. A recent editorial concluded: "Bigger does

not always mean better. Steps must be'taken to improve Elvira's quality

of life."

The editorial reflected a growing concern in the coMmunity.

Several of tElvira's leading citizens, at the behest of the loCal chamber

-

of commerce, began discussing the town's future, and particularly' the

relationship beiween community development and tndustrial development.

Subcommittees were formed to consider, among other matters, methods

of distributing the tax,,burden more equitably and oprions for developing

' a moderateincome housing and nelghberhood commercial prOlect.

locally oriented .development 'process seems to be under way.

in .another part of the country lies Triple Creek, a county seat

of 10,000 people. Triple Creek suffers neither the growth pangs of

Elvira.nor the ecOnomic decline of Stoney Road. Triple Creek, like

many other towns around the. country, has for a long time experienced

neither growth nor decline. Basically, it has a stagnant economy; it

, is isolated from national markets because of its distance from

interstate highways and the regional airport. There is a good deal

of farming in the surrounding arca, and Triple Creek has always serve6

as a market center for local farmers. It has retail and wholesale

stores, financial services, maintenance and repair operations geared

toward agriculture, and the variety of personal service establishMents

found normally in smaller cities. Of course, the county government



and the county schools are among the largest employers in the area.'

Not surprisingly, most of the more ambitious young people who grow up

in Triple Creek leave after graduating froM high school.

The residents orthe area correctly see that outside companies

are unlikely_to discover their community and invest in it. For better

of)worse, they have learned to get by on the basis of their own

initiatives and resources. The local development organization in Triple

Creek recently hired a creative new director. That person has

formulated a realistic strategy for local economic development that

builds on a series of modest projects'. Taken individually, the projects

will neither Create large profits noi significant expansion of jobs

and local business .opportunities. But taken together, over a period

77- ef-time th-e economy -anti-help -make Tr iple-Croak--

a better place to live and work.

The Argument of the Study
_

Stoney Road, Elvira, and Triple Cree are fictitiOus places. Yet
x

their .experiences are not uncommon in the smaller cities and rural areas

oi the United States. People living in the Stoney Roads are'realizing

that competing for large-scale industrial rospects can be an expensive,

risk , and ultimately unrewarding effort.\, he residents of the Elviras,

while enjoying the benefits of economic gr fio. th, are also becoming aware

of. its costs. They are coming to realize t\hit while industrial

development may solVe some 'of their old p o ms, it often creates new

one's.
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Both. commUnties are begimnihg to understand what the people of

Tripf.eCreek have known'zll alOng: that they must take a new,lookat

the talents and tesources available:athome, and that.theA must tely

increasingly on,their own-initiative in dealing-with local economic

.

problems... In z Very real-Senthis:directiOn harks backtO the

approach taken in the eatbrdayz,Oftlie nation the:building:Of- the

. _

national economy froip tHIE ground up,Ahrouih local etonomic development,

Oid not the other way around.

t Yet the leaders of, the Stoney,Roadh EIviras, and Trilé Creeks-

...need more than realizations and new directions. They need a Clear
0 :

understanding o the economic develOpment prOtess and of means of iMple=-_

menting it 41 smaller cities and rural.areas. They need to know how

-v.
their local -Organizations can be better utilized to:bring about local

-

economit,development. They need fresh intightt about tuppottive roles

for government, parercularly state government.

base.is the sUhject of this.ttudy,

This stud identifies economic deVelopment ttrategies that have

That necest9ry ..nowledge

prOWdoqUective in smallerittes and rural,areas and suggestS how
4

o

.state go'Vetnment' tan support the strategiezand keep them viable in

the face Of redUced federal ististance. 'This chapter touches on both
, .

findings. iirst, it offers a-Aefinition.of

economic developpent znd ditcusses the smaller city and xural,context

'and its implicatiohs on economic development strategies. It then

,

introduces 'the study's filidings on local economic development and on
' -..

. ii
t.-

t e state role in supperting local,efforts.
,

,

,.



Definition of Local Economic Development

Before state or local actors try to influence local economic develop-

ment, ehey:need a clear notion of what they'are trying to achieve and an

understanding of.how economic development occUrs. .Economic development

.withiA community is shaPe&:by.the:pIans and actions,of business entities.,
I

'with variPus-important forms of involvement by.thedpublic settor This stud,

isthncerned lh.th local economic development - with the,Ways_ in which

4

local.bUsinesses, community-based otganizations, and state -and local

governments can tnfluente economic activiq in order to benefit-the

people living in a particular locality. Tuide our atssessment of

the several actors' efforts to shape local economic development, the

following definition is proposed:

Local economic fdevelogment is a procesS *that, increases
:income, employment and self-employment opportunities, and
'met:tax revenues;.fmproveS the long-term stability of the
:local economy; improves, or at least'maintains, the local
quality of life and work; and otherwise enhances the Well,'
being Of the local poPulation. P'

Several,points in elaboration of this aefinition may be helpful'.

. 4

First, the definition views economic developmen't.as a broader condtruct

than plimple economic growth. Economic growth reflects only the

quantitative aspects of deVelopment. It is technically defined ad the

overall increase in output or produOtion fbr a period of time. When

local production increases, there are generally more jobs; more income,

more sales and bank deposits, more local construction, ind more tax

revenues. But economic growth also involves economic forces that can .

eliminate existing jobs, force business contractions, increase

government expenditures, and drive up local living costs. Economic

/



growth, then, contributeS to economic development when there are

.Tositive quantitative effect's on a net basis more jobs gained than

lostiornore business start-ups and expansions-than contractions and

fsilures, tax revenues in excess Of taX expenditures, and higher real

incomes.

Another component of economic develppment which is sometimes viewed

as synonymous with the whole is industrial development -- that is,

growth and thange in local manufacturing'activity. Manufacturing growth

is viewed as deVelopmtntal because new, manufacturers usualfy increase

.

an-area's export base, provide more jobs at higher l,evels of producti-
-,

.vity, and, through multiplier effects, expand local business and employ-
.

ment opportunities. Like economic growth, though, industrial

development can produce both positive and negative effects For

.exsmple, new .industry may increaSe productivity, but at the "cost of

may create sales opportunities for some, but eliminatelocal jobs;.

them for others; it May have a negative impact on th&erivironment.

Industrial development has a major poSitive impact on local economic

development When it diversifies'the local industrial mix or helps local

.companies become more innovative and growth-oriented, as both of these

changes increaSe the area's long-term economic viability.

While economic growth and industrial development are important,

the definition of local, economic development presented here.goes beyond

them. Just as sophisticated corporate officials consider many

objectives in addition-to profits, efficiency, and growth, public

offlicials and citizens need tO ponder a broader range of sconomic

development concerns.

15



Local CitiZensand public officialt gee concerned wittl.developing.

. 6

a stable-or moderately growing tax base. They have t liing=term stake

in the viability of thalocal economy-and advocate developMent that

improves, or at least lnaintains, the guality of life. Citizens faNior:

better employment and self7.emplbyment opportunities, ade0.4t0

compensation, reaionable hours and working conditions, job secUrifY,

career advancement possibilities, and other qua1ity-of-.1work improve-.

ments. While they would support higher income, they also want to

purchase wholesoMe, safe, and durable productt. While preferring

participation;Tn-iTo econo6Rmainstream to isolation, people still

:value telf-reliance ancl'autonomy ("taking care of myself" and "being

my own boss"). While people value the man-made environment, they also

want to protect the natural environMent and use natukal resources wisely

so that those resources -will alto be available to theirChilAren:

Mhen taking these additional concerns into account, t e

qualitative changes that must inhere in.genuine local econothic
\

development become apparent. In planning for local economic

development, the viability of the local economy, the quality of work,

and, more generally, the quality of life are as important as economic .

growth or industrial development.

Finally, it is important to understand that varigus groups can

support the same set.of local economic development objectives for quite

different reas4)ns. The creation of employment Optirtunities may be

4i

taken as a case in point. Most members of the business community view

job creation as a means of expanding the local market for their products

1 6



and nurturingoverall economtc growth. Public offtciAlS, tn contrast',
;

might see j b creaeion es a step toward expanding the local taxi:lase'

and as.a poSitive cottribution to the long-ter-in economic stability of

, the area. 'Finally, inost cftizens would-look on new jobs as a vehicrle

for attaining more income, greater

improved quality of work and life."

The Context of the Study

wellbeing, and -- possibly 7- an

This study focuses on economic development in smaller cities and

rural areas. Such.areas have particular characteristics that must be

taken intO consideration in designing econOmic development .Strategies.

First, many of these areas are dependent on-a single aspect-of the

natUral resource base and thus are parttcularly vulnerable to changes

demand, to technologital innovation, and to depletion of the'

resource base- Second, they are marked by dispersed fesidence patterns,

ThirdY they often lad< the infrastructure conducive to.development of

manufacturing industries -- water and sewei systems, highways, eirports,

and tbe like. And fourth, many smaller cities and rural areas are

lacking in information, technical skills, and administrative capacity

and thus are more dependent on assistance from state goVernment than .

are large cities.

Because ofthese characteristics, smaller cities and rural areas

lend themselves most readily to small-scale development projects.v. In

the rUral context, large-scale projects are likely to occur only when

they-are initiated by large corporations or by large government. EVen

in places where large-scale projects can be mounted, they are not always

1 7



desire-hie.- They can easily _overwhelm an area, straining public services

and cOmmunity facilities, taxing the natnral environment, causing a

flooded inmigration, and drasOcally changing the fabric of the area's

social and cultural life.

Although smaller cities and rural areas share a set of defining

A
charaCteristics, they vary greatly as well. This point-is amply

demonstrated by the seven areas included in this study northern

California, eastern Kentucky, southeastern Oklahoma, northern'Vermont,

the coast 'and mountains.of North Carolina, western' MassachuSetts, and

rura a ne Each of Ltese. areas-t-5---t-hgSUbj-C-Ct--CrE---a c u y

presented in Part Il of this report.

The relative status of smaller Cities and rural areas in their

respective states is one 'poinE"of variation. Kentucky and Vermont,

for example, are primarily rural states in which the ruril voice is

'heard Clearly in the halls of the legislature. California and

Massachusetts, on the other iiancri arehAthly Urbanised, generally

affluent states in which rural interests have more difficulty inheing'..

heard Though Most of the areas studied are sparaely.populated and

distant from large cities, the range in degree Of.tsolatinn is wide

indeed. A holfow in Appalachfan KentucIty is simply less accessible

than any town in eastern North Carolina.

Growth is another diMension along which the seven areas vary.

:Northern California; 'Vermont, and-western Massachusetts have eXperienced

plopulation groWth in the past few decades, partly because of the in

migration of educated and skilled urbanites. Eastern Kentucky and

18
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southeastern Oklahoma, oh the other hand, have grown little, if-any;

their populations remain stable, indigenous, and-homogeneous. Some

of the people in the seven study areas are the steadfast heritors of

the independent yeoman,eharacter; others remaip dependent on a quasi-
.

paternal employer or government. Residents of the lumber towns in

northern California and the coal.counties of Kentucky exemplify this

latter condition.

California and Kentucky are the two areas most dependent

economically on single aspecta of the natural resource base lumber

fo-t one, co-alfartireo-the-r-. 1 t.thern li ortia s concerns stem

mainly from depletion of its chief resource, eastern Kentucy worries

about the eventual end of the coal boom and about the shorter term of

cycles within/'the boom, Though Vermont has a rich resource base, it.

is a small one, and ts forests and'farmland are contested by

recreational developers and manufacturing firms, by preservationists,

and by. groups that woyld marshal the state's foresrs as an energy

resource. Other areas have,scant natural resource bases upon which

to build -- southeastern Oklaboma being the best case in point.

TheSevem areas also.differ considerably as to degree of reliance

on manufacturing. North Carolina's smaller citieS, for example; continue

to support themselves on their enduring -- if low-paying -- manufac-

turing base. The state's strong and generally successful indUstrial

recruitment efforts focus on attracting higher-paying.industry to-North

Carolina. Maine, by contrast, though heir to,a traditional manufat-

turing base, is strugglAng to keep its manufacturing firms and jobs.

19
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Vermont, though formerly an agricultural state, has succeeded in

developing a manufacturing sector in recent decades,- Other areas

Oklahoma, for example -- have never had a significant manufacturing

base, though not for lack of trying.

Some of the areas studied are-under strong pressure from

, .

recreational de'VelOpnrsi*fdr others, suCh pressure is important'in only

a few scattered sites. SciM4of'the areas hove strong environmental

constItuencies, so that indtistrial development is hotly debted.and

often Strongly protestnd; other areas are quieter.on the environMental

question, though t eir

Attitudes.toward regional and state government also differ

*drastically,among the seven areas. California is a home-rule state

regional governments are rare, and state government is mdre tolerated

than trusted. Vermont, on the other hand, has an active system of

regional orgamizations which act as conduits between the town

-;
governments and state government.

.

In sum, the seven.aredd studied offer a'fair expression of the

considerable diversity that exists,among the smaller cities and rural

areas dt this country. tor purposes of considering economic deverdpment

strategies, siX types of variations Should be kept in mind. First;

the economic base of the area must be 'considered: its vitality., its

diversification, its reliance on manufaCturing, its natural resources,

,k
the strength of its small business sectnr. Second, the variety and

sophistication of'the population is important -- an area close to a

'university or itn area that has had considerable in-migration is likely
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ro have more diverge human,psourceathana more isolated, closed area.'

Thitcythe geographfc.aaractoristics of the area .-- its accessibility,

/
its expanse muSt be taken.into account. Fourth, the degree orlocal

support far economic development activity is important; as ia, fifth,

the attitude of the Opulace toward regional and state government.

Fihally, the capacity Of existing organizations for facilitating and

initiating economic' deveropment is crucial.

Local Economic Development Stroegios

Within the context Of smaller Cities and rural ayeas, this study

identified many projects. that fit our'definition of local economic

development. These projects represent a locally controlled, community-

based approach to economic development. They build on resour\ es that

already exist in the local economy -- natural resources, existing

business activity, and, most importantly, the talents, skills, and

energies of tbo local population. Their underlying strategiss

,

conceneYate on small-scale proiectsl'inittated and guided by people

living in the area, often with help from state or eederal government

or other outside sources.' In riOstcases,. project 4eadership is

furnished by a local development organization: a-priVate agency with

close ties to both the private and public sectors,

The study found local control and support to be crucial to the

promotion of economic development; without committed local support,

it is hard to sustain interest in a project throughout the protracted

development process. Moreover,. local control ensures that community

values will. be considered in erroject planning, that the highest level
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Of benefits will accrue to the community from the project, apd that

local resources andAalents will be better utilized_in the ,project.

And in the coming years, probable decreases in federal and state

assistance will mean that more.of the resources necessary for develop

ment will have to'come from the local community, so that widespread

local support will be even more important%

Joint publicprivate initiatiVe was found to be eSsential in local

economic development projects, sincejnost of the projects entail -activities

that neither the public,sector nor the private sector could carry out

Lndelhendently_ MAny-of thn projects are not sufficiently Aro/liable to

attract strictly private investment;,yet theY.require an approach that is

more flexible and-entrepreneurial than the sort public agencie usuallY take. p

Three specific local economic Aevelopment strategies figure in

f

this study-. Under the tirst strategy -- expansion of existing

fnduStry -- a local development organizatiOiv helps local manufacturing

-firras expand.by providin g.. hel with* infrastructure, financial

±
assistance, and skillstraining. .The second strategy. -- small business

development -- can involve helping exiating retail, service, and small

manufacturing enterprises stabilize or expand, or helping new ones start

up. This Strategy is imOemented through buslness cOunseling and

throvgh providingassistance in obtaining financing. The third. 'strategy,

discussed in this study may be termed new enterprise development. It

involves identifying feasible business ideas and seeking people t6

initiate enterprises based on those ideas, with support from the local

development organization.

Each of the three strategies for local economic develoOment is

discugsed fully in Chapter II.
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The State Role

The trend toward block grant funding, however far:it is taken,

will create new opportunities- and respontibilitiet for states to hIlp

localities respond to economic development needs in the 1980s. At the

same time, however, State government will be under increasing fiscal

pressures. Opposition tO tax increases combined with inflation and

reductions in federal spending will,result in fewer resources with which

state governments (and local.governments as well) will have to meet

growing problems and competing demands. This suggests, of course, that

states will have to find better ways to.utilize their limfted resources.

The traditional state role in promoting economic development centere

on recruiting new industry and helping to finance industrial develop

ment, with additional incentives for business and industry iMplicit

in the state's faxing, spending, and regulating policies. In recent

years, thie traditional approach has come under criticism for teveral

reasons. While it sometimes influences corporate location decisions,

it does so at a high public cost. In many cases, state government

provides financing at below market rates, waives or defers taxes, trains

workers at public expense, widens roads, extends water lines, and

improyes waste treatment facilities, ail for a company that might have

located.in the same area without tbose incentives. Additionally, since

state efforts are targeted to major corporations, they assist 'companies

that need help the least and bypass the smaller, loeally owned firms

most in need of assistance. Finally, recruitment and industrial

development have not been successful in certain types of localities,

particularly smaller cities and rural areas that are far from urban

centers and remote from transportation networks. Many local development

3
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groups in such areas have carried out expensive promotional campaigns

and developed even more expensiVe -industrial sites only to end up as

the owners of unused Anfrastrutture and vatant industrial parks

MDC's study sought out Models for A different kind of state role --

state support for locally initiated, locally controlled economic

development efforts. MDC found four Categories of state activities

that fit thiS general desciiption; development of supportive it,ate

,
pelicy;Ovision of capacity-building services, technital assistance,

and funding4or local development organizations; financing for small

s,-devolopmenr; :and coordination. These activities.are treated

in detail in Chapter

Neither the local strategies nor the state activities presented

Alere are intended to represent a complete slate bfapproaches to

ecohomic developMent in smaller tities and rural areas. Rather, this

study toncentrates on one general approach to economic development --

ap:'apprOach based on locally 61itiated, locallycontrolled strategies

that state governments can play a key.role in supporting; Chapters II

an& III illUstrete how, local people -- effectively organized, loOking

within their communities to implement economic development projects,

and receiving state government support for their efforts can have

positive impacts on tbe economies of the smaller cities and rural areas

in Which they live.

o
4 I
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II. 1OCAL ECONOMIC.DEVELOPMENT STlIATEGIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

This chapter discusses three strategies that are appropriate for

locally .initiated, locally based eConomic development activities

smaller cities and rural areas. 'Taken together, they Can be said to

represent first steps toward a."new orthodoxy," an alternative approach

to traditional econonfic development that is beginning to gain acceptance

in scattered localities around the country. This approach involves

creating a climate that nurtures and supports small, locally based

businesses and industries which form the backbone of the economy in

most smaller cities and rural areas. Depending on the nature of the

specific area, its resources and problems, locally based development

-

can usually be achieve4 throughsome combination of the three

strategies:. expansion of existing industry, small business development,

and new enterprise development (including development based on natural

resources and new products).

The first strategy, expansion Of existing industry, is practiced

by somc of the most successful local development organizations in

-

smaller cities and rural areas that have a solid industrial base to

build On. The other two strategies are more innovative, and, having

shorter trackrecords, less susceptible to rigid evaluation; Neverthc-

less, they seem to be viable strategies particutarly well suited to

smaller cities and ruTal areas that lack strong industrial bases.
lr

The three strategies are not mutfually exclusive; in fact,

'they can be most effective when pursued in combination. This

chapter'discusses the advantages of each strategy for smaller cities

and rural areas and presents eXamples of how each has been implemented.

40.
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' rural Areas are nothighly profitable -- especially at Hest. The best

form, then, is a privare:nonprofit organization, referred to throughout

this study as a local development organization. A local development

l

organization might be forMed its a' commu
T'

ity development corporation'

.4

(CDC), aa a local development corporation (LDC); or as a private

19

Implicit in this.discussion is the assumption that these strategies

require a local development organization to initia e and implement them.

Local economic development can be a lorigl protract d process that

requires, at the least, strong committed leadershi tostistain'the

effort over time; thii' leaderalifp can be-Mornetiective if if-exerts

itself through and is supported by-a local organiza ion.

kThe appropriate type of leadershir'and organiz tion combinta the

I

best -features of the public and private sectors-. ,T

\

e oi;ganizatibil/s

goals,.are-public (e.g., revitalizing tbe economy, rex nding job: .'

opportunities, improving the quality of life), .and smc of its.resources

are drawn Irom the public sector, but its structure t4Private. 'Neither

a strictly private company nor a purely public agenCYVis.an appropriate :4

cdevelopment.organizatiOn. Public agencies tend tO be 0.0 political

on the one hand (decisiona-are based on short-run political impact),

i

or too.bureaucratic,(risk-averse, slow-Moving, uncreati e) on the-other,

A

Privatecompapies Sre.not appropriate agents because the4r very purpose

\

\

to maximize profits and growth potential, while most c4 the economic

OevelopMent Activities that need to be initiated in smaller cities and

A

nonprofit association, federation, coope

. 1

corporation.,

ative,.or multipurpose



After a discussion of the three, local economic development

strategies, then, this :chapter Moves

local develoOment arianiza0ons.

effettiveorganilations

development.

to a more explicit treatment

analyzes the characteristics

a d discusses issues related to organizational

Strategy : Industrial Expansian

Rationale:

In smaller cities and riirat,areat that have a manufacturing.basei

opportunities often exist, for expansion of that base

indiVidual companies to expand. The companies iinder discussion here

through assisting

'are distinguished from small retail, serviee, and light manufactUring

,firms (drscUsSed,below under "Small Business Development") in twO major

ways First, they haVe greater needs for physieal'capftal --Jan ,

infrastructure (roads, water lines, rail spurs-, etc.).,:buildings, and

equipment. And second, they are likely to be more stable enterprises,

with greater,financial-solyercy and more solid manageMent. Yet they .

still have,trouble financing growth. Consequently, programs to assist

eXpanding industries have:evolved into two types' that whigh_provides

infrastructure contributions, and that which provides'fi ancing to help

compAnies build plants and purchase equipment.' A thlrd type of

aspistance and'an underutilized one --..involveSthe provision o

skillstraining for a:coMpany that As increasi,ng iLs work force.'

in areas .,that have a manufactdring bate and a relatively healthy

economy, helping"local inkatries exPand' can be qUite worthwhile. The

approach builds on existing investment in the community; it is lowrisk,
. 5 .A
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since it targets exieting companies of Some proven permanence; 4t can

result in the creation of relatively large numbers of jobs; and it

bolsters local companies that'already have some commitment to the

locality. In,addition, plant expansions can have significant multiplier

effects in the local economy whbn the eXpanding firm has,links with
),

.

lOcal'suppliers and

41

i.gtributers which can share.in its growth,
,

It should be na, ed that there is a difference between helping

.

locally based companies to expand and assisting local branch plants

of,larger_corporations with growth plans. While the latter May ask

for local assistance, they usually have access to corpOrate sources

of aid; smaller companies which are truly local, however, may face

serious obstacles in obtaining financing. Other reasons, too, argue

for targeting asSistance to locally owned companies-. Local owpership

often means that the company has ongoing conimitmebt to the ooMmunity

.and that it Wilt take.coMmunity oopterns into account in making
- .

corporate decisions.

Elerhentt çf an Industrial Expansion Strategy

Infrastructure Develo011ent: There is a role for the public sector

in providing infrastructure for industry, particularly in smaller cities

and rural, areas where basià'facklities liff..e water and sewer service

do not exist. Industrial parkS' make particUlarly good sense tn rural

areas from a landuse standpoint because they concentrate- industrial

activity in a small area and save More land for agriciature, forestry',

,or other nonindustrial usea.. -"They also Make sense econoMically,

especially for smaller companies, since they allow several entities
1,

to share the high costs of infrastructure development.
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In a healthy local economy, a snccessful industrial park can often..

"contribute to the, psychological climate of growth while ae the same

time facilitating the actual expansion of small, locally owned

companies. A.park, however, cannot serVe as a panacea for an ailing.

edonomy. Hundreds of smaller cities that constructed industrial parks

in the.430s, 260s,tand '70s -- usually with federal aid -- learned that

,

lesson; they went looking for tenants, found none, and are today the

. owners of idle, but still costly, infrastructures.

.Developing industrial infrastructure-makes Most sense when it is

part of a larger.economic development strategy or when it is designed

to meet the needs of locally owned plants that have alieidy ade a .

commitment to expand in the- area. The results of one such sensible

approaVi may.be'seen ln the Mountain Lakes Industrial Park, created

by:the Economic Development.Corporation of Shasta.County (California)

in the early 1970s, which todey houses 60 firms emploYing approximately

4200 workers. From the start, local supprt has been crucial to the

park's success. The EDC began Ats development efforts with a two-and-a-

half year educational process, after which it sold $250,000 worth of

noninterest bearing, fifteen-year notes to local businesses and banks .

to provide seed money for the park. The EDC's goal was to provide space

for expanding local businesses, and the majority of tenants in tte Park
t,

.1,
today are locally,baSed firms, many of. whiCh were original purchasers

of the,15-year notes.

Part of the park's success hinges 'simPly on the growth potential

of Redding, the host Oty; the par1C was built in the right place at
-

11"
the right time. Other factors, however, were equally 'important. The

nr)
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lengthy planning and promotional process ensured that local companies

were aware of and interested in the park; EDC thus had tenants lined

up to fill spaces -In the park early on, and that helped create a

positive climate from the beginning. Because of EDA funding,for

infrastructure development and generous terms from the prei ious owner-

. ,

of the park property, space was sold at a price affordable to small

local industries. The EDC's status is an SBA 502 Local DeV-elopment

Corporation:enabled it to offer long.term financing for building and

equipment, and the EDC kept the size of lots in the park flexible so

as to accommodate firms of diverse sizes and types. Today, the park's

tenants employ -froM six to. 250 workers; most emplorunder 6 . And while

most tenarl.ts are Singleplant manufacturing establishments, the park

also houses distributors, warehousing firms, and a trucking business.

'Federal and state funding have been critical to the development

of industrial parks in smaller cities and rural areas. Once a specific

park is weIl under way, private developers often step in. (In Shasta'

County, for example, the final stage of the park's development was taken

over by a priVate developer who bought the remaining land and is selling

it for ten times the EDC's orqinal asking price.) .But until a park
1 ,

becoMes attractive to private developers, a major subsidy is needed.

State development authorities and the federal Economic Development

Administration have been the major suppliers of such subsidies. With

the effective demise of EDA and of:the federally supported regional

commIssionsit will be harder to finance the development of industrial

infrastruCture ih all but the most fottunate aFeas.
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In sum, industrial parks are worth considering as a means of

helping Jocal.industrees expand, especially if'the parks can be

.
developed in Conjunction with a financial assistance p;ogram. Actual'

_

and beneficial expansion, however, is likely to follow on park

construction only under certain conditions -- in areas which have a

healthy,induStrial.base'with Potential-for growth, and'in which local
.7 7

firms and banks have expressed an interest in and commitment to the

idea of the park.

Financing: Once an expanding company has accessito its basic

infrastructure needs, its requirements for growth financing must be

addressed. It is well known that many businesses have trouble obtaining

longterm loans for land, buildings, and equipment; so it is that

financiargap that the Public sector has tried hardest to help fill

''-through, for example, industrial revenue bondS and the activities of

state industrial development authorities and local development

corporations. Another public sector vehicle for responding to.capital

needs of dxpanding businesseb is the revolving loan fund, discussed

below under the "Small Business Development" heading because it is most

often used for aiding_smaller, less capitalintensive firms.

Industrial revenue,bpnds (IRBs) are the most popular source of

longterm, reduCedinterest financing. Although they.are a useful

development tool, they are karely accessible to small firms for two

reasons. First, the cost of issuing IRBs makes them infeasible, for

amounts of less than. $1 million. And setond, since the bonds' market
...,

ability deptnds on the,treditwokthimess of the firm, small companies,

VieWed aSgreater riSks, are at a'disadvantage. Often they find
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themselves laSt in line for.IRB consideration, behind larger companies

whose bonds will sell more readily.

In many states, the state industrial development authority offers

loans andAnan guarantees to expanding companies for land, buildings

and equipment. At-one end of the range, the state authority might

guarantee only a portion of a loan made by a private lender at market

rates. At the other extreme are programs like rmont's direct loan

program, subsidized by the state treasury, wthich lends (at 4% interest)

up to 40%'of the cost of land, buildings, and equipmen't for anY

manufacturing plant locating or expanding in Vermont. .Twothirds of

the 100 recipients under at program have beep%Wermontbased companies

''expanding Within the state, and most have been small businesses for

the simple.reason that most of Vermont's businesses are small. While.

the program may be criticized as a giveawaTto industry and a thurden

.4.-on.Vermont's taxpayers (it has. cost. the state approximately $9 million

since it was instituted in 1974), it is certainly a boon to small firms

in times of high interest rates. 'It enables companies to expand that

could not afford to do so if the); had to pay the market rate for the

full amounts of their loans.

SBAchartered local development corporations (also called 502

corporations) are key actors in packaging loans and in gaining access-

to SBA's longterm loans for firms interested in industrial expansion.

As noted, the Shasta County EDC was successful in filling its industrial

park w-ith local businesses partly because of its ability to package

section 502 loand, ranging from $40,000 to4$550,060, together with $40

million in larger EDA

32
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In Vermont, where:the state-provides some funding for staff

salaries-at LDCs,'.the LDCs have joined'forces Withthe state industrial

developMent authority o become a major force in helping,local

industries-expand. Under SBA's newer.section 503 program, PCs can'

gain access .to,lowinteresr, longterm financing from SBA andcharge

a fee for their loan packaging services. This provision is intended

ta provide support for LDC staff, thereby marking LDCs a stronger

development force. It reMains to be seen whether fees under section

503 will suffice to support Staff positions fully; it is c1ear, though,

that LDCs which have access to/other-funds for staff costs (like those

in Vermont, or the Shasta County EDC) can only increase their effective=

ness by tapping into the 503 program.

Training: In post areas, skillstraining is an.upderutilized

component of industrial expansiOt strategy. Where it 'is in .use, it

can focus in either of two directions: Ion the firms, or on the

potential workers.

The more common role for training is as a means of meeting the

workforce needs of.expanding businesses. In some cases,- the absence

of a prepared Work force has csused plants to seek new lacations for

expansion, and a.publicly funded training program can be the link that

enables a company to expand locally. The area around Springfield,

Vermont, for example, has long teen a center for machine tool

manufacturing. A few years ago, however, local companies began iobking

at other areas as possible sites for new installations mainly because

there were too few qualified and available workers left in Sprinifield.

,

'Through ets statefunded training progranffor nei4 and expanding''
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industries, Vermont set yva special training program for the machine

trades in the Springfield area. As a result, several companies were

able to expand locally rather than having to leave the area;

'The second role foi subsidized training is in helpingjo ensure

that a number of economically disadvantaged people are hired when local

industries do expand. This role was central to the CETA-EDA coordi-

nation experiments in North Carolina and other states in 1978-80. At

best, the experiments had mixed success because of problems resulting

from the bureaucratic structure of CETA and EDA programs -- the long

lead times needed for project planning, the failure of one set of

program administrators, to understand the vagaries of the other set's

programs, and the like. Nevertheless, if economic development is to

benefit the people in greatest need, it makes sense to link subsidized

training with job opportunities in expanding industries.

Summary

Under the right circumstances, public 'support for expanding

industries can be an effective approach to local ecOnomic development.

The right circumstances include a healthy local economy, 'a solid base

of locally owned industries, and local support for ihdustrial develop-

ment. When these conditions obtain, public assistance with infra-

structure development and financing can create the critical mass that

enables local industries to expand by making such expansion affordable.

The.addition of a training component to provide a ready work force and

help ensUre that economically disaAvantaged people benefit from Tublicly

.asupported growth can give in,Area the ideal, three-element expansion

34
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strategy involving infrastructure development, financial assistance,

and skills-training.

.In many Smaller cities and rural areas, however, this approach

will not work. The industrial expansion strategy is basically 'a

reactive'one, in which the public sector attempts ro meet phe stated

heeds of existing firms that have the capability to expand. _(Of courset

as in Shasta County, the economic development organization can bi a

catalyst in promoting the potential for expansion.) If' an,area Iacks

a solid manufacturing base or has no firms which believe in the

potential for their own growth, no amount of infrastructure; financiaj

packaging, or work-force training will triger industrial' expansion'.

In such csses, a different ppproach is :needed -7 one that either butlds

44

on what does 'exist in the focal economy, or creates entirely new

economic opportunities and new business entities. Those alter-

natives -- small business development and new enterprise development --

are treated below.

Strategy II: Small Business Development

Rationale

In recent years, the small business sector has been accorded

greater recognition as an important contributor of employment opportuni-.

ties. Very small businesses -- those with ten or fewer employees --

are now widely.credited as supplying thirty to forty percent of all

new jobs created in the United States each year. And if we define small

businesses as those with up to.50 employees, we can attribute the

creation of perhaps sixty to seventy percent of all new'jobs to such
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busineases. But small businesses'also have serious probleMs. Under

capitalization and ponr management combine toecause a high failure rate,

and an even larger body of potentially viable business Ldeas never

-materializes as going ventures because of shortcomings in financing,

planning, or management.

In most 'smal.ler ci.ties and rural areas, small businesses (20 or

fewer workers) are the mainstay of the local economy. These businesses'

are usually in the retail, service, or light manufacturing sectors,

and most are operated by their proprietors. Many have low capital

investments and low rates of profit; and many of the owners have.little

.business training or none at all. In management capability, the

businesses can range from tiny rnicrobusinessest with only a few

employees, in which the owner often lacks even basic skills in book
u.

keeping, financial planning, and marketing, to larger businesses whose

ownermanagers are beset'by more complex management burdens, personnel

problems, tax liabilities, and the concomitant need formore sophisti

cated planning and marketing skills. All of these small businesses

rely heavily on commercial bank financing, but for several reasons,

they have considerable difficulty in borrowing needed capital:, They

lack sufficient collateral, they cannot present a convincing businesi

prospectus, and they are perceived in general as highrisk ventures.

An effective small business deVelopment strategy, then, must

address the two basic needs faced by small businesses the needs for

.

financial help-and management and technical assistance. The goals of

such a strategy are to help new businesses, start up and to help existing

4
.small bUsinesses expand into more profitable and viable ventures.

06
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these goals are achieved, new jobs are created, the incomes of owners

and workers increase, and an entire and important component of the local

f emOoyment equation becomes more stable.

Elements of a'Small Business Development Strategy

Business Counteling: 'This is the simplest and least costly element

in a small business development stramgy. Slnce many small business

owners are untrained in financial analysis, marketing, and business

planning, efforts_to assist them need not'always be sophisticated or

complex to-be of real help. 'A prograrn staffed by a generalist who has

access to consultants for specialized problems can be quite effective

in helping businesses improve their profitability, assess'their

potential for expansion, and even obtain bank financing. Such a program

also help prospective business owners evaluate their chances for

tuccess and guide them in the careful planning of their business.

The essence of counseling programs lies in helping the business

owner to identify and solve his or her specific problems. The programs

often utilize tools such as the Business Planning Guide, developed for

the Business Information Center program in New England, which leads

the business owner through a series of questions about goals (short-term

and long-term), the current state of business, known opportunities for

expansion, known risks, and other basic issues. Besides its inherent

utility, consideration of these issues hilps businessOwners identify

areas in which they,need to seek further technical advice.

An exaMple of a successful business counselinweffort is the one-

year-old Business Support Center operated by the Redwood Community
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Development.Council in Eureka, California. The dentei isestaffed by

4 trained accountant who has also taught herself the basic skills of

.business planning, management, marketing, and loan packaging. She helps

business owners assess'their strengths and problems, provides firitYine .

technical assistance for specific business problems, and asiists in

the preparation of business plans for use id loan applicdtions. For

problems that go beyond the staff person's capability, the Center

utilizes consults t -- faculty from a nearby state university, bankers,

or more specialized accountants. The Center's staff person often

accompanies the business owner to such sessions in order to act as an

'intermediary between the more dcademic or technical consultants and

the business'owner. The Zenter also uses a minicomputer to help clients

with financial planning.

Although the Center has no independent resources for finliiial

assistance, ie has helped many clients obtain private financing by

improving their credibility with banks. Help in:preparing business

plans is a'key element there, as are the personal relationships the

Center's staff person has established with local bankefs. A case in

point involves the owner of a downtown drugstore who came to the Center

complaining of competition from chain stored in a new shopping mall.

The downtown store was in a poor cash position, an& the local bank had

refused to refinance the business. The Center brought in a marketing

expert from a nearby college who recommende'd that the troubled store

, pull back from acrosd-thsTboard competktidn with the chains and

spetialize instead in personalizedjoharmaceutical,ass4stance for "its
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ctientele. Under, that pl lie the bank was ,persuaded to extend a reworked

loan, and the business is now doing welt. .

Despite the successof.business counseling programs like the fore

going, continued funding presents problems. The Center in Eureka, for'

example, was supported by a RSIP grpnt of $55,000.for its first year,

'which enabled it_to make,contact with-200 businesses-and to work'
/

intensively with 68 of them; still, it has not been able to lo-ck in

funding for the futUre. The California project wai modeled og that

of the Massachusetts Business, Information Center, which was.also funded

by CETA for two yearsl'and which, when the CETA cutbacks-.hit; died.

Counseling projects or this sort must have'public assistance. to operate.

A system of lees could provide support for the counseling services,.

If rates were kept affordable, however, they would not coyer the entire.

--\\ cost of the service. Conversely,- if full rates _were charged,many needy

businesses would be excluded..
0

,.
Still'; business counseling is the least expensive,4gd possibly

the most costeffective, approach to small business development,,parti

cularly in an area where there is a fair, amount of small business

activity. A business counseling program can be staffed by a single

professional, who need not hold a MBA or be a fiscal wizard-. (In fact,

it seems more important to hire a person who can communicate well with

local business owners, take initiative, and learn en the job.> The

program-can help busineSses operate more successfUlly; guide aspiring

businets owners in planning the startup of new enterprises, and arrange

commercial financing for qualified,ventures, thoughthe program has

no allocable funding.of its Own..

3 mai
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Financial Assistande:. While.business counseking programs Can help

44
small businesses obtain bank financing:, thre is often a need tO go

beyond tliat atep-and-supplement commercially available aisistance.

Supplemental financial asSiatance for sffiall businesses'can take several

fo(rma, ihe most-prevalent of which are direct loans, loan guarantees,

and equity -investments.

All'the forms discussed hei'e are variations of the direct loan,

eV>

which is the most common type of financial assistance offered,by'local

organitations to small business. In the past,' money to set up revolving

funds for making direct loans has come from.EDA, CSA, the federally,

supported regtonal development commissions, and state apPropriations.
;

The revolving funds serve several interrelated functions: they can

%

make capital available to businesses that could not otherwise get a

loan; they can increase the amount of money a business can borrow by

leveraging bank financing; and they Cdn lower the cost of capital by

offering below-markei.interes't rates.

An example of the first ,function is Iound in the VeMiont Job Start

program, which makes loans of up tO $5,000'to small, owner-operated

businesses including self-employed craftspeople, loggers, and auto

mechanics, and small retail and Service shops. All recipients kist

have annual incomes of less than $12,000 and, must.have been rejected

by conventional credit sources. Reasons for rejection by banks

are varied.: mist applicants have been rejected as lacking

.collateral and,as being poor risks. In addition, many banks- are

aimply not interested in writing ,such'small loans as many Job StArt

reOpientt have sought; the costs of the loan would exCeed the banks'



potential profits. Finally, many Job Start applicants have kept such

a

poor financial records that they cannot meet-bankstandards for loan

apPlidations.

. By making loans to highriSk, often unconventional businesses,..

Job Start is filling a need forJinancial assistance which had ',been

left unmet by the private sector. And it is filling that Ineed with -

rather remarkable success. In its first two years of operation', the

program lent $425,000 to 178 businesses, creating an estimated 98 jobs

and sustaining an additional 111. The loss rate has been kept on the

order of 5%, partly because of the program director's aggressive

collection practices and partly because mOnthly payments -- on loans

of under $5,00q at 81.7. interest and with terms of up.tó five years

are quite lowl, (Job Start's preapproval scrutiny of applicants'.

projected household incomes and their other debts also serves to keep

the loss rate'low.)

.
While loans under. Job Start arb for the_most part too small tO

,
.

leverage additionaLbank 'financing, many financial assistanCe projects

someWhat larger businesses and use privateresource leveraging

as a means of increasing the impact of their limited funds. An.exemplar

that approach is eastern Kentucky's)Mountain Astociation for

Community Econalic DeVelopment (MACED), whicil draws qn a $500,000

revotving loan fund capitalized by EDA and has Access to additional

. funds from the Appaladhian Regional Commission, made available through
I.

the\state development finance authority.
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MACED packages loans for local business start-upt and expans.ions;

the average package is for $100,000, with MACED providing 207. of the

total directly. Most borrowers bad previously been refused loans by

locarbanks. MACED.indnces banks to participate through its OWn

financi.ng of borrOwers' subordinated debt, which reduces both the

amount requested Irom the bank and the bank's risk, and through its

technical assistance td borrowers. MACED staff help borrowers develop

strong business plans by guiding them in marketing, operations, and

.caSh flow planning. The average MACED-packaged loan has created 20 jobs.

The primary benefit of MACED's loan:program is that it opens,

'private financial institutions to businesses that otherwise wonld not

be welcome, or would, not be dealt with so liberally as would larger

businesses. There is an added enefit, as well:. since MACED supplies

its'portiOn of the loan package: at an interestjevel approximating the

rate of inflation, borrowers benefit from an Overall interest rate of
. . .

less than the'market rate. Other revolving loan programs bring interest

rates even lower than the MACED program's.

One snyiprogram is the Burney-McCloud revolving loan4unct,

capitalized at $1 million by EDA in-response to the closing of several

major lumber,mills in those two northern California towns. The fundl.

although it operates in a sparsely populated area, received A remarkable

1500 Joan requests in its first, year of operation. That high demand

is partly attributable to the fund's offering one- tO seven-year loans 1

' at interest rates of seven to ten percent. The-fund,was created after

local leaders proved that high interest ratea were preventing local

buSinesses from securing bank loans. The fund's low interest rate was

42
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'instrumental in making it affordable-for businesses to expand and for

new firms to start tiN financing that would have produced htive ca'sh

jlow for the recipient at the prime rate, for example, became :feasible

when.onethird. of the loan -carried interest of Only a or 9 percent.

In,its first year, the fund, made.15 loans in sums ranging from

several thousand dollars (to'a porcelain finishing firm) to several

hundred thousand.dollars (to a new company that plans to mine crushed

lava rock for use in landscapirig). The 15 loans tntalied nearly

$750,0000:_and they succeded in leveraging almost twice-that amOunt

in financing from commercial lenders.

Examination of_these three and other reVolving loan programs

points to several issues that must be considered in designing 4 direct,

loan program. ,They include: the size of the businesses to be served.,

and the magnitUde of loans to be made; the interest rate to be charged;

the terms to be set; and the amount of risk to be. tolerated.

A program like Job a.tart, which makes small loans to. very..small

businesses, can clearly meet a need that is not being met by:private

financial institutions -- it can help a.large number of small,

apparently marginal busineSSes become less marginal, and more stable.

'Because pf the nature of the businesses,keach small loan oreates at

most One or two jobs. MACED's program, by contrast, lends to fewer

businesses, but each loan has a greater impact on the economy in terms

of jobs created, business expansions, and indirect multiplier effects.

One of MACED's ventures., for example, was a lumber hoLding yard andN
brokering company which purchases lumber from local sawmills and sells

it on the national market. Indirectly, that operation_will create up

3
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to 48 new jobs at 12 area sawMills by supplying the mills witkl 4'

6 reliable, Year-round market for their products.

One advantage Of making larger loans to larger businesses, as

noted, is that it:enables a program to leverage.bank financing, thus'

stretchingAts own funds farther, Another factor to Consider in

deciding the optimal size.of loins A fund should make is the mount

of staff time required for tile packaging of each loan. Like banks --

y of which are reluctant to write small business loans, since a small

an takes nearly as mucb time to setvice as a large one -- many publit

programs find it more cOst7effettive'to make loans in the $15000 to

$30,000 range than.in te $1,000 to 05,000 range Job Start iS an

exception; it is able to write and service a large number.of sMall loans

(200 current'10 because it keeps paperWork to a minimum and provides

little technical assistance to-its borrowers,

lp deciding on,an appropiate interest rate, a fund must work out

a trade-Off between making assistanbe affordable to small businesses

and generating a sufficient rate of return to sustain itself. Programs

like Job Start ot Burney-McCloud,'which charge less than 10 percent

interest in the face of double-digit inflation: will-find the real value,

of their funds depreciated after a few years, even if all borrowers '

repay in full.. That may:be acceptable in a situition like Burney-

McCloud, where the fund was created to give the economy a quick jolt
4

in response to-a particular crisis ( ajor plantclosings). For loan

funds that want to be self-sustaining, however, a somewhat higher .

interest rate is essential. MACED, for example, lends itS money at

rates approximating the inflation rate (still, well below the prime

,
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lending.rate) and finds that plenty of local businesses can afford to

borrow. Other revolVing loan funds charge even higher Interest to

compensate for expected losses and to offset administratiVe overhead.,

.While the shortage of long-teim financing is a severe prOblem for

small business, development, revolving loan funds generally limit them-

selves to short-tetm loans. Job Start's maximum term, for example,

As five years, and''Burney-McCloud's loans range from one to seven years.

...If those prOgrams ailOwed longer terms, their funds mould revolve 'so

slowly that they would be faced with long periods in which they could

carry out little new lending-activity.

'The question of risk toleration is also, a diffiOuli_one. The

purpose of a public loan program is to help businesses' that'couid not:

otherwise obtain private'financing, which often means bulinesSea Viewed

hy.bankeis as high-risk borrowers. The public,lendirig o'rganization

however, also wishes to avoid lending.to businesses,that, fail, Since
\

failures deplete the loan fund and leave no enefitslfOrthe-locai

-

economy. Successful loan programs'have learned ;) deal with'this

problem in,two ways. First, like priva6e bariks, they minimiie risk

,

,

through careful'assessments of the people who' appll' for,loans., The

;

Burney-McCloud program, for instanc.e, is dIrected by a local man who

was-hired because of hiSability to "tell the winrIers from the losers."

The second method for minimizing risk is for the loan organization to

preempt business failure by providing ongoing technical assistance to

its borrowers. MACED, for'example, is beginning to monitor its

borrowerg' performance with the help of a minicomputer, and to pinpoint

potential problems before they can threaten the success of the

enterprise.

4 5
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Summary

The most effective kind of small business development program is
. ,

one like MACED' , which combines business counseling with financing

services. In the coming years,.however, the establishment_of revolving

loan funds will be.a more difficult matter for local development

organizatiOns. Of the traditional sources of financing for revolving

loan funds (EDA, CSA, the regional commissions, and HUD block grants),

only the HUD grants remain active. Codal'organizationkishould still
,

be able to argue effectively for state capitalization of revolving loan

funds, particularly in depressed rural areas. State governments, it

is hoped, will recognize revolving loan funds as a good investment,

since they, allow a onetime commitment of funds to be cycled and

recycled tiprough the local economy for years to come.

Even with no allocable financing, a'local organization can, offer

effective business counseling Many businesses that believe they need

money are actually in need of better management,oi= marketing, and a

counseling program can help make nonfinancial ipprovements of that sort.NN

And if a business does need additional financ n , a counseling program

can help with its approach to the banks.

In both business counseling and financing progra staffing is

of critical importance. That is not to say, however, tha a highly

paid, highly sophisticated staff is necessary to administer the

programs, especially if more technical backup is available when needed.

In the Business Support Center and the BurneyMcCloud, MACED, and Job

Start loan programs, tne most important characteristics'of staff,wert

4 6
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dedication, understanding of the local area ability to learn on the

job, and readiness to seek help,when necessary.

' Finally, if either of these two types of assistance programs is

_t_o_be successful, it is_important that the local ecopomic development

organization have a visible pregence in the areas and that it build

credibility with local business owners and bankers.

The'success of business counseling and revolving loan programs

indicates that, in many smaller cities and rural areas, a suppOrtive

climate can draw out viable business proposals and help businesslirms

start up or expand. in other localities, though, that result may not

follow, or the effort may not be adequate to meliorate a pervasive.

atmosphere of decline and pessimism. In those cases, it makes sense

for local organizations to go beyond counseling, technical assistance,

and financing and to take more active roles as initiatbrs of new enter

prises.

Strategy III: New Enterprise Development

Rationale

The less economic activity there is in an area, the smaller the

foundation to build on through industrial expansion and small business

development, but the greater the role for a proactive organization

interested in initiating new enterprises. That approach is one in which

a local organization researches local opportunities for new businesses

and actively seeks people to start such businesses, or even starts the

ventures itself. The approach requires a stronger local organization

than .does a technlcal assistance or loan program, but it can also have
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a more far-reaching impact on the local edonomy. At its best, this

strategy can lead to the creation of a network of local businesseA that

build on local resources andprovide Mtitn#1 support.

While'local development organizationsAave initiated a wide range

of 'hew enterprises, two specifiC types are emphasized here -- natural

resource-based enterprises, and enterprises that manufacture new

products. The former is treated because of its particular relevanCe

to rural areas, and the latter because it is an innovative and promising

approach which local' 4elopment organizations are only beginning to

explore.

In creating new enterprises, a local development organization goes

through the same process that an individual entrepreneur might follow,

but perhaps in a manner that is more systematic and more oriented toward

broader economic development goals. The process begins with a research-

and development phase, during whith the organization identifies goods

or services that could be produced locally and assesses their market

potential. In some cases, the organization actually helps establish

a market for a product or service. The organization then initiaies

the enterprise either by selecting and helping a private entrepreneur

as operator or by starting it as a subsidiary and later spinning it

off as a private enterprise.

Elements of a New Enterprise Development Strategy

Research and Development/Venture Identification: In seeking

opportunities to start local business, it makes sense to begin by

conducting an inventory of the local economy. 'The first thing to look
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, for is underutilized resources -- natural Tesources, human resources,

or physical facilities that could provide the bases for new businesses.

Another matter for examination is that of inputs to local businesses,

especially manufacturers; they may he pUrchasing items manufactured

elsewhere that could as easily be produced locally. If the inventory

of the locareconomy seems to disclose only minimal opportunities, then

it is appropriate to look into new product ideas, as discussed below.

Natural resource-based, development is oCparticUlar interest

because so many rural areas have renewable resources that have never

been tapped to their full potential. Natural resource-based development

not only creates pew jobs by spawning new ventures; it also enables

people Who are already making a marginal living through farming,

fishing, logging, and similar occupations to raise their i.acomes and

gain a more stable livelihood. Development based on natural resources

may. utilize waste products, turning them into marketable goods. It

may build on skills already present .in the loCel population, and it

often demands for itself a labor-intensive setting. Finally, the

crdation of one natural resource-based business often stimulates other

businesses, thus creating linkages and a multiplier effect which can

be felt throughout the local economy.

Three types of natural resource-based opportunities suggest them-

selves. The first type centers on resources that have simply been

ignored because their value was not recognized or because no one had

worked out means of processing and marketing them. The second sype

of opportunity invOlves resources which arc ext.racted and shipped out

of the area in raw form, but which could be Trocessed locally. And
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third, there are opportunities that utilize either waste 'producits or "

components of the resource base that have been discounted by big

business as unprofitable or susceptible only to small-scale development.

An example of the _first type of 60portunity is MACED's Forest

Products Development project. MACED readily identified eastern

Kentucky's forests as a major underutilized resource that could provide

the basis for neW local businesses, and it assigned a staff .person to

become an expert in wood products manufacturing and marketing. 'That

staffer investigaed specific business opportunities; Conducted

feasibility studies; scouted out local entrepreneurs; and helped them

obtain financing -- often leveraged by a Irian from MACED's xevolving

fund 7- to start newsbusiness ventures. In its first year,*the Forest

is
Products project resulted In three new ventures, which employ a-total

of morethan 40 wOrkers, and MACED is continuing its research to

identify further new opportmnities for forest,-related businesses.

The second type of natural resource project involves local .

processing of natural resources which were formerly extracted and

shipped out of the area with little value added. local processing,

in effect, substitutes local jobs for,jObs in some other location, and

.it enables the local economy to retain a greater share of the produCt's

ultimate market value.

Much of the work of the Maine Delielopment Foundation, a statewide

,nonprofit development organization with close ties to government and

'business, has involved seeking such opportunities, though on p state-

wide, rather than purelY local, level. Specifically, the Foundation

has researched the potential for developing the secondary wood and paper
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products industries In Maine, which produces much raw wood and paper

but does little in-state processing of those materials. The

Foundation's approach was somewhat different from that of the typical
,

_local development.organization- Rather _than using_its research as a

basis for starting indigenous enterprises, 4 presented4Its.fiplin1s;#
t N-

concerning the profitability of producing certain wpod products'in Malne

(greeting cards., stationery, specialized wood components, and many

others)-to the large lumber'and paper companies in the state and asked

their help in marketing -thoge production'opportunities to the companies

they currently.sell to. 1'9 date, the effort has resulted in one

printing company's opening a plant in Maine, and other new ventures

are being considered.

The third type of natural 'resource-based opportimity often relies

partially on state or Iederal subgidies to reclaim resources teft behind

by'large private businesses, suchas :timber companies. A notable

example is the Mendocino.Fisheries. Improvement Program in northern

California, which clears'and reclaims streams that hadbeen ruined as

salmon and steelhead habitat:by woodwastes deposited in the timber

harvesting process. After an experimental period; the.project has

demonstrated the cost-effectiveness of its activities, which have helped

to revitalize both sport and commercial fishing in the area. As a

result, the project has been granted continuing state,funds for further

stream clearance and for assisting timber companies with land management

planning.

The research and development phase is also a crucial step in the

process of new product development. Private industry, with all its

resources, is often criticized for doing an inadequate job of research



and prototype development as it relates to the commercialization Of

innovations. Despite that, proponents of new product development

believe that that concept cam offer one of the best avenues along which

a rural area (or any depressed area) can move toward effeCtive economic

development. In southeastern Oklahoma, ITRAD -- the Iridustrial

Technology Research and Development Foundation -- was established to

serve.as the heart of a regional development network designed to start

new businesses based on new products and the comme-re-1-11-zat4on of

technology. Other elements of the network are the local vocational

schools, a new communIty development corporation, an economic develop

ment distridt, and two state universities. Togdther, they perform the

essential functions of venture identification, prototype development,

and training, and they hope to add financing to that list.

Venture identifiCation consists of assessing the marketability

of new.products brought in by inventors, sifting through available data

bases for technological Innovations that might be commercialized, and

researching opportunities for the development and manufadture of new

products under subcontract with large corporations. Prototype develop

ment includes the redesign of inventions to improve their marketability

and the actual manufacturing of prototypes to finetune the production

process and to produce samples for testmarketing.

In order to undertake this approach, a local organization must

clearly have a strong commitment to a new product development strategy,

since that strategy often requires more technical sophistication and

more resources than, say, most variants of the natural resourcebased
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serategy. In Oklahoma, for instance, the three participating vocational

schools received a total of $670,000 in federal monies to develop

"incubator" facilities in which they hope to manufacture protOtypes

for %new products each yeaT. And ITRAD itielf has an annual operating

budget of $450,000. (The.Foundation hopes, however, to become self-

supporting through royalty fees on inventions.)

Marketing: For many new businesses founded on natural resources

and new products, marketing ts the logical fo4low-on to_the research

and development: phase. In the 'Oklahoma program,.for example, once

prototypes of a new product have been developed, ITRAD sets out to

market the product and then helps start a business to undertake full-

scale production.

In some -natural resource-based projects, the local organization

actually creates a new market or demand for the new local businesses.

The Mendocino Fisheries Improvement Program was notably successful in

that regatd. After the project demonstrated the feasibility and

benefits of reclaiming salmon streams, the state grahted the project

additional financing from its Renewable Resources Investmeia" Fund.

And ill FY '81, two bills were introduced in the California Legislature

which, if enacted, would set up additional renewable resources funds

that could provide more than $3 million in additional funding for stream

restoration.

Another northern California development organization that has

succeeded in creating a new market for new local businesses is the

,Forest Improvement Center in Humboldt County. The Center researched

the feasibility .of reforestation as a local private enterprise, and found
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a lack of capable contractors and trained workers, on the one hand,

and small demand for reforestation services, on the other. It Oen

embarked on a two-pronged effort to train the necessary workers and
,

to increase the.demandJor their services by educating landowners about

government incentives for reforestation.

A broader approach to marketing is currently being explored by

MACED. The organization is consideying setting up 6,Company to market

goods made in eastern Kentucky. The company would attempt to locate

.

or create regional or national,markets for certain products and then

contract with Kentucky companies to supply those products,. The approach

is similar to the cooperative marketing strategy long practiced by

farmers. By enabling small lbcal producers to pool their products and

their marketing efforts, it gives, them access to larger markets; in

some cases; the approach can even create opportunities for new producers

to enter the market.

Start-up: After a product or service has been identified,

developed, and test-Jnarketed, the local devel.)pment organization either

-finds an individual to operate the business or founds the enterprise

itself. , MACED and the Forest ImproVement tenter have taken the forMer
a

apftoach, adding business counseling services to help the prospective,

new business operators. MACED has also uted its revolving loan fund

itto leverage bank loans for the forest product busine s that it ha&

developed.

The Mendocino Fisheries Improvement Program started in the stream

restoration business independently and will aPparently continue to

operate the bus.inesa as a aource of income for its parent nonprofit
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,

organization. The programfhas, however, gleveloped and Spun off other

small.buSinesses., After the stresm clearance ptoject hsd been- operating
A

for a year, the patent organization asked a logical follOWup question:

How could the redWood debrisit was remOVingJrom streama be turned-

into.useful itemsi -It.then sought and received CETA TitleVIl eunds

to assess the market for redwoodproducts snd to" train operators of

small businesseS which would salvage the redwood and manufacture a
,

, variety of productS from it. As one result of that effort,, five of

the.program's former trainees and one supervisor have formed a new for7

profit'firm specializing in redwood salvage and manufacture.

P

Ip,the Oklahoma prOgram, an additional step in startup is the

training of prospective production workers for the, new enterprises.

The training is provided thrOugh the participating voestional,schoolS

as part of the larger taSk of developing prototypes and perf ct

\
ing the.,

,production prOcess.

Summary

In many ways, new enterprise development'is the most ambi!tious-

strategy discussed in this-study. _It incorporates elements of the small

business deVelopment strategy, and, in fact, is most effective when

atteMpte'd in conjunction with a' small business development program.

The primary'exatiple of that integrated approach is MACED,: which has

been able to seek out new business opportunities and then use its

technical assistance and financing mechanisms to help start new '

,

businesses tO seize those,opportunities.
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Local Development Organizations-

.
One thread woven throughout the preceding discussion of.strategies

is the cehtral role of loCal devfopment organizations. Those organiza,

.Cions, as noted, can be diverse in form. From the.standpoint of.

'structure, successful 4ocal.development Organizations range from the

independent nonprofit'education and research institution that initiated

the Mendodino Fisheries IMprovement Program, throUgh rather standard

communrty developmenticorporatIons with active membership bodies, to

anorganization sUch 4s the Northeastern Vermont Development.

Association a quasipublic body whose board is bppoineed by the

selectmen of.each.town in the regibn. Similarly, the organizations

vary greatly in spe of'service areas- -- from the Economic Development,

,)4

Corporation of Shasta County, which 'serves a district equivalent i
.

size to Rhode Island,.Connecticut, Massachusetts, and, half.of Vermont

coMbined, tO the tiny Billtown CDC, whose concern is the 9,000 people

.I.04ng in nine.small towns'in western. Massachusetts. The. scope,of
(.

aCtivities among LDOs also diffeks Considerably. -Some-- the Redwood

CDC:ein northern California, for example develop diScrete projects

like the Business Support Center and then spin them off as independent

entities. Others, like MACEI), perform a wide and co tinuing,varrety

of functions on an inhouse basis: -regearch and,development, business

assistance, financing, and,community development.

Despite their outward diversity, however, successful:local develop

Ment organizations share certain characteristics, the most important

of which is flexibility: The organization, that is, must be.able to .

take risks, to learn from its mistakes and change over
P.time to.respond

.

-0



to changing:problems and oppOrtunities Second, and also absolutely .

critical, is strong, creative leaciership. The other characteristics

t
shared bY successful development-wig:anizations -- solid State and local

support, adequate funding, and competen, dedicated staff -7 are'cloSely

interrelated:: it is impossible to hire effective staff ii the abSence

of funding, and funding, in turn, can resUlt only from support.

Each of these five attributes of-a,,successful local development

organization is elabotated.lielow. For further...elaboration on organiza7

tional characteristics, q-eaderS are referred ta the case studies in

*Part II.

Flexibility connotes the willingness to experimen , the capacity
t,

to learn froin mistakes, and the abllity to respond to changing circum-
,.

stances and seize new opportunities.- Ari organization thae exemOlifies

that trait clearly.is the Mendocino Fisheries ImOrovement Program, which

has evolved over a short career frail a one-Shot, CETA-funded forestry

demonstration into a virtually permanent streawclearance and wood'

salvage operation financed jointly by large timber companies and the

State of California. The program's leadership has continually

reasSessed project activitlesand explored new ideas', in seeking the
A'

, right mix of marketable activities that would provide a stable base

:of program support. After, an unSuccpssfUl venture.with marketing wood-

..'waste products, the program has moved gradually and serially into.

. ,

efforts Anvolving Stream reclamation,sredWood salvage, advising timber

4

..companies on land-use poliCy; salmon-population countS, and other
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It is-also possible for a developmenE organization to carry flexi-

bility too far. Some organizations tackle a wide range of rather

disparate activities including not just-economic development, but

housingi Community development, and even social service provision for'

,the sole reason that those are the activities-for which they can get

funding. Since the organizations often have limited staff, such a-range

of activities can spread the organization too thin.and steet,lt away

from,itS priniary focus on economic development.

Leadership

.It is possible to establish a local:organ1zation without sttong

local leadership, butjeadership must' emerge quickly if the organization

. is to become viable. Leaders of local development organizations are

entrepreneurs -- they believe thap their actions can make a difference,

an& they have what might almost be Called a vision-of how the local

economy can be developed. In the initiation of a b siness project or

enterprise, the individual's desire for profit plays, of course, a

large role. But a different sort of motivation is needed for the

initiation of a development organization: leadership must be committed

to building up the economy of the region, to creating jobs, and to

improving the local quality of life. Moreover, leadership's commitment

must be sustained over a long period of time, and it must incorporate

the realization that rewards will be slow in coming.

A classic example of strong le6dership resulting in a strong organ-

ization can be found in the Economic Development Corporation of Shasta

County. That EDC's current director, a former Mayor,of Redding; joined

the organization 15 years ago. He' had from the first a clear notion
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'of how to achieve develoPment in the local econoMy. believed that

.the proceSs had,to start with a period of intensive community,eductiom,

that new investment.could be attracted only by a wellprepared

community, and that fostering:expansion of locally based companies.waS

the bese strategy for the area. He also believed itwas important that

the organization cultivate a good relationship with bankers and business
a

leaders and that it stay aloof from politics, PUrsuinghiS 'phikosophy

steadfastly and patientlj over several years, he has enabled the Epc

to develop an extremely successful industrial park, became an aggressive

'packager of SBA and EDA loans, and.act.as a respected. Aterthediary

betweem industrial and environmental interestS. He has.also guided

the arganization into new areas of endeavor, such as helping cnuney

governments with planning and proposal writing and Iormulating an

economic recoverS, strategy for towns nearly devngeated by industrial"

plant closings':

i .

.State and LOcal SuppOet

1. .

,Since a local development órganizationfunctiensi'best as catalyse

and facilitator, rather than as independent actor, it needs a broad

base of local support to be successful. Yf the arganization relies

in part on state government for funding,,..,it also needs the'approbation

of the leaders of that government. The best way to build and sustain

support, of course, is through a solid record of accomplishment.

One of the first audiences'with whom a development Organization

must win credibility is the local business community, and particularly

t.he bankers and investors. if the arganilation is to gain support in

that quarter, it must,make clear that.it intends to.heIp local
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businesses and banks, not compete with- them. It must convince the local_

linancial/business establishment, for example, that the operation of a

revolving loan fund will not take business away from local banks, but

will.instead open up new deals for bank participation and develop new

busine;ses that will eventually become regular customers of the banks

and of other local enterpriseis. When the development organization has

achieved, that sort of legitimacy in the eYes Of he local business

commUnity and can back it with a showing of actual accomplishment,

political support should follow.

tlosely related to the issue of local support is the question of

0
the amount of territory a de'velOpment organization shoul'd attempt to

serve. :From the standlioint of maintaining a strong local presence and

achieving a visible impact, a smaller geographic area is better.

(MACED's assumption of that conclusion has led it to ignore --

temporarily -- most of its 85county target area to concentrate its

_efforts on a muCh smaller area near its headquarters in Berea,

, Kentucky.) From the standpoint of fundint, however, serving a larger

territory is probably more sensible. Development organizations

operating,in nonurban contexts may have to target sizable geographic

areas in order to impinge on popUlations large enough to help them

secure political acceptance and a solid funding base.

Funding

Fund raising is a constant struggle for local development organi

zations. Most of the organizations have found state and federal grants

to be esSential, both for.covering administrative and staff costs and

for -financing the vojects they undertake. Federally funded.CETA and
3

Go
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HUD programs have provided the startup money for many local development .

:Organizations and enabled them to operate their first projects'and pian

alcceeding ones. With cutbacks in and elimination of several of the

primary f,ederal fundini sources -- EDA, CSA, CETA local development

organizations will have to'turn elsewhere for support.'

Some organizations have been successful in obtaining funds from

. foundations, -churches, local government, and other)local sources. Other

organizations subsist partly with the aid of small annualmlembership

dues and contributions from corporations. Regardless of the overall

funding picture, local fund raising is a gobd strategy, since it allows

the organization to build its local support-while it is raising money.

The supportgathering processimay take a long tiMe, however. The

Economic Development Corporation of Shasta County, for exaMple, spent

.three years educating local business and community leaders about the

potential for a loCal deVelopthefit corporation; at the end of that '

period, it raiSed $250,000 from local businesspeople and bankers as

seed money.foran indust-rial park.

Wile organizations have been able to tap Unique sources of funding

at'the state leVel. In California, the Mendocino Fisheries Improvement

Program cOnvinced the state to utilize part of its Renewable ReSources

Investment Fund to support stream reclamation projects after the program

had demonstrated the feasibility and value of reviving salmon habitat.

The Fund, Which isJinanced by taxes on oil and geothermal energy

developed on state lands, now supports the ongoing work of the Fisheries

:Improvement Program in.a number of ecologyoriented projects.

Gi
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Another innovative source of funding'is utilized by the Maine

Development Foundation, a statewide private nonprofit,development

organization with close ties to both 'state government and private

industry. The Foundation solicits annual contributions from

corporations, towns, and other public and private entities', which on

contributing become voting.membera of the Foundation. Money from the

solicitation is matcbed equally by a state appropriation.

Staff

Although local development organizations are often formed by groups

of people working as volunteers; the organizations need paid staff to

sustain themselves. As discussed earlier in this chapter, many

successful development organizations believe that it is most important

to hire staff who know the local area and who can-communicate'with local

people. Technical skills such as business counseling or loan packaging

can be learned on the job (especially if there are people in the area

who will advise staff), while the more basic interpersonal skills

cannot.

Summary: Roles of Local Development Organizatrons

The ideal local development organization serves as an initiator,

catalyst, and facilitator of development projects and as a source of

technical and financial assistance to small businesses. In'so serving,

the organization may take on a number of guises: business counselor,

110.%

rgsearcher and venture initiator, facilitaior/intermediary, loan

packager/financier, and industrial developer. ,The particular array

of roles that an organization undertakes should depend on'local

62
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circumstances -- the services lacking in the area, the eapacity of the

locEil economy to utilize new services,.and the ability and resources

of the organization itself. Few organizations, of course, spring up

full-blown, performing the complete arrey of development funotions.

Rather, they evolve over a period of years, adding some functions and

dropping others on the basis of what works most effectively.

Business Counselor

Business counseling and the provision of technical assistance are '.

among the simplest and least costly functions that a local development

organization can perform. The task can be done by a single staff person

drawing on consultants or volunteers for additional support. By helping

small businesses identify and solve their problems, devise realistic

plans, and secure bank financing, these services help existing

businesses become more profitable and more stable, and they also contri-.

bute to business expansions and start-ups.

Researcher/Venture Initiator

The research function is particularly useful in areas where there

is little economic activity or where a climate of economic pesSimism

prevails. The function is, however, appropriate in other areas as well.

A local development organizatim ean be the cataly'st which spaAs the
,

creation of new enterprise by identifying opportunities appropriate

for the area, conducting feasibility studies, helping individuals start

the enterprise, and, in.some cases, beginning the enterprise itself..

Since the research/initiation function is patently more complex an0

aMbitious than, say, the business counseling function, it makes sense

63
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for an organization to move into the research/initiation role gradually.

A logical .sequence is for the organization to sta-rt with a business

assistance program, and then move into the more proactive role of new

enterprise developer only after it has gained credibility and experience.

In the community and developed Strong inhouse skills.

'Facilitator/Intermediary
.

A lecal development organization can be a useful facili.tator,and

Intermediary between banks and-businesses, or between developers and_

g.
government agencies or environmental/ groups. In the former case, once

/the organization gains credibility with local bankers, it can help small

I"
businesses get a hearing. If the organizationLhas money it can use

for leverage, of course, it can be even more effective in that regard.

A local development7organization is in an excellent position to

act as intermediary between developers and government agencies or

environmental groups because it has..sympathy with both cides -- it wants

to 'promote economic growth, but not at the expense of the local

environment or quality of life. Examples of-thit type of activity can

be found in two California projects: The Mendocino Fisheriei

Improvement Program and the Shasta County EDC.

A third type of facilitation worth _mentioning Is that disCussed

in the sestfon on small bUsiness counseling -- acting 'as an intermediary
,

,(or translator, in some cases) between small business'owners and

specialized consultants.

Loan Packager/Financier

A l6cal development organlzation with financing'capabilities can

spark business,development by leveraging bank loans, reducing interest
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rates, proyiding long-term_financing, and provi4ing opportunities for
A

businesses that are perceived as high-risk ventures. While federal

moneY for revolving loan funds has become scarce, states may be willing

to establish revolving funds and appoint local development.organizations

to act as administrators.-

A continuing.resource is SBA's new section 503 Certified

Development Corporation program which gives local organizations access'

to long-term capital for up to 407. of the, cost of land, buildings, and

equipment. A local development organization that is engaged in other

activities which support its staff is particularly well suited to become

a Certified Development Corporation, since the SBA requires those

corporations to employ at least. one full-time staff person.

Industrial Developer

With the demise of EDA assistance and reductions in FmHA's business

and industry program, fewer organizations in smaller cities and rural

areas Vill be able to act as industrial developers.
'

Industrial develop-

ment is dxpensive, and withdut access to public money, the best a local

organization can du is to att as an intermediary between expanding

industries and property 'fawners or local government. Even if money were,

available, the role of industrial-developer would be recommended only

in selected circumstances: in areas with a solid manufacturing base

where there are locally owned industries that could expand if assistance

were made available.
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III. ETATE SUPPORT-FOR LOCAL, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

While the federal government has been the principal source of

\

support for most local development organizations, some states have

played a major role in assisting rural econoMic development. In the

coming years, with declining federal assistance and more state.control

over resources, states will have'the opportunity to play an even greater

role in supporting local economic development. Some states may choose

P

to follow their established patterns, emphasizing industrial recruitment

and infrastructure development, but others will seek new methods of

supporting econothic development, particularly in smaller cities and

rural areas where the traditional approaches have.not been effective.
N

States that wish to further the locally based economic'development

strategies discussed in Chapter II can do so through four sets of

actions: development of supportive state policy, provision Of capacity-

building and technical assistance for local development organizations,

provision of financing for local development projects, and promotion

of coordintion (between state agencies, between state and local

goVernments, and between the public and private sectors).

State Pplicy and .Rural Development Strategies

States face an inherent difficulty in develdping broad, formal

economic development policies; for while decision-makers must set goals

based on short-term political considerations, economic development is

by nature a long-term process that impinges on a wide range of political

interests., Moreover, states that have tried to develop such'policies

have often been unsuccessful in linking their policy'to an implementation

stKategy.
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One example of what can occur when a state government tries to

develop e broad development -policy may be teen in the career of the

North Carolina Balanced Growth Policy, with its accompanying SCRADS

(Small Communtties and-Rural Areas Development Strategy) report. The

aim of the Policy was a valid one: to fostere more even and orderly'

pattern of economic growth across North Carolina by targeting state

(and, it was hoPed, federal.) assistance to "growth centers." These

centers were to be communities scattered throughout the nonmetropolitan

areas of the state that had the desire and the capability (i.e., the

basic indpsfrial infrastructure) for economic growth.
et,

The validity of the Policy was severely, compromised, however, wheh

its framers designated more ihan one hundred areas as growth centers

in the attempt to satisfy constituencies all over the state. A policy

designed to guide the allocation of state and federal assistance simply

loses much of its meaning when so many targets are involved.

While the Balanced Growth Policy itself was intended to help the

state make decisions about allocation of resources, the accompanying k

SCRADS report was developed to set out specific strategies for the state

in guiding the development of agriculture, housing, business and

industry, and community facilities. The report included some excellent

and innovative approaches to economic development, but it suffered from'

a flaw which often impedes the implementation of development policies:

It presented an enormous list of possible activities, but it failed

to establish priorities among those actNties. Additionally, the

SCRADS report remained largely a staff undertaking; it was never

effectively endorsed by highlevel state officials, whose interest in

C'?



it waned as the overall Balanced Growth PoliYy lost its political

momentum.

A'
The State.of Vermont had similar problems in developing a compre

hensive economic development policy. The Vermont policy, like thi
. ,

SCRADS report, incloddd a lengthy list of, recommended state activitieS,

but with no.explicit arrangement of prioritieS. And like North'

Catolina,s' Balanced Growth Policy, the Vermont effort tried to please

all political forces.' It included goals and activities that conflict*

potentially in.terms of their approach to economic development (e.g.,

preserving agricultural land vs. promoting industrial development) or

irwterms of competing for limited state resources.

The.experiences of both states illustrate the difficulty of

developing a meaningful state development policy in the face of

politiCal pressures. olicy is valuable only if it Can be used tO guide

action, and, in most case$,-state economic Aevelopment policies have

not been ltriked,to clear, manageable strategiys. In Vermont (and to

.some extent in North Carolina), the policy development process itself

was valuable, sincv it forted state agenties to think about what they

4°3

were doing in support of economic development. But the end product .

the policy itself -- has thus far been less useful.

Despite the ineffectiveness of theexplicit policies in directing

,North Carolina's and Vermont's edonothic development activities, both

states have an Implicit, Wellestablished approach to economic develop

ment that has dominated their actions since long before the.explicit

policies were developed, ln both states, that approach centers on

indu&trial development. North Carolinas& industrial development efforts

66
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concentrate On recruitment of branch plants (and recently on recruitment

of entire,industrial sectors, such as microelectronics), while Vermont's

approach emphasizes state financing for expansion of local manufacturing

'1/41

_ -

i:companie .

.Although the states in this study do-not present

evidence of the effectiveness of broad,staie econbmic

convincing

development

policy, their experiences do illustrate the value of a state's having

3 conscious, focused approach to economic deVelopment for smaller cities

and rural areas. Since economic development is a longterm process,

often requiring years of effort before it shows success, and since

smaller cities and rural areas rely heavily on state assiStance, it

is beneficial,forithose areas to know that the state haS a comnatment

'to supporting certain types of economiC development activities over

perioggf,years. That knoWledge enables localities to plan longterm

economic development strategies with fair assurance that they can count

on state support.

In settling on its basid approaCh to local. economic AevelopMent,
A

the state (or key State agencies) must consider three issues-: the types

of economic development aCtivities it.Will support, the typeS:of.

entities that 'can best carry out those activities, and the .basiS for

allocating assistance tor those activities throughout the state,. The

'dominant anprOach in most states -- industrial development -- can be

characterized as follows: The primary economic development activities

4

supported by the state are plant expansion and plant recruitment; the

major actors are private corporations, assisted by local and-state

industrial development agencies; and the distribution of state

assistance reflects corporate-decisions on plant siting.



California; howeVer, offers a different'model, and one More.in

line vith th6 perspective of this study.,

There, two state agencies (the Economlc.Development Department-

: and the Office of Local EcOnoMic Development) have in recent years

pursued an approach to economic development that is based.on buiiding

up the capability.of local development organlzationt and-nurturing Small,

business. The Economic Development DepartMent (EDD), im particular,-

has a well-thought-out rural economic development, strategy based on

the7recOgnitiOn _that.economic deVelopment is_a protracted proceSs

reluiring local commitment and support. Over the years, EDDhas

Supported fledgling organizationS and tolerated the short-term mistakeS

of those Organizations as part Of the learning process; many of ehe

economic development projects discusied in the California cage study

owe their existence to start-up funding from EDD. Similarly, the Office

of Local Development has helped build up local development organizations

by contracting with some of those groups for t e provision of technical

assistance to other groups.

Both California agencies have been fortunate in having access to

discretionary funds (primarily from CETA, EDA, Ad other federal

sources), in attracting and retaining creative staffs, and in working

.under an innovative state administration. Although their effectiveness

may diminish with the lessening availability of federal funds, they

offer other states a model for an alternative approach to economic

develrpment. The aCtivities the"California agencies have chosen to

support are locally based development, small business deyelopment"and

natural resource-based developMeni; the entities they support to carry
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,out theie activities aie IOCk cOmmunity7bas-edorganizations.' And

AP

'..because-the state agencdeshave.aclopted a lon'g-ternr peispective,.they

have been able to-targetthair assiStanCe tO some of the mast economi-
,,,,.

_cally, diStre.SSed areas o .the state,.where they know success--will come

`Yet another approach Eo econom.ic klevelopment is Ah'at taken by the

.4 '

Maine,,Deirelopme4 FoundatiOd (MDT.), a private nonptofit Aganiz'atipri

.
With closa ties to iiaina:s'state tovernment. MDF lakas a centralized

and direct approachto'econoMic deVelopment,,tatgeting-indUstrieS and
,

wOrking tO build them up in the State. While that approach May ppear

to be siMply a variation on the kndustrial ractuil;ment.theme, it also

-

seeks to buil&on existing naturpl resoufces and'established industrial

sectors in the state. 'Khe approach involves a sounder strategy than,
j

do many state economic davelopment efforts in that' it attempts to

7

:examine syStematically strengths and opportunities already available

t I

in the .State. it is similar to the typical State approach however,

in that the key actOrs are'private investors, whose decisions determine

tha geographic disArsion of economic activity.

In sum, then, each state has a doMinant approach to economit.

.development, explicit o'r implicit, whiali i 'practice tends to be more

influential than comprehensivey formal economic development policies.

What is needed to support the kinds of local economic development

activities discussed in this report is state commitment to a particular

approach. In that approach, the key activities are i ustrial

expansion, small business development, and new enterprise developmentl

the key actors are' local development organiia0ons.; and the state's
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assistance is targeted".to economically distressed areas and to areas

ready and willing to take local initiative. That approach will normally

lead the state to involve itself in'the :ctivities diseussed below -7

capacity-building and technical eSsistance, financing for local economid A-

development, and coordination.

Capacity-Building and Technical Assis,tance

In FY the State of KentuckY Was given conSiderable auEonomy-

in administ&ring HUIs small citiet grant program as n test of the state

block grant concept.. Kentucky was interested in 'using the.HUD ftinds

for Aocal economic develcipment projects as well as for More traditional

housing and community development'activities. Not a single.economic

r .

development project was funded, however, because no town submitted an

application strong enough to merit sucKa grant. Kentticky hopes Eo

stimulate more and better economic'development proposals next year bY

having experts review economic development proposals and retommend Ways

of making the proposed project's Sttonger. ,

In 1977, tbe State of:Massachusetts cr,e4iEed the Communiry

'Development'Finance-CorpOratibn (CDFC), a new instit.ution to Kelp

. 40

finance commuhity-based economic development-- CDFC was capitalized

at $10 million to provide equity financing fOr business (teals initiat-ed

by or linked to CDCs in economically depressed ateas. During 'the ff't'st

three years, only a few CDCs submitted busineSs proposals, and only

one of those was a rural CDC. Thep, the state's Community Economic

Development Assistance Corpora ion (CEDAC) became operational and began

helping kocal organizations with business dfyelopment aciivities.
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'Gradually, CDCs in Massachusetts are increaging their ability to

identify business opportunities and utllize dDFC resources.-

A similar tale was told in Rorth Carolina when thatstate's-.
,

government sought local economic development.projects.for.inclution ,

in.its application for a discretionary HOD small eit.i.et grant-in:1981,
I.

Few proposals were submitted, and the state had to take an,ActiVe role

in helpfrig local drAanizatiOnt deyelop ideas a d refine project :Plans,-
-

TheS'e examplet pOint to-the need lor capacity-building and

technical assistance for economic development -organizations Jr1 smaller

cities and rural areas. Capacity-building includes actiVities that

help enhance the skills and broadenfhe knowledge base of a local

organization: development, of leaderthip, help in planning strategies,

dissemination of project ideas purjOued:by other organizatlions, teaching
,

general skiils to the oiganization's board-and staff members. Technical

assistance, at the term is used llere, is mere project-specific and more .

technically detailed ltAnvolves proig500pa1assistarice: broUght Ii

'to help an Organization with a specific problem -- for example, the.

Rerformance'of a feasibility studY fora proposed butiness venture,

or the determination of the legal and tax implicationsPof'the creation

of a for-profit subsidiary By.a nonprofit organization.

There are four basic elements in a complete capacity-building and

technical assistance prAram: information dissemination, leadership

4

and organizational development, technical assistance, and funding for

local organizationt. ,Malsachusetts offers acomplete package of state

assistance for community-based development organizations, encompassing.

all four. elements. The key agencies pre theXommunity Economic
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Development Astistance Corporation (CEDAC), which is funde'd from CEPA,

EDA, state appropriations, and other sources; and the Community

Enterprise EconoMic Development program (CEED), which is funded.by EDA

and state appropriations. The tvo agencies work closely together, with

CEDAC proVidIng aPacity-building and technical assistilnce services

and CEED funding staff Rositions_in lotal development organizations.

'CEDAC it- Onry a few yearg old, but it,hat'tiready develope0 a range

of services to meet the varied needs of local development organilations.

First, it offers workshops to disseminate information on specific topics

.of interest to local development Organizations (revolving loan-funds,

housing development, financial analysis, and others). Informatiotr

dissemination is-the timplest capacity-building function that a state

can performc yet lt is extremely useful in helping orianizations

generate and assess ideas for'economic development projects and share

experiences wilh,similar organizations,

-,Setond, CEDAC'staff work Idtehstvely with a few hewer organizations
'

help.them plan and implement economitldevelopment strategies

appropriaie to their areas. CEDAC staff help develop leadership; they

assitt the organizations in setting priorities and selecting feasible

strategies, and, in general', they speed up an organizational development

process that might otherwise take years.

CEDAC's third function is to' provide'technical agsistance by

contracting with consultants to perform speclfic technical tasks, such

as venture feasibility studies, for local O.rganizatitns. That sdrt

of assistance Ls especially valuable to organizations in smaller cities

and rural areas, since they tend to be more isolated from inforMation

I.
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sources and rarely have access to volunteers with,technical knowledge

in business, law, aCcounting, and other fields.

The final element of the total capacity-building and technical

assistance package is local staffing. In Massachusetts, that element

is proVided by the:CEED program, which makes grants to fledgling CDCs

to hire one staff person apiece. In many cases, the CEED-assisted

staffer iS the CDC's only staff person. CEED funding for staff

positions has been critical in enabling young,.developing organizations,

to take advantage of CEDAC's broader rangeofatsistance.

:California is a secOnd state that has provaied extensive: support

for local economic development in its smaller cities and rural areas.

I
Both the CETA-funded,E6onomic Development Department and the Office

of Local-Economic Development (with access to EDA, HUD, and other

monies) have provided funding tor staff.support in local organizations

as well as funding for projects (revolving funds, business assistance

vregrams, and others)... As noted earlier, many of.,the local development

organizations described in,the California case study owe their existence

to EDD funding and support.,. EDD has also sponsored research on loCal

'economic development to help guide lOcal organizations' activities.

In designing a capacity-building and technical assistance program,

a state must consider four key questions: To what extent should it

emphasize capacity-building, and to what extent technical assistance?

How should assistance be provided by the state agency itself, or

through Intermediaries? How should limited resources be distribdted

acyoss the state? And finally, what should the state do when there

are but few local"develoOment organizations ready to make use:of its

' assistance?
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,

The distinction made here between Capacity-building and, technical,

assistance is that the former involves trahsfer'ring skills to the local-__

organization, while the latter involves bringing in an outside'expert

to perform a specifi$ task'for the organization. Some task's (e.g.,

setting priorities, building loCal support) must obviously be done by

-.the organization itself, with advice from outside if necessary; but

other tasks can be performed either by the organization (perhaps with

considerable help) or by outside experts. While Some fields may be

simply too teOhnical for'an organi'zation's limited,staff to master,

it is advisable for.the.organizatton to build its capacity.to handle

as many problems as possible. This is especially true in times of

scarce and.unpred1cta1e regources, when.local organizations cannot

relY on the availability of outsrde help. If, for example, staff or

board members of a local organiiation learn how to evaluate a plan for

a.proposed new business; they will be better off next time they are-

presented with a business prppoSpl; they will also be in a better

positicin to develop a bUstness plan themselves.

deciding between helping to build the capacity of a local

development organization And simplysending in a consultant tO perform

a task, the state agency should bear in mind that while capacity-

building is more effective in the long run, it does take time. The

best mix seems to be for the state agency to offer ongoing capacity-

building assistance, while at the same tidie offering one-shot technical

assistance on the most complex and technical topics and on problems

that the organization will confront only rar,ely.

?
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S.

A second question facing the states goes to whether the state will

.provide asaistance through its own agencies or thraugh intermediaries,

such as private consultants, universities, or other local development

"organizations. California's Office of Local-Economic Development

originally provided capacity-building and technical assistance through

its own staff. When that staffyas severely reduced because of budget

cuts, however,the. Office turned to a few well-estaa4Shed local

development organizations as assistance providers:" It has found the

use of intermediaries to be a lass costly means of providing training

and technical assistance to developing organizations.

In Massachusetts, CEDAC has utilized its small staff ta organize

workshops., conduct iraining sessions for CDC boards, and work inten-

Sively with a few local development organizations to help them set

priorities and assess economic development opportunities in their

communities. CEDAC hires consultants to perform quick, technical,f one-

'Shot tasks for local organizations,''such as Conducting a feasibility

study of t,he purchase of a garment manufacturing plant that was closirig,

ordeveloping a marketing plan for expanding circulation of a bilingual

comMunity newspaper.

A thied question, quite important in times of'dwindltng public

resources, addresses the distribution of capacity-building and techniCal

assistance efforts within a state. Vermont, in its program of

supporting staff positions in regional development corporations, has

chosen to,fund one organization in each region of the state, and to

fund all such organizations equally as long as they can generate local

'matching funds. This system has the political advantage of spreading

:c



assistance -aCross the state; it is also advantageous to the.state's -

?
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more rural regions, which, in itg absence, might not be able to compete

wiih the more developed areas for funding'. It may not., however, be

the most cost-effective approach from the ftate's standpoint. A state,

for example, might deem it more.sensible to target its neediest areas;

or it Might decide.to single out the'local organizations that can make
.

the best uSe of the assistance.

California's' EDD has followed the former approach; it targeted

assistanceto the most depressed areas first, since its goal was'to

relieve uneMployment arid underemployMent and it was willing to take

several years to attain that goal. Massachusetts, cOnversely, has

directed its assistance more toward organizations that show potential

in.economically depressed areas of the state, but not necessarily the

most depressed areas. In sdlecting specific organitations to assfst,

MassaChusetts looks for evidence-of commupity support and for organiza-

tional commitment to and understanding of'community economic

developmant. !Given limited resources', the Massachusetts approach-seems

sound: 'targeting aid generally to economically distressed areas, and

then seeking organizations within tshose areas that have,solid leader-

ship, local support, and a commitment to local economic development.

A troublesome situation occuts when there Are few viable local ,

organizations capable-of undertaking local ecenomic developmebt

projects. In that case, the state, comMitted to developing a base of

effective local organizations, can be the catalyst that steps up the

evolution of such organizations. In Massachusetts, the availability

of capacltY,building assistande, com4ined-with-the state's innovative

financing institutLon CDFC fdiscusSolbejey), has sparked the creation

78
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of several local development.organizations. In addition, those state

resources have enabled organizations that wvre previously involveid only

in housing or"other traditional community developmat activities to

move into the economic, development'arena.-

Financing

Most states are involved in financing business development to some

extent through tax incentives, loans and Loan guarantees, and other

explicit or implicit subsidies. Such subsidies can be expensive and

of limited value to smaller cities and,Tural areag. Theyitend,to be

%
-oriented to the needs of larger businesses, rather.,than the small ehtpr-

IpriseS that are more common in smalldr cittes and rural-.areas. The

subsiAies offer little help to areas where.the primary need is not for

incentives; but for more intense assistance for or direct institution

of;business V.entures; or to those loCalities that lack tritermediary

organizations or adequate financial institutions to help businesses',

take advantage of state assistance.

Some states have established innovative financing institutions

designed expressly to help smaller businesses Or buOnessea in economi-
,

tally depressed areas. Thoge institutions emphasize helping local
1

;
businesses and funding community-based projects; rather than subsidizing

the,activities of large corporations. Innovative financing agencies

included in this study are the Mass'achusetgs Community Development

Finance Corporation (CDFC), Vermont's Job Start, the Maine Capital

Corporation, and California's Renewable Resources Investment Fund.

CDF: Massachusetts' CDFC is an unusual state institution in 4ts

provision of equity financing and in its limitation of assistance to

79
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businesses that are linked to CDCs in economically depressed areas.

It was capitalized with $10 million in state bonds. Since that entire

sum was given to CDFC at the start, the agency has had a tecure source

#

of operating funds in the form of interest earned on the uncommitted

balance. CDFC't goals are more complex than those oi many state

finance programd. ft is charged rfot only with helping businesses start

up and expand in depressed areas, but also With creating "good".jobs

(paying at least 150 percent of the minimum wage), and with fostering

true community economic development -- that is, clelping,grass-roots,;

community-ipsed organizations tO obtain ownership or control of local

business venEures.

CDFC can approach that latter goal by several paths. At one

.
extreme, CDFC might-enable the CPC Co begin or purchase a business and

serve as 'its sole owner. More cOmmonly, CDFC will buy an equity

position;for a CDC in-a privately owned company, thus.givIng the CDC

a voiCe in company decisions and a 'financial holding which can generate

money for reinvestment in the community. And at the other extreme,

the CDC, without taking an ownership position in a company, receives

In return tor assistance a commitment from Ihat company. to serve certain

community interests -- for example, to.train and hire an pgreed-upon

number of low-income communitx residents.

In its first three years of ope'ration, CDFC has found that even.

in Massachusetts a state with a-wealth of CDCi, few Of them'are ready

to take on the responsibility of owning'busivesses. CDFC's ffrst four

--deals -- all of which involved a high degree of-CDC ownership -=

'Today, CDFC seems to be looking for ventures with a stronger private
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management component and a somewhat modergted CDC involvement; it is
4

also,planning to monitor participating businesses more closely to try

to ward off.fallures. 1R,

CDFC clearly does-not provide a model that can be transferred

easily to other states. Eyed in states,like Massachusetts that have

a strong network of CDCs, an active capacity-building and technical

-assistanceprogram must precede the financing function. In

Massachusetts, as nOted, CEDAC 'now provides that program, and observers

belleve.it will improve CDFC's effectiveness in a few more years. ,That

is still 'a long-term proposttion,'however, which cal-1s for much patience

on the part of the state.

CDFC's experience to date has shown that state proviston, of equity

and near-equity financing can be,an effective business development

Mechanism for economically depressed areas'-- inner-cities, declining

smaller cities, and rural areas. CUT staff believe that none of Ole

businesses- financed to date would have started up or expanded in their

A

present locations without CDFC assistance.

One element of Che CDFC model that has relevance to the more

traditional financing programs of other states ie.iks utilization o

local development organizations as intermediaries. The involvement .

of such organizations has two advantages. First, local development

organizations, such as CDCs, are in a good position to ensure that
10, .

benefits litually accrue to the lecal comMunify. CDFC, for example,

has been able to give local organizations the leverage to negotiate

- with companies receiving its assistance and to monitor the imptemen-

tation pf agreements stemming from such negotiacions. One result has

been more lObs foi- low-income residents,ef affected communities..
CO]
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0111005
Second, the involvement of local development organizations can

make a state's financing programs more accessible to rural areas. State

business financing efforts (CDFC included) must often limit their

assistance to retatively large investments foi tht sake of cost

effectiveness. CDFC's t pical investment, for instance, is in the

$100,000 to $300,000 range, smaller deals would require nearly as much

staef time,as large One nd,.consequently,e,they ate not considered

worth pursuing. SOme viral advocates criticfie this posture, saying

it limits CDFC'-s actiyity in ruTal areas, where most business opportuni

ties are modest in scale. They point out that if the state designated

certain local development organizations as\intermediaries to operate

localized investment funds, it could increase-the amount of assistance

going to amallet oities and rural areas.

One state, in fect, has taken just that approach and has been

pleased with the'resultS. The Kentucky Development Finance Authority

(KDFA) authorized MACED (a local organization discussed in Chapter II)

to adMinister a business,loan fund capitalized in eastern Kentucky by

the' Appalachian Regional CommiSsion. MACED's role is,to package loans

and iecommend projects for funding. Rather than looking for large

business ventures (rare in Oral Kentucky) or slmply notifying local

banks of the availability of funds, as KDFA might have done had it been

operating the program froM Frankfort, MACED has integrated the fund

into it's, overall small business development effort. The'organization

thus uses the KDPA funti as bne more resourclOn its
)11

ttempt to plan

and initiate hew businesses and local business expansions.

2
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Joh: Start: VerMont. Job Start., Aeacribed 4n-Chapter 11, is a-

revOlving loan fund capitalized by the'State which makes sMall

,.to 'very small owneroperated butineases throughout.Vermont.

illuttrates anothe)Set of steps that a state can take in financing

business development state canichoose a target group that

is simple to serve and'has access to no Other financing', get realistic

goals ( .g., creating"or susta ning one or two jobs per busine.ss), and

design a simple program with a inimum of paperwork to serve that-target
. .

group. With a smaller Staff than CDFC Job .Start hat approxiMately

700 loant outstanding; CDFC hat fewer than'10 current Investments.

Job Start can service so many loans for two reasons. First, since the

businesses assisted are quite small, each deal is simple compared to

CQFC's ventures, which must be thoroughly reviewed and monitored for

management, marketing plans, and financial accountability. And second,

Job ptart's loanreview proqesa it decentrelized,"telYing on'five lonal

(volunteer). boards appointed by local community action agencies. That

scheme eliminates much of the need for extensive staff review.

Maine'Capital Corporation: -;Anothar innoilative'model forstate

financing of business deilelopment is offerecli)Y the Maine-Capital

Corporation, a forprofit body established by the state legislature
101

as.the sister organilatibn to the prilvate nonprofit Maine Development

FOundation. The state authorized MCC to issue $1 million in stock,

for-pUrchase o-L,which'invdttors cduld nlaiM a 507 state income tax ,

credit-. mdd licensed as a SM)11 Businest 1nveStment Coppany(SBIC

which giVes, it accept to an addltional $.3 Million irt, SBA funda for'

qUity Cnyestmenta and long7tetm
,

loant. TheCorporationmust..invest.
'

.`
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in-state Lwsinesses, and two oC its board members are appointed by

the Governor. The other seven members are elected'by the.stockholders,

most of whom represent savings banks.

In theory, an institution like MCC could help fill a recognized

gap in the availability of equity.financing for small businesses. T e

state tax credit was intended to .help mdt overcome the conservatisia':

that often chatacterizes SBICs. Since:SBICs are' generally for-profit

corporations, they behave like venture.capital coMpaniesi they lOok

for businesses thatiare expeéted tb grow quiCkly and then either go

public or sell-Out to a larger corporation, so 'Ihat the SBIC:

cab sell its equity position after"a few years.. MCC is onlY 4 year

old and has Made only one investment,_so it is too early to knoia what

types Of businesses it will finance. So far,'however,.it has been

criticized by some as_being too conservative.

It sboy14 elsb be nOted that, unlike CDFC and Job Start,. whose

.'euthorIzing legislation contains stipulationS about targeting

_asSistance to.:depreSsedareas. and lar-incoMe peOplel MCC makes
;

assistanCe available Statewide and dOes not calljor the inVolvement

: of Local deVelOpment organizations:

Renewable Resources. Investment Fund: -California.4-s Renewable

Resources InvestmentFund, represents a different sort of model. The
0

Fund takes its money from-the Lease ofstate lands for extraction of

-7

oil and geothermal energy, And it 'uses the money to support project;

that restorethreatened natural,resources,in the state. Although the

Fund-was not established expressly to spark buSiness cneation Or

nomic development, it has had those,effects, For inktance, its

. 4
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assistance has enabled the Mendhcino Fisheries Improvement Program

(discussed ih Chapter II) to clear timbering debris fr9m streams and

thus revitalize ruined salmon habitat. That effort in turn has helped

rescue the'endangered salmon fishing industry in northern California

and has led to the creation of new businesses involving the.salvage,

and marketing of the redwood logs cleared from the stteambeds.
P 0

4

Other states are beginning to pht severance fon coal,

minerals, petroleum, and,ipther extractedhatural resources, and---

California's utilitation of such revenues .seems particularly noteworthy.

The revenueS areused to restore degraded natural resources, and at

the same time they help tb open up new opportunities for small, natural

.resource7based business ventures.

It should be pointed out, howeVer, that, except for the creativity

an4 initiative of the local organization which be an experimenting With

gtream clearance.upder a CETA project, renewable resource funds might .

not have been made available for stream restoration in California.

The Fia'heries Improvement Program was instrumental in influencing the

state to make those funds available for revitalization of salmon

streams, and it was the prime force in developing.the.technology,
.11

training the Workers, and starting,the business to do the work. This

points again to the link between finanOing an4 the leadership -- or

-

entrepreneurship -- provided by local deveropinent organizations.

Financingis important; bat without creative local leaddrship and

capable organizations, financing alone can achieve little.

These four institutions, then, represent the divers,ity that is

possible in state finance programs 7.diversity in structure, function,

7,
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and source'of funds.' With regard tO structure, all 'but the ,Maine

,Capital Corporation are,state.programs; MCC is a private for-profit

corporation with Opse ties to state government.. An additional

struCture, not represented in any Ofthe foregoing but under consider-

atiOn turrently in North Carolina, is that of a private nonprofit

torporatiod closely t,ied to the state economic development apparatus.

The priMaryfunction of all the:institutions except:the California

.Renewable Resources Investment Fund is to finance new or expanding

businesses. CDFC and MCC do tbis through equity and near-equity invest-

ment, while Job Start offers loans. , In the California prograiii business

deVelopment is not the central goal, but it has been an important by-
_

product of the Fund's activities.

The four institutions were capitalized from four different sources.

CDFC was funded by a $10 million iss.ue of state bonds;. Job Starr, by

state appropriattons; the California Fund, by special taxes on energy

resources; and,MCC was capitalized by the sale of stock, with proceeds

matched three-to-one by SBA as Trait of ita SMall Business Investment

Company program.

The different modes of capitalization Nave dOrectly affected,0e,

charactprs.of the four institutions: MCC,ras noted, seems to behave

most'in the manner of a private investor; that wouad be expected, since

7

its board is dominated by stockholders who are looking for a return

on their investments. The CalifOrnia program is the only one of the

four with a built-in source of new money. As. a result, it offers grants

an'd contracts without looking for a direct monetary return on its

investments. Of the fobr institutions, it is-the most traditional in

0

s6
a
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itsPublic purpose. CDFC and Job Start fall between the extremes

represented by the Maine and California programs. While they are

ae

conscious of limited funds and consequently look for investment

opportunttiesthat will pay them batk, they are governeeby public

boards and concentriti on.financing bUsInesses tbat cannot obtain

strittly private financing.

.Coordination

Generally, four types of coordination are identifiable in the f

process of fostering rural economic development: coordination between

federal and either state or local agencies, between seate and lotal

entities, within state government, and between the public and private

sectors.

Since local economic development program§ of the rdcent past have 44"

'

been.largely dependent on federal_assistance, Jhose programs have bad

to do more than merely coordinate with federal agenCie6; they have,

in effect,)had to plan their strategies to match up with available

federal funds., Some of the most successful local development organi

zations, in fact, have been those that have been able to follow self

determined local development strategy while remaining flexible enough

-

to qualify for various types of federal assistance, as they became

available from year to year. Conversely, maqy local organizations have

'been hampered for Years by their failure to line upyall the necessary

pieces of an aid package simultaneously -- a FmHA loan, a CETA contract,

and an EDA grant, for example.

But today, with the lessening emphasis on categorical federal

programs and the movement toward increasing state control oVer
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resources, local-federal coordination is decreasing in importance

relative to other types of coordination. Coordination between state

government agenCfes and local:organizations, on the other hand, is More

important.'than ever. For while local economic development actiVities-

must be initiatetr: financed in part, and impleMented by Local develop--

ment organizations, "government" must foot much of the.biLt; 'And

"government," in this context, is increasingly coming io.mean state.

government.

Several alternative models for state-local coordination are shown

in the programs included in this study. A decentralized, model is

represented by Vermont's program of aid toiregional development

corporations (RDCs). That program funds t staff position for each RDC,

and then leaves the RDC ei-sentially,to its own devices, except for a

monthly meeting of staff of the state Department of Economic Development

and all the Rnc Coordinators. That sistem works well. in VerMont. Under

it, lotal staff.mem ers have the OPOortunity tO exchange ideas regultrly'

With each oEher and with state staff.; their responsibility and reporting

relationship, however, is still io their regional boards, andithq)state-

imposes no demands or restrictions on their.activitieS.

The proposed North Carolina Rural DeVelOPment CorpOratiOn,,

contrast, presents a centralized,modtl with.a strong'. state role

I

and

weaker local participation. The CorPoration was planned as a stat,ewide,

private nonprbfit organization with fotprofit subsidiaries that WOuld

initiate and help finance,business ventures :in .North,.Carolinetemaller

cltits and-rural aceas. Lf implemented as planned;, the Corporation
,

would have no formal relat,ionship with lOcall' developMent orgSnizatiOnsL
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Ats local (or'rather, regional) eperationi woul8 be Mounted fromthree,

regional univereities.

If a ltate is committed to supporting locally based economic

deVelOpment in smaller cities and rural areas, it must establish

,andtalse relationship. with local development organizat4ons

CaliforniA's program of Assistance te local development organizations,

fUnded.by discretienary CETA money, ie 4 paradigm of a nearly ideal

-
relationship between state gcAlernment and letal organizationa. The

state nurtures local deveJopment organilatiens; it helps themgraw by
-

funding them, cOMmissions researchfio help guide. their choice of
r

,
eeonomicr:development strategies, and-takea the Jong-term perspective,

F

realizing that an organiZatien mot make mistakes as part of its growth

and,deyelopMent.4recese, 'Ibe State also learns from its local grantees

:and modifies its funding priorities from year to year on the basis of

:Jhe experienCes Of the local organizations.-

,

:.CcierdInatlon among itete agencies is inCreasioey important in
. _

_ -- _

0,10of:the greWing:reja for states in.administering all sorts o
, _

A

aseietance pregrams.'Tft iajerhaps'also the most difficult kind of

,coordinatien toTbring off,and 4ts absence has marred the implementation

ofmany State efforts, -'State agencies have different priorities and

differentapproaches te the Same:problem; a state's employment and

-training Agency, for instance, is likely te.approach the issue of

Unemployment from a very diqerent position than the same state's

ciepartment of commerce. Interageney differences of that sort are offen

coMpounded by\the political ambitione of key officials, by ptaff

overload, or by bu,reaucratic inertia. The thinking exhibited in such
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statements as "We don't have time to findrout what the other agencies

.are doing;" or "We've always operated independently; why change?" can

present a very real obstacle to interagency coordination.

Again, California's experience is worthy of notice. That state's

interagency Rural ,Development Committee has succeeded in setting inter-

agency rural development goals and strategies, ancl'it has served as

a- forum in'Which the several Aff4gted agencies can address urgent

problems snd Seek a4vice, support, and resources from each,other.

The most important area of coordination for local economic develop-

ment programs +Evt.hat between the public and the private sectors.

Successful loCalAdeVelopment organizations must functlon as links

bettieen governmept and private enterprise; whether they are developing

infrastructure for industry, counseling small businesses,lor researching .

opportunities for new busfness start-ups. Additionally, some local _

development organizations play a mediating role between government-and

private inidustry interests. The discussion of.local development

organizations in Chapter 71 and the more detailed presentattons in the

case studies provide numerOus examples of public-private ccibrdination.

Summary: State Support for Local Economic Development

Eviry state shows a dominant motif, either explicitly or

implicitly, in its function of assisting economic development: As the

states come to play a larger role in local economic development, it

is important for them to develop conscious, eAflicit strategies to guide

their actions: A state's government does not need to develop a

formulalc, comprehensive economic development or small ciry and rural
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area policy; it does, however, need to reach internal agreement on a

basic approach to lcical, economicsdevelopment'.

If it were to aiNpt the affproach advocated in this study, a state

would concentrate on helping local development organizations promiite,,

industrial expansion, small business development, and new enterprise

develgpment. It would target its.assistance to economically depressed

areaS In which there are organizations r@ady to take local initiative,

and it would be prepared to respond,quickly to local economic crises.

'A'state would carry out this approach to_local economic development

through tWo sets of activities: capacity-building/technical _assistance,

and financial aid.

Capacity-building services and technical assistance from the state

are especially crucial to smaller cities and rural areas, where local

sources of assistance are scarce. As much as possible, the state should

help luild skills within local organizations and increase their self-

reliance; in some cases, though, if is also useful for the state to

provide one-shot technical assistance through consultants, state

,personnel, university staff, or other resources. The state's role in

this area can range from the modest one of educating local organizations

about project ideas to the ambitious one of helping to create local

organizations where none exists. In the latter case, the key steps

are to identify local leadership and to support that leadership in its

efforts to build an organization.

The question of state financing for local economic development

projecEs is a complex one and a subject about which much has been

written in.recent years. From the evidence orthe financing programs

examined in this study, two points can"be made.

91.
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First, federally supported loan funds in rural areas (as discussed

in Chapter.II) have -been,effective in leveraging bank loans fo'r

businesses that otherwiSe could not have started up or expanded. Since

federal funds are no longer available to establish new revolving loan

funds, it would .be.sensIble for states to consider capitalizing

40**
revolving loan funda in smaller tities and rural areAs. And second,

state financing works best when it 'is accompanied by a strong local

presence in the form of a local staff which can help develop business

opportunities, cotinsel local busineises on their expansipn plans, and
4

ansure that local workers benefit from business development. This

suggests that states would be wise to use local developMent organiza-

tions as intermediaries for state financing programs in smaller cities

and rural areas.'

Central to all these state activities -- setting policy,

determining sttlategies, providing financing and technical support, for

local development organizatiOns - 'is the issue of coordination. To ,

achieve'success in economic development efforts, the state Must

coordinate its actions with local organizations and with federal

programs; state agencies must cooperate with each other; and, most

important, the public and private sectors must work together. Coordi-

%

nation in this serise connotes the linking and meshing of an overall

state strategy with capacity-building and financing activities to:form

an effective total package of state support for local economic
ft

development. .

(12
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INTRODUCTION

Overview

By one set of meaSuramenid, California 10 the Aation s most

urbanizecL.state, since 967. of its people live in counties--with popula-

tions of more than 100,000. California can also be considered the

nation'i tenth mOst.rural state, however, aince nearly twe milliOn

Of its people live In placea with populations under 24500. And

.while largely urban in residence patterns, Californlais unequivocally
I.

rural'by land uae. Almost half of the state;s vastcr age'is in

forest (427.), and an even larger portion is in governmcnL hands

(44%), 'Agriculture.is the state's primary Indust y, and California

Is the.nation's most productive farm state.
1-

$

'The past decade has been a time of rapid growth for California's

non-Metropolitan counties. After forty years of slow growth, the

non-metropolitan counties expanded by 18% bOtireen 1970 and 1976,

surpasstni7.524rowth rate of metropplitén 'areas.' While the

state as a whole is eXpected to grow 8.7% by 1986 ,one,fourth of%

the counties 'with fewer than loom() people are anticipating growth

rates of more than 20% over the next five years

Thiastudy focuaes on northern California - the:twelve rural

counties boUnded by Sacramento the Oregon border, che coastal

mountains, and Nevada that are known as the,Northeast, along with

the three northern coastal counties referred to as the North Coast..

These fifteen counties have been growing since 1970 at rates varying

from 7 to 56 percent. Along with growth, the northern counties
,

have been experiencing chronic andicritical unemployment. All elieeded

(,)

4 '
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the state's average"6.8% vnemployment figure for_1980, and three

had rates of over 157.. Even relativery prosperous Shasta County,

with a growth of 49% since 1970, reccirded a 12.9% unemployment figure

lin 1980. Though seasonal unemployment has been the norm in many

of these northern counties, the rapid decline of the area's lumber

and fishing industries coupled with the in-migration of urbanites

has led to structural unempfoyment problems of serious proportions.
\

The importane of forest products to northern California's

economy cannot be exaggerated. In some counties, the timber industry

is responsible -- directly and indirectly -- for nearly sixtj, percent

of employment. Agriculture, recreation, and fishing provide additional

jobs. Livestock raising and the growing of oats, barley, and hay

are the'main agricultural activities. There are a growing number

of service jobs as a result of the increasing number of retired

people, vacationers, and second-home dwellers lured by the region's

expanses of forests and parks.

The tiffiber industry,is in serious decline. In 1930,, the 'industry '

provided-50% of all the jobs on the northern California coast.

This figure reacheCi 70% by 1950, but plummeted to 257 by 1980.

New jobs have not become available for many of the displaced forestry

workers. Indeed, it is estimated that one fourth of all the timber

workers in the Pacific Northwest are unemployed.'

There are a number of reasons for such a decline. Most obviously,

the immense stands of first-growth redwOod and Douglas fir which.

0

produced annual harvests of billions of board feet are nearly 'depleted.

.1m



Sustained yield -- the praCtice of cutting no more than it._

planted -- is not yet a universally accepted practice among the
, .

large timberilolders, private and public. And unNI." recently, both'.
.G 4

taxation and regulatory policies encouraged,tapid harvesting and

provided few incentis forteplantingl erosion control, or the

maintenance of wildlif habitaEs.

- Shottages in supply have'been eggraVated-by growing foreign
14.

%

demand for the Northwest's.raw timbet. -Small Mill owners have been

unable to survive the shortages and the resulting higher prices.
_

Buthboldt County in 1960, for example, boasted 500 mills; today,

there are 20.

But the less of forestrelated 'jobs is not due only to the

shortage of timber; it is AlsO'attributable toldedislons by the

-dominant multinational corporations to reinvest in more capital-

.

intenalveequipment and to relocate, particularly to the sO t eastern

United States. These corporations have been troubled.by bsolescent

equipment geared to first-gro-wth timber Standt, and they'ha e been

0'70

hurthy the downturn .in the housing induptry.

The decline,Of the timber ifibustry was hastened on the Nokth

,Coast by Redwood National Park. Created in 1968 and expanded in
1

1977, the park removed more than 30,000 acres of old-growtb redwood

from production. Though it displaced thousands of timber employees,

ithe park provided more than $20 million in benefits and severance,

paymenta to nearly 2,500 workers. Few worker, howeVeri-took advantage

of retrai ing or relocation opportunities.
1
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Mill closings continue in-northern California as the industry

adjusts to:the decline'in AeMand and ShiftS from firstgrowth to

hhly automated secondgrowth harvesting. If the region's persistent

unemployment is to be curbed, its economy must be diversified, alterna

tive methods Of forest rehabilitation must be developed, and secondary

wood product markets must expand.

Rural Policy and Government Structure

The State's farolvement in the development of the econothy and

the infraStructure ofrUral areas is, for the most part, limited.,

California has no specific, formal rulpi policy or general rural

strategyi and the weakness of the rural voice in legislative chaMbers4

and government offices maket future formulations untikeli. Nor does

the state have a regional structure for administering programs and

providing technical assistance to small cities or rural-counties.

finally, the state, until recently, was not i*volved in aggressively

, recruiting and attracting industries to local area's, rural 'or urhad.

W

Notable:exceptions to this, lack of state involvement in assisting

local areas with economic development do, however,.exist in California.

The Rural. Development Committee,* a,-group'of state and federal officials

that has been active for almost a ecade) is involved in initiating, ,

supporting, and evaluating,r r development projects fundedby

the state and federal governmentS. The Office of Local Economic
-

.DeVelopment, a division of the state's Department of Business and

Economic Development, helps build the capatity of local governthentt for

strengthenIng existing businesses through financial and technical

assistance. And 'the staEe's CETA office has 0 special rural.development

unit which'has invested more than $.50 mhlion In a variety of research
3



and demonttration projeCts in rural California. 'These three institu

tions will be explored in gteilter depth following a brief;discussion

of overall: state policy and structure as they relate to economic

development in small cities and rural areas.

California has mO _formal rural policy. Specific strategies,

however, have been developed for the Foothills (the thirteen counties

in the Sierras), and for'the coastal counties. Strategies developed

by the GoVer9or's staff for the Foothills involve tuppprt for proposed

-legislation directed at-ameliorating high interest rates aiid intreatIng

the availability of financing for-infrastructure and housing.

Strategies for the coastal counties are concerned with ciffshore'

development tights and protection. Though the Governor was interested,

at one pOint, in developing a statewide rural strategy, a push:for

a statewide rural:development corporation came to naught recently

in the LegiSlatOre. :Though California is an. agricultural state,

its nonmetropolitan population is perhaps too small for it ever

to be.a state with a strong rural lobby.

The state's.presence in rural areas is mrnimal. -The Department

of Housing and Communfty Development, for example, has only two

area offices in the entire state. Only. the Employment Security

CoMmission (referred to as EDD), CETA, and the state Divisi:on of

Forestry maintain a network-of local offices. This limited 'presence

ig not strictly a function of dwindling resources. Rather, California

has historically resisted regfonal planning and administrative bodies,

Ihere are only three EDA economic development disteicts _in the entire

statec'Snd councilt ol government (COGs) are weak.- 'The director
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.of a twelve-county higher education district cites numereus instances

of resistance to coordination, usually interpreted Locally as control.

The state's lack of interest, until recently, in aggressively

moting indUstrial deyelopment is as much the product' of post-World

War II prosperity as it is of the home-ruie ilientality. It is only

ip the past several years, in the face of numerous closings of lumber

mills, canneries, and auto-related_plants, and the'relocation of

-several ley firms to the Sunbelt, that-the state has begun to take

a more active role in industrial recruiting. Thus the state's Depart-

-

ment of Business and Economic Development was created.in 1977, the

inventory tax was abolished, a state industrial revenue bond policy

has been created, and PrOposition-lS was touted as a significant

way for local corporations,to achieve tax savings.. Such state

activities common elsewhere -- are of recent'vintage in Calif.ornia.

The California Rural Development Committee was-formed nearly

a decade ago as the body of state and federal officials. mandated:

'by the. Rural Development Act. Its role has included serving as

an advisory group to the state!s Small Farms Viability Study, evaluating

.a study for the U.S. Department of Energy of geothermal potential

in Lassen County, cosponsoring a USDA-HUD local capacity-building

demonstratfon, and most recently, activating ahd evaluating a stale-

level response to plant closings in the Burney-McCloud'areas of

northern Callfornia. (The section of this paper.which deals with

the Burney-McCloud plant closings includen Lurther intormation on

the'Committee's activities.)
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-The California Office of Local Economic Development-is one

f seven officei within the newly created California Department

of Business and EConomic Development. With small cities as its

primary focus, the Office provides information and training on downtown'

revitalization, commercial development, economic development strategies,

and revolving loan programs. Onsite technical assistance, though

currently curtailed because of staff limitations, has invofved the

preparation of local development strategies, funding proposals',

and grant packages. When EDA-funds were available, the Office provided

direct financial assistance to local governments and businesses

through its administration of EDAfunded loan and grant programs.

The Office also formerly operated a statefunded loan guarantee

program for small- businesses through three regional nonprofit corpora

/ r

tiOns. That program is now operated by 'a sister office- for small

business development in the same department.

Unlike the developMent agencieS of many other states;. California's-

Office of Local Economic Development distinguishes between economic

development and industrial recruitment: "Industrial development

is not an end in itself," states a Handbook on Economic Development

prepared.by the League of California Cities, "but only one of several

possibilities for improving the economic situation of a commUnity.

The priorities of the community may be better served by the development

of retail, commercial, agricultural, or othkr sectors." The Office also

urges local governments to focus on strengthening existing businesses:

"Existing Industry -- Take Care of Your Own First" is a chapter

1C2
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heading in the same Handbook. The Office's current focus is on

encouraging local governments, through use of local intermediaries,

to form economic development corporations. The Pittsburg Housing.

and Economic'Development COrporation, itself a certified SBA .503

corpOration, is one such statesupported intermediary. This past

year, it worked with thirty small cities and published a.guide on

establishing a revolving loan fund..

The Office is involved in identifying. whal.it calls "nonservice

or noncapital approaches tO enhancepusiness development." Some

of its ideas include onestop Armit processing, the use of planning

and zoning regutations to encourage economic development, feint

vent,ures with the private secitor, new bonding approaches,, and the

lease of property to generate revenues. Public development of

industrial parks is encouraged when private investment is not available,

And increasing emphasis is'being placed on local governments' use

.

of HUD UDAG and Community Development Block Grants for economic

development.

A legtslatiVe appropriation of $226,460 currently supports.

the Off.ice. These resources are considerably less than the appropria

tion the Offite be-gan with four y rs ago. 'S'taff has been cut from

22 to nine, and'the considerable res urces that came from EDA's

p6blic works grants and Section 304 technical assistance programs

are no longer available, In response, the Office has more vigorously

targeted communities which will receive its help, and it is developing

a network of ifitermediary local organizations to'provide the onsite

1 0 3



assietance and training which can no longer be provided by the Office s

staff.

Arcata, a northern coastal city of'13,000 people, Can'be'viewed

as an example of the Office's new targeting policy. The city was

first the subject of an ecbnomic development strategy prepared by

Office staff, and later the recipient.of more than $1 million in

state and federal grants to staff a local development corporation,

capitalize a revolving loan fund, and develop an industrial patk.

The Office was iMpressed with the receptivity of Arcata's local

officials and with the potential for building on investments in

businesses affected by Redwood National Park and financed through

the Redwood Regional Economic Development Commission. Arcata has become

something of a showcase for the Office.b

The Offices targeting effort is being emulated by the Department

of Business and Economic Development as a whole. Each of the offices

in the Department is dn the process of selecting five to ten communities

on which to concentrate its efforts in business development, tourism,

industrial recruitment, and local government assistance. Though

geographic re-presentativeness is being sought, receptivity oflocal

officials to state help is the primary criterion for selection Of

the communities.

In sum, though#the Office of Local Economic Development is

not specifically a ruraloriented agency, it serves mostly small

cities, many of which are in nonmetropolitan counties. It has

served as a conduit for EDAfunded activities and policies and as

an Ef'dvocate of EDA's focui on OEDP Committees, industrial parks,

104



and, more recently, revolving loan funds. The Office's emphasis

on building the capacity of local governments to help existing business,

as opposed to recruiting new industries, is noteworthy.'

The lead role in promoting-and suPpOrting innovative approaches

job creation in-the rural areas of California has been taken

by the California State CETA Office. That leadership-is the result

-

of five years of deliberate research, strategy development, local

capacity-building, and patient ,commitment by office staff. It is'

alSo related to the,control of one of.,the few sources of 'discretionary

funding for economic development: the Governor's 47. fund.

Un.likenos.t other. state CETA offices, CETA-0, as California's is

commonly called, set up a speCial rural development pnit to complement its

urban "research and demonstration activities. And unlike many other

state CETA offices, CETA-0 based its rural investment policy on
ft ,

,

research geared to identifying the most serious labor market problems

and promiaing strategies in rural Areas. While resisting demands

?for funding made by other government agencies and local operators,

CETA-O'Contracte4 out several major research efforts, including

a.compilation of case studies of non-agricultural 'rural development

institutions in four state6.; a dompendium of examples of successful

job creation ventures in alternative energy, forest resources, and'

small farming in' rural California; and a major examination of the

family .farm in the state.

CETA-O's role in'the Small Farm Viability,. Project illustrates

sbmc of its iMportant operating principles:. ownership of demonstration-

projeCts by traditional lead agencies, and-repented investments

to strengthen the chances of such projects for institutionalization.'
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Funded by the Community Services A4Ministration, the Small Farm

.Viability Project was.a cooperative effort.of EDD (CETAO's-parent

agency),,the Governor's Offfce of Polfcy and Research, the Department-

of Food and Agriculture, and 'the DeOartment of Housing and Community

Development. More than-80 experts en Various aspects of rural and

agricultural development participated.as members of six task forCes.,

Interest in and ownership of the report,:consequently, were shlred

by many critical actors in the rural development process.

Since the publication of the repoei in late 1977, CETA-0 has

used its funds for projects that lay the zroundWork for impl.ementing

the recommendations of the repott. Thus*CETA-0 funded prototype

small farm'resource centers at two community colleges to coordinate

information essential to.the selfemployed family farmer. The resource

oenters also developed short courses to meet the needs of local

farmers and 'secured the support of local public and private agencies.

CETA-0 uses the prototype resource centers as one base for the Small

Farmer Information Access System a statewide system for gathering'

and disseminating information crftical to the small family farmer.

CEtA-0 also funded klingual programming of agricultural information

at a local radio station to expand the'outreach cif the information

system. Perhaps most importantly, CETA-0, as an active member of

the Small Farmer Information Access Council, helped push for the

location of the inforMation Syatem at the University of

California at Davis -- the heart of the state's agricultural research
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program. CETA-O's hope is to get the uniVetsity to recogniie the

eed lor the information system,and to agree to tund the system.

Another operating principle in many oCCETA=0's projects is

the attempt to strengthen the capacitrof commUniti-based organizations

for etonomic development. As part of that attempt, CETA-0 funds

such organiz'ations as the CalifOrnia_federatioWof Technology and

Resources (which works with community development corporatio

the Rural Community AssiStance Corporation (which works wit local

housing rehabilitation groups), and. the Confederacion Agricola de

California (Which works with local production cooperatives). ThOugh

some of these efforts have not succeeded as CETA-0 would have wished,

the Office continues to support the organizations because its staff

sees economic development as a long-term process involving

frequent experimentation as well as patient evaluation and

relnvestment.

CETA-0 provides support for neW approaches to job creation,

particularly those based on local natural resources. Thus iC provided

funding to a community delielopment corporatilipto develop a curriculum

and an institutional framework for coordinating and training.workers,

forestry contractors, and small landowners in reforestation techniques;

it supported a nonprofit research and demon!strStion organization

in its effo'rts to create jobs through clearing. formerly fish-filled

streams of forest debris put there as a result of timbering;

and it funded another local organization.to st,tidy.the,viability of

lahor-inrensive wool7carding.

0 7
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Most recently, CETA-0 is taking the lead in responding to the

state's increasing number of industrial plant closures. Its support

includes the provision of funding for two staff persons in EDD to .

coordinate agency assinance for stricken communities and to work

closely with unions and other organizations in the development of

legislative proposals. It is also,funding ,o prototype displaced

workers center in the heart of the lumber country.

;

In short, CETA-0 approaches its task of responding to serious

labor market problems in rural areas with a long-term, developmental

perspective. The approach involves fostering ownership of demonstration

projects among the critical agencies involvedj building the capacity

of local economic development organizations to plan and operate

local projects; accumulating and disseminating a knowledge base

about rural development problems and approaches; and supporting

experimentation in novel forms of job creation, particularly' those

which involve a labor-intensive and ecologically sound exploitation

of the loCal resource base.

Two recent developments, however, are undercutting CETA-O's

effectiveness. Most obviously, the considerable cuts in funding

Jor the office severely liMit its staff'and projeet supportkapability.

Secondly, administrative changes have produced a shift to competitive

funding based on RFPs followed by project monitoring, rather than

the active development and nurturing of projects characteristic

of the past. Despite the rather bleak future, it seems safe to

Say that CETA-O's past efforts will continue to bear fruit from

.1
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$the base, orstronger local organimaEionswith clearer VisiOns 'of

rural, development. which CETA-0 has helOed to foster,

'Local ProgramS Studied
_ a

*

Seven northern California projects have been selected for in-dept

treatment. Thiee of the projects,involve local development corpora,-

tions; two operate under the auspices of a community development

,corporation; another operdfes through a locally based research and

44.

demonstration organization; and the final project works through

the communitylcollege and university system. Five of the seleh

,

'projects have been suppOrted or are currently supported by CETA-OF

\
rural deVelopMent'unit.

"file Superior California Development Council .(SCDC) was cho4en

because it has been very successfUl with traditiOnal economic -develop.7

ment strategies, As a SBA 502 corpotation, it has packaged more.

loans than any other steth agency in California. As the develoipe

of an industrial park, it has brought 1200 jobs into-,Shasta County.

LeSs traditionally, SCDC has devoted Most: Of..its energies to assisting

locapinsiOn rather than tp,solicatatiOn of outside indOstries.

It has 4tngaged in a deliberate and pAinstaking community eduCatiOn

and investment strategy which has enabled it to.Support itS"elf-when.

few federal administratiVe funds weiere ayaitable. 'And in the, past

few years, it has broadened itSscope from a single county to

four-county area. In:short,:it is the dOnlinant institution.for

(

..

local economic development in northeastern

+111.

-The second project unddr sWdy -.7- the Eurney-McCloud Revolving

Loan Fund is, in many ways-, a. stepChtld of SCD.C. ..SCDC:was the

109



formal recipient of both the EDA grant that established the revolving

loan fund and the state CETA grant that sUppOrtS ataff, and it-has,

been deepIy involved'in the project from the very beginning lurney

and McCloud Are-towns in an area oU5lorthcentral CalOornia in_

which the two major employers lumber mills -- cl4ed and put

mire than 700 people out of work. -The plant closings are-of inteiest

,

beCause state Offitials took an aOive role in responding to tile
4

cr'ists,:and the strategy of job creation thrbugh a reVolviirg loan.

fund was applied. Moreover, acceptable recipients for=nearly $800,000
4

ill loans were found in a relatively remote rural area within.one

year.

The third pro ect is-a,loCal.development corporation in north

western California -- the Arcata Economic DevelopMent Corporation.- .

Though leas than two years.old, this LOC ',has a good.'reputation with

both the state Office of Local Economic DevelOpment and CETA-0.

It uses a combination of both traditional and nontraditional approaches

and is currenly being supported by the state CETA office to provide

the impetus and assistance to smaller, LDCs in its pounty. Thus

the ArCataEconomic Development Corporation functions as a quasi
,

regional LOC.

The BUsiness Support Center of the'Redwood Community Development

Council is a project which operates in the:same area as the ATcata

LOC. It provides an exCellent example of a small business assistance

program that relies neiiher on highly skilled staff nor on complex.

remedies. It is also interesting because of the intermtdiary role_

it plays with respect to its clients, financial institutions, and

busineas professors at the local coMmunity college.
1
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The fifth 'project under study 45 also,.oper,aed under the auspices

,

of the,Redwood Community Development Council -- the Forest'Improvement

Center. The clearcutting practices pf luMber coMpanies and:the nearly
A

depleted'forest have created a need for reforestation.and land rehabili

tation.A rash of lumber mill closings and the expansion of Redwood

National.Park haVe also cieated. a need for new employment for many

P

hundreds of displaCed workers. TheForest Improvement Center was

created to train,displaced Workers in skills required,by refores

tation Contracting businesses; to, provide the contractors with

information.abont businesS Opportunities, busineSs skills,:and trained

' 'labor; and to.educate loCal landholders about aVailable incenteiVes

for better management of theit p erties. The Center is an example

of a job creation strategy effected in response to both enyironmebtal

and etOnenlic pressureS
,

A. related Project is the Mendocino- hsheries I'mpro ment Program,
-

which is operated by an independent research and d nstration orgeniza7-

tion in Ukiah. ThiS project'created the demaind lor a particulat

,-

type of labor and business

ii

stream clearance and restoration;

tra ned CETAeligibles to do the 3o15; add secured a source of public

funds for the work.

,The final project under stud); was Operated by t e Northern

CalifOrnia Higher Education Cduncil, a consortium of six community

I. \' 4

colleges 6nU two universities in northeastern California. The project

encompasseda broad effbrt to get the community colleges actively
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and purliosefully involved in local economiOdevelopment, through.
A

several local projects involving small farming; forest improveMent,

.energy development,'and small business assistance.

II, RURAL ,DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMSAND INSTITUTIONS

Superior California Development Corporation

BackgrOund

The fuperior California Development Corporation is the EDA,y

designated eConomic development body for a four-county area in north-'

eastern California (ShaSt4, Trinity, Siskiyou, and Modoc Counties)..
-

Until two years ago, the organization served only one county and

was known as the Economic Development CorporatiOn of Shasta County..
) -

In its twenty-yean-plus history under .two names,.the corporation

- -L

lat nMinssed'inore than $8 million in ksOtg, packaged over.$40 million

in-loan 'and grant-prOjectt, developed an industrial park with:60

tenants and more than 1200,employees, and establighed itself as

the leading ecOnomic development ingtittition in northeastern California.

The economic development dittrict seived by.SCDC it large (an,area

e.quivalent to.Rhode:Islan'd, COnnectiCut, Massachusetts and half

,of Vermont coMbined), but sparsely populated (182,000 people).

Mucli,,of the land in the district is owned by.the government (the

.f)ur counties contain all or parts of seven national forests) and

by large timber compqniesti Forty percent of the district's workers

are employed in forestry and agricultUre; recreation is a third,

and rapidly,expanding, sdarce of jobs. The district-has grown in
,

1 2
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-

populatien by nearly forty percent since 1970-- almost:entirely

becauSe of in-migration. Yet Unemployment remains high, ranging

from 24.9 percent in Trinity County in JanUary of, this year to a

Low of 11.3% in Modoc.. Numerous luMber mill closings in the Last

..two years have put alMost 2,000 People-Out of work.

Redding is the district's most sizable tity. Situated midway.

between LoS Angles and Seattle, bisected by Interstate 5, and close

to uch recreational attractions as Mt. Shasta and Whiskeytown,Lake.

Redding has, over the past twenty years, blossomed-into a regional

center for government, warehousing and services, and diversified

manufacturing.

SUch prosperity was not in evidence when the EDC of Shasta

County was organized in_1958. The EDC't very formation, in fact,

was motivated .1h the area's dependence on a single, seasonal industry

and the recognized.need for diversification. The original EDC was.

sorganizeb-as a private nonprofit agenty with a board.of ninecitizens

appointed by the county. supervisors Sevev years later- the EDC's

current.director took,over. The owner of-a family, lumber .business.

and a former mayor of Redding, this individual has been absolutely

central to the EDC's subsequent success.

The director began with several premiseS, the first being that

community education would have to precede all other efforts. Thus

he embarked on a two-and-one-half year educational campaign, speaking

to every conceivable local organization about the need for economic

deveibpment, while warning at the same time-,that it could be a slbw



1
afiTTiee-MinglYufilgifith-erative peocess. 'His second premise was that

new inVestment could only be lured by a well=prepared community;

his third, that expansiop of locaj Industry repreSented the best

route for strenghtening the economic base.

After the period of community education, the director sold

#

$250,000 Worth of noninterest bearing, nOnguaranteed, fifteenyear

notes CO local residents and buSinessea." Local banks subscribed

to -the first ten percent. Theloney from the notes, sUpplemented

by an EDA grant, paid for the purchase arui development of the first

phase of an industrial park. The EDC was alio chartered as a SEA

502 corporation, and was thus able 0 offer 1007. financing packages

many of its startup or expansion projeFts: 40% from SBA,

50%'m bank financing, and 10% from EDC loans Secured with the EDC's

industri park land as collateral.

tivati. a cooperative retationship with/bankers and business

eaderS was the fourth premiSe of th EDC director.. He has tried

to stay outside the political arena.. He believes that the public

4

sectordominated board of the enlarged SCDC is.less effective,than

was the largely private seCtOr board of the original, ondcoUnty

EDC.

Activities

SCDC plays.-- and EDC/Shasta played before i -- six major

roles; developer, financial planper and patkager, facilitator,

/1
-rural advocate,'planner and grantsmen, and Industrial recruiCee.--

-- The following treatment will refer to EDC rather than SCDC,

since most of the activities discussed were initiated by the earlier

organization.
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1 Developer. The EDC's role as.developer has, involved

purchasing, developing, and marketing .the first two of threephases

of the Mountain Lakes Industrial Park. Underlying this role was

the reasoning that no private investor would be- interested in a

city as small and undeveloped as Redding wai at the time..

From the start,the park was a succesg. Despite the cautious

tone of the master plan, the first offering of fiark locations was

sold'out in 1975, ten years ahead of schedule'. The next-offering,

65 acres; wentl, 18 month's: The final par-cel of 234 acres was

by then seattractive that a Private developer (the gon of the

original proper6 owne0.bought it for his own. First-phase land

was sold at cost for $5,500 an acre; third-phase land is now going

for $55,000 an acre. The original development'was helped consideraglY.

by'the original property owner's gener-ous terms: $10,000 down,,

.8V4 financing, and a three-year moratorium on both interest and

principal. EDA wag also helpful, providing much of the Money for

th infrastructure of the first two phaseS, and financing a

extension for the property.

The early tenants of Mountain Lakes Industrial Park werejoca-
,

businesses which purchased the EDC's 15awear notes, The majoirity

of tenants are also 502 loan recipients. Though the park houseS

Rrimarily single-plant manufacturing concerns, its tenants also

include soft drink dtStributors, warehousC,,and a trucking business.

Most'tenants have fewer then 60.emp+oyees; the largest, with 250

employees, manGfactures beauty products.

11 5
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The:first,502 loan the EDC made went to a sheet metal company.
*

.
That company now employs 2.5 people. Other Doans and"park spaces

have, gone to a houseboaC manufacturer (22 employees),i,a cabinet

manufacturer (18 employees), a Moving and:On:rage business,(6
_

empioye!es), and a southern Californ1a7basedJirM that makes ignitioon

harnesses for engines (05 employees). The leans have ranged in.

a
-size from $40,000 tO $550,000; most have been for $200,000 or more,

During the seCond phase of develOpment of the industrial park,'

a Private investor built "industrial condos" -- small spac6s for

_;Andbstries that do not require or cannot afford to buy full-sized

'lots and build complete strUctures. The tenants of these common-wall

..

quarter's include the telephone company, several labs, and a communi-

cations business.

2. Financial Planner and Packager. As a financier'and packager,

the EDC has made more than 48 million in 502 loaTWand packaged

,almost $4 million in EDAloans. TheEDA loans have been the larger

of the two types; they have Included_a multibiltiOn dollar

Aban to a hotel and a $1 million-plus loan to a lumber company.

'The EDC's failure rate for its loans is almost niel, mainly because

of iti close screening of applicants and its monitoring of their

progress'after leans are made. Thus, in several ciles, the EDC

director advised a loan recipient tO 'tell out or:persuaded the local

A'

lender td delay pressing for payment.

The EDC, in bne instance, served as a technology commercialization

agent. A Portland-based individual came to".the director with a

new log skidder a-prodUct whose potential was easily gauged

,by the director, with his experience in the lumber business. The
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individual had not been able'to secure'financ?ng. The EDC director

helped him retlesign the skidder; lined him up with ten local investors

who provided $250,000 for financing the manufacture of a prototype;

supplied him with 502 financing; set up a corporation; helped secure

venture capital through a large insurance company;land contracted

- 'wtth a lOcal machine shop operator for the prototypefidevelopment.

The tiMber,compapies have expressed'considerable interest in the

machine.

3. Facilitator. The EDC has served as a facilitator in several

, ways. It.has been a medAator between environmental and government

interests, on the one hand, ahd commercial interests on the other.

Th EDC, for exampte, engineered a.detailed tour for the state

'Water Control Board of the northwest region's moSt advanced pollution

_control facilitie§,foc pulpwood mills. This tour was ctitical.

.in secuTing tlig! BoartP6,,approval of the establishment-of a large

pulp mill on the Sacramento River. The EDC has alsth,seryed in

amediating role between expansion and relOcation prOtpects and

local hanks, ai well as between often absentee landowners and such

prospects.

4. ktfral Advocate. The EDC's director is a member of both

the Governor's and the Lieutenant Governor's Economic Development

CommisSions, the Calitornia Chamber of Commerce, and professional
;

associations of industrial developers. He conscjously serves'in

these positions as an advocate for non-metropolitan areas, though

he describes his rble as "a voice in the wilderness." His assistant,

ifor. example', Tecently testified at leAislative.hearings on enterprise

zones, speaking for. legislatiOn that would be favOrable to rural'areas.

11 7
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5. PlInner and Grantsman. In its planning capacity, the

EDC prepares the regional economic plan for EDA, provides grantsman-hip

assistance_to.its member counties (particularlylor water and sewer

'developments), and provides technical assistance to companies requiring

extensive environmental reviews and permits. The EDC assisted

,the Native Ametican.Arts Association in planning and evaluating

-a disp1a5; center On the interstate highway and initiatjed an EDA-funded

study of geothermal potential in Modoc and Lassen Counties.-

As a grantsman, the EDC has served as the applicant for many

.EDA projects'including an airport terminal, a hoSpital,expansion,

a civic auditorium, and many infrastructure investments.

6. Industrial Rectultei:: The EDC has only recently asiumed

the tole of industrial stutter. Throughout most,of its history,

the EDC believed that its solid offerings and reputation would

'attract the c/ients that it needed. With its decade of park develoP-

ment over, however,,and with increasing pressure from_the county-

supervisors for more jobs in response to thequmber mill closings,

.theDC has embarked on a-conscious marketing strategy. Under

a grant from the county PIC, the Council is deSighing a sophisticated

brochure and is in the process of targeting 50 industries for its

recruitment efforts. The EDC has always-performea-functi-onsrelated

,

' to industrial recruitment, such as collecting infotmation en available

sites, the permit process, and appropriate local statistics.

The EDC (and, later4 the SCDC) has always operated on a lean

budget. Until 1979 the director was the organization's only

profesaional staffer. With regional responsibilities, he is now 4
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buttressed by`two other profevionals. Throughout its history

undeethe current directOr, the EDC's funds for administration

were secured through annual contributions from the local governments.

These.public donations.were supplemented by private "subscribers'!

who donated $25 ie.$50 each. As the official agency for an economic
_

development district', the EDC has been provided with a $65,000

yearly grant from EDA for staffing purposes.

Though the EDG shares merdbership with local eMployment and

training councils and with:community college advisory groups, it

has almoSt.no-functional relationship with thos.e bodies: Its

induStrial development process has not included a training dimension',.

The most important relationships have been those with the regional

EDA, representative and the region4s political representatives,

who have Iielped,secure funding through lobbying in Washington.

Assessment

, The Economic DeVelopment Corporation Of Shasta County (later,

SCDC) -has been successful fn dluersifying the economic base of

a rural, single-industry area. ItS tools have been traditional:

a zoned and develOped industrial park; access *to financing; n private

sector orientation; -and me support of the EDA fOr other:infrastructure

investments. Its results have been remarkable: 60 tenants and

1200 employees in its industrial.. park and more than $,12 million
4

in sound loans over 11 years.

Some of this success can be attributed to Redding's natural

potential as a regional center and to the area's attractiveness.

Other factor include the early and continued support of the local

1.1



representAt1'17e and the.reputation and busine&experience of-

the director, whose considerabl1é knowledge of the lumber industry

enabled him to ,anticipate and to identify opportunities stemming

from that industry's decline.

Equally.importsnt to the.EDC's success has been the director's

preference for -assisting local butieess expansions: "The vast'

majority Of growth Comes from within,P he says. .Thus, little energy

has;been expended on expensive brochures, recruiting trips, or

winIng and dining prospetts.. The director devoted his energies

instead to offering his prospects tangible goods (loans and developed

land) and to furthering.his reputation within the local bUsiness

community and in professional development circlet:

SCDC is expected to survive the current Administration's cutbacks

despite its heavy use of EDAJand SBA unds ie the past. PIC funds

and increased public and private:donations will probably provide

Some adminiStrative support, and the SBA 501program should provrde

money for JoanS and.generate income from servicing Charges.

SCDC's continued success in the three newer. member.,coUnties,

however, is problematic. Obviously, . EDA funding.will no longer

be available, as it was in Shasta County. Moreover, the newer

' counties, though possessed of consider bletnatural resource and

1recreational assets, are territories o small towns, not budding

regional 'centers, and their leaders are reluctant to haVe-themselves

folded into a. regional develoPment effort. Despite these barriers,

SCDC's first major effort in one of its outlying areas has'proved

successfu1 so far and will be discussed in the next section.

1Z 0
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1The BurneyMcCloud Revolving Loan Fund'

,Background

Burney and McCloud are small lumber towns in northcentral

California. In September 1978, the Publishers Forest Products

Mill in Burney closed its doors and,put 350 employees out of work.

.Fifteen months later, the Champion Mill in McCloud clos'ed, leaving

340 workers.unemployed. %Today, nearly $4 million-has been or is-
..

-

being committed for investment in 15.business ventures in thh two

towns. From 150 to 300 jobs will be created. Such activity is

the result Of financing provided .by the BurneyLMcCloud Revolving

Loan Fund -- an EDA project operating under the aegis of-the Superior

Califorhia DeV'elopment Council (SCDC).

Burney is an unincorporated town of about 4,000 people in

eastern Shasta County.' When the mill shut down, more than 700:

,people applied for unemployment insUrance -- a sign of the dependehcy

of Burney's econoiny on the mill. The purchaser of the property

(TimesMirror Inc, of Los Angeles5 was not interested in the

obsolescent mill, but in the 25,000 acres that went along u;leh

it. Only onegmall mill was reopened; 4t Toeuired Only 60 workers.

McCloud lies 55 miles northwest of Burney in Siskiyou County.

Like Burney, it was a onemill town, but unlike Burney, it was

also a true company town. "Mother McCloud," as the Champion Mill

was called, owned most of the homes in the town until 1968, and

much of the commercial real estate as well. New local investments

have been more difficult to stimulate than in Burney because of

a history of dependency on the CoMpany and,because the mill maintained

possession of its 600 acres and struCtures until recehtly. Thus,
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of the fifteen loans made through the Revolving Loan Fund so far,

only- one-third have gone to McCloud. .

Numerous actors have been involved in the BUrney-McCloud rescue

_effort. These include local groups, the union (Local', 4-64 of INA)

and the EcYnomic Development Corporation of Shasta County, as well

as the local community c011ege, the regional consortium of coMmunity

colleges and universities.(Northern California Higher Education

*

Counctl), the Small ,Business Development Centet at the Chico Campus

of the University of California, and numerous federal and state

agencies.

The first sign of activity came in May 1939 when.the EDC of

Shasta County received a planninggrant from EDA ta4veiop a recovery

...strategy for Burney. That strategy was based on a review of all
c

.local husinesses and of the potential for'recreational development

and possible natur.al resource-based investments. The review concluded

that local businesses were unable te get expansion capital at current

'interest rates, and that recreational development' was not so detirable

as other types of investments because of its limited multiplier,

,effect. The revfew also identified three major investment Prospects:

an Oakland-based company that was interested in building a $5 million

plant to,extract and Manufacture ethanol ond alcohol for gasohol'

from forest wastes (125 employees); and two'companies interested

in mining the area's extensive deposits of diatomaceous earth (a

combined imiestment of $15 million; 150 employee0.

Though the plan was completed befare the McCloud mill clOsure,

the shutdown was expected and its effects were reflected in the

1 2 2



strategy. Possible investment targets identLfied included the

purchase of part of the old Champion siteby a,manufacturer of

1

louvers and panels wko was interested in expanding to the area
-

(40 workersl; the acquisition and remodeling of the old McCloud

Hote/ (60 jobs);3 the revival of the McCloud River Railroad, primarily

,
for tourist purposes; and the reopening of three small

in neighboring Trinity County.

sawmills

The strategy report concluded that a $200,000 Revolving Loan
44,

Fund would.be an appropriate mechanism for the rescue effort.

The request to establish the Fund was approyed by EDA, and, after

the mill shutdown, the Fund was expanded to $1 million.' ,The money

was actu.%lly in hand slightly less than a year after the completion

of the .strdtegy report in August of 1980.

4

The nexf major outside group to become involved was the California

.

Rural Development Committee (RDC). In January 1980 -- soon after
-

the McClo closing -- the Committee decided"that the resultant

situation was'a suitable subject for its interagency attention.

RDC appointed 4 subcommittee for continued study and recommended

Oat a local coMmunity deyelopment staff person be, hired, whose

responsibilities would include overseeing the Revolving Loan Fund

(which had already been informally approved) and coordinating,needed
F

human services'and training. The posjtion was financed through

the rural development uWq,of,the state CETA offixe.

The local cdmMunity college (in.concerf with the Northetn,

California Higher Education Council) sponsored a three-day workshop

in MCCloud i une It provided instruction in job-search

1 23
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skills and career plannieg afid'presented a listing of all jobs

available within a 300Mile radius. The.workshop. was timed to

coincide with the expiration oi the mill workers' unemployment

-benefits. SiXiy former mill workers'participated, and ,46 returned-:

for a follOw7up session ate month rater. The community college

consortium also undertook a study of the feasibility of incorporating

McCloud. The Small Business Development Center at the university
,

in Chico provided Burney with a study of retail sales leakages

and an engineering review of its sewerage problems. The Center

also assisted the Northeastern,Shasta.Local Deveropment Corperation

(based in Burney) with its incorporation in-January,1980.

Another important actor Was theMcCloud RiVer Railroad. Running

,

, between Burney a1d McCloud and preViouSlyused by both Champion

and Publisherlqills, the.railroad was deeply interested in attracting

busineSs nto, the area. With considerable Support from-local

politicians and SCDC, it sUccessfully coMpeted'for a $1.2 million

grant from CALTRANS (the statelS transportation.commission) to

.

'repair the rail line. The railroad has finanted the publication

and distribution of a glossy promotional brochure for the area,

and it. donated 18 acres:to the Burney Industrial Park-. The railroad

has also become A major investor in onp of the firms interested
let

in mining diatomaceous earth.

The .Revelving Lean Fund

.
-Under a $45,000 grant from the state CETA office, a staff

person was hired in September 1980 to administer the Revolving

Loan Fund (IF). SCDC had one primary hiring condition: that
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,Xhe person be local, "someone who can, tell the winners from the

losers.' A former shipping agent from Publishers Mill was hired;

and offices were set up.in both Bmrney and MtCloud. SCDC provided

the training it thought necessary; additional funds were set aside

for Consulting advice from accountants, attorneys, and engineers.

Several criteria to be used in making loans had been set out

in the grant application. The applicant had to supply twothirds

of the necessary money and had to promiseithat at least one job

would be created for each $10,000 of EDA invest . SCDC staff

were also careful to ensure that' ,the Loan Fund contribUted tothe
. _

diversifleation of the local'economy, that it .resulted.in.the reemploy
,

ment of dislocgd workers:, and that it centered an the use of

16cal skills and natural resources:.

More:than 1500 gT3ups and.individuals have expressed..interest

in receiving help from the-RLF. Requests for loans have been .rejected.

primarily for vim reasons: inability of the applicant to provide the

twothirds match; and lack of understanding of or interest in the j b
a

creation requirements. Many applicants m rely wanted money for

refinandrng. . Staff are quite cautious, particularly with applicarits

A

about who:rn there are unanswered questions. Thus in the case of

one pf the companies tnterested inemining diatomaceous earth t 'fit

, 4
Exegutive Committee of SCDC (which serves as the loan committee)

took two months to make a decision, even after persOnally interviewing

4
the company president from Denver and securing a first trust deed

on 2,000 acres of the Zbmpany's land.

The fifteen loans made from September 1980 through July of

1981 account for approxioately. $750,000 of the milliondollar fund
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and involve, 15 separate recipien4s. The loansrange in size from

Several thousand dollars to a former logger who opened a porcelain

finishing bilsiness toseveral hundi-ed thousanddollars tO an individual

who plans to mine crushed lava rock for use in landscaping. Some

.of the 16an.recipients plan to use scrap forest products in their

new operations: boxing kindling, making posts from sawshop thinnings

and chips, manufacturing wood pellets. Other recipients plan more

conventional service buSinesSes:, expandihg an office cleaning

operation; reModelfng a hotel restaurant and bar; expanding a general

merchahdise store; and the like. An ex-millhand wants to start

a LOWt-haul txucking operation; a Liel distributor wants to convert .

auto engines to use propane gas.

The loans' are for short terms -- one to seven years and bear

low interest rates -- seven tn'ten percent. Most of the recipients!

two-thirds matching contributions have come from local banks, though

some have come from personal soUrces. In one case, the PIC of

Shasta CountY is involved in helping to finance a small loan.

Assessment

Burney and McCloud are small toi.ins, weakened by the closing

of theirprimary employers, isolated from major cities and economic

activity. Yet the Burney-MOloud Revcilving Loan Fund has been

successful beyond expectation in finding'interested and qualified

'customers for its Money. In the first six months, more than $560,000

in loans had been committed. And,in the first year, more than

1500 people expressed 4nterest in the Fund. The lowlnterest rate

offered is one obvious explanation for the popularity of the program.
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But the volume of activity generated belies much of the conventional

, wisdom about the lack of initiative.and prospects"in rural areas.

Another important reason.for the RLF's success in attracting

f)
customers is the acceesibility and local knowiedge of the chief

,

staff person involved. Over the year, his 'role has.evolved from

that of loan packager to that of serving as a fullservice business

assistance center.

Another reason for the RLF's success has been the loan committee's

innate sense.of what was appropriate: though`a mining firm that

might hire hundreds of workers was a very attractive prospect,

small service businesses that could hire just a handful of people

each were also viewed as important resources for job creation in

these small towns.

Obviously, it will take many 'years if the RLF is to generate

sufficient'inuestMent for recreating the 700 jobs lost in the

mill closings.. At this point, most of the jobs that have been

created pay less than did the unionized jobs at the lUmber mills.

There is-also some-question about how many'of the jobs that will

be created will be filled by displaced mill workers. For not only

does the area have a considerable population of qualified inmigrants,

but-many of the loans are going to small businesses which require

fairly high degree of.management skills.

Criticism has_also been leveledat §CDC fOrnot using the.

state CETA grant to link up With training.and'.other services for'

the displaced workers. These Critics believe that staff time was

spent solely in administering the Fund and not on the broader range

of activities envisioned by the Rural DeNielopment Committ,ee;
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Regardless of its shortcomings, however, the RLF is, assuredly

creating jobs in Burney and McCloud, both in small bUsinesses
-

and in manufacturing and mining concerns using the natural esour

.base of the area. 'tien that dollars from the Fund will repeatedly

be ploughed,back'into the community, the Revolvfing Loan Fund seems
,

an effective and efficient method of job creation.

Arcata Economic Development Corporation

Background

Arcata is an old lumber and fishing town of 13,000 people

r - .

-
.

on the California coast about 275 miles north of San Francisco,

olk
It is the home of Humboldt State University, and it-is the fastest

growing town in Humboldt County. Just over ten miles from the

larger city of Eureka, it is also close to Redwood National Park.

Like mgch of northern California, Arcata has been hard hit by numerous

lumber mill closings and by the expansion of the Park. The area's

'transportation- facilities are weak. Harbors are small, and the

surroundfng mountains inhibit rail and road systems. Two years

ago, an air line strike, the collapse of'a railroad tunnel, and

a rock slide an the major highway combined virtually to cut off

access to the region.

A 502 Local Development Corporation, the.Arcata EcOnomic

DeVelopment'CorporarioR (AEDC), was formed twoyears ago, primarily

at the prodding of the state's Office of Local Economtc Development:

The state Officeprepared'an economic strategy foi Arcata, chiefly
A

4

in response to the economic problems creOted by exparmion of

Redwodd National Park. Finding'sympathetIc local officials in

Arcata, the state funneled over $1 millien into AEDC, primarily

' 1 2 8
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in EDA funds,,to_support staff and to provide the infrastructure

for an industrial park. 'With the state's help, AEDC also received

a four-'-year, $1.25 million grant from the state4s competitive Small

,Cities Community Development. Block Grant program. The CDBG grant

has been uS-ed.tO purchase land for the park, for housing development,

for staffing AEDC, and for an industrial "mini.-loan" program.

AEDC initially had the Support of a variety.of institutions

in the,community. The Redwood Community Development Council

helped with"the indorporation-and paperwork process; the city's

planning department provided staff for AEDC's first eight months.

Both the Chamber of Commerce and an alternative business organization

are represented on-the board, as are the CDC and,timber, energy,

industrial, and environmental interests. AEDC is staffed by a

director 4(he city's former assistant planning director), a housing

officer, and a loan officer.

This year, AEDC recetved a grant from the state CETA office

to assist other towns in Humboldt County to establish and operate
_ .

LDCs. The Humboldt County Private Industry Council has also, suPplied

funds for use in developing a marketing strategy.

Activities

AEDC activities most releventto this study fall into three

categories: ,pactiaging loans and financial assistance for, small

businesses;:developing an industrial.park and anarts center; MIA

marketing the park and the center. Additionally, AEDC has been

active in housing rehabilitation, developing coopdratively owned

housing, and assisting smaller and newer LDCs.
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c
1; Smal Business Assistance. TO date, AEDC has made ten

lOans, The la gest loan was to a food market and was made with

EDA 304 funds. :Three loans involving 90 percent SBA 502 .

guarantees have been arranged -- for a pet store, a mobile

home center, and a fabrics 'store. The guaranteecrloans

ranged from 139,000 to $144,000; AEDC contributed approximately

eight percent of each package from its CDBC lund.

The min1-1o4n program involves a 1200,000 fund for use as

loans of not.more than $10,000 each. This resource.is primarily

targeted for expansion of small, local manufacturing concerns.

The focus on manufacturing, says.the director, comes from the belief

that such support can create the greatest value-added and thus

"import income to the county." So far, approximately $60,000 of .

the mini-loan fund has been invested, and almost $750,000 has been

leveraged in private funds -- a very respectable 1:12 ratio. Mini-

loans have gone to a janitorial service, a five-year-old sporting

goods mafacturer, and to a new business that is developing children's

radio shows and ctssettes for children's books. Despite its level

of apparent risk, this last effort was approved.kby AEDC because

several of the-partners were perceived to have.good business back-

grounds, a "good" lawyer was involved, and the loan package "showed

a lot of thought." The business is currently trying to expand

its market to'POrtland and ,San Francisco radiotations.

About half:of AEDCS loaas will go for thie congteuction-Of

he'w facilities, dnd half for Working capital. Most of the businesses

asSisted are family-owned firms or partnerships. It ts estimated

that 50 jobs have been created or saved by the ten loans made so far.
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2. Developmont.. In addition to its packaging and financing:

role, AEDC is Involved in developing a 50-acre, industrial park

The space As intended-for large company expansions or branch plants;

no milt' parcels or °incubator spaces" are anticipated. The director,

pointing out that smaller_ sites are available elsewhere in the

eXplained that AEDC doet not want to compete with the private

sector.

.Another project that AEDC is developing is the Pacific Arts

Center Barn Project. A city revenue bond prOgram furnished the

funds for purchase of the land and a building; the necessary rehabili-

tation, however, has not yet begdn, since AEDC14anned to carry

it out with EDA

3. Marketing. Recently, AEDC.has'undertsla an attempt to

-market the area as a location for high-technology electronics assembly

lirms. - The PIC-funded effort \has involved advertising in the Wall

Street Journal, in San*Francisco.and Los Angeles newspapers, and

in national trade journals for site developers and the electronics

Industry. Color brochures have been mailed to1,200 selected firms
4

which might be interested in relocating. The director of_AEDCi

pointed out that Humboldt County is one of only three areas in

-
California that is advertising ln national publications.

Asseisment

Thc Arcata Economic,DevplopMent Corporation has been supported'

by fupds from, EDA, HUD, the county PIC, and most reCently, the

state CETA office. It has used these funds 'both for traditional

and,innovative developMent activities. Its emphasis on an industrial
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_

_park and the recruitment of branch plaritS is tomplemented by the

provision of financial assistance to small, local businesses,

particularly small manufacturing enterprises. Though its major

marketing efforts'matatthe activities of most industrial.developers,

its attempts to market collectively the works of local aists,

particularly those with the potential'for small manufacturing spinoffs,

is unconventional. It should also-be noted that its,traditional

1

industrial recruitment efforts involve careful targeting. f.

This mix of externally oriented and locally.based resource

developmentstrategiesi.nobt necessariiy acteptable to, ail, major actons.
4

,in the area. The Redwood CDC, for example, believes that the original

intent of the industrial park was a much ;broader one, one that

would have welcomed cooperatives and warehouses as tenants as well

as branch electronics plants. There is also deaate within' the

,community oven the desirability of seeking,Silicon Valleytype

relocations.

Much Of the success of AEDC in its short career to Aare has

esulted from the support of the California Oifice of Local

Development. 'That Office's efforts h'elped to initiate the local

organization; and,its encouragement helped secure the EDA and CDBG

funding.

Aafor assisting the creation and.development of smalIer LDCs

in the county, AEDC believes that this purpose could 'be better

served throu0 a courity0evel staff.

Perhaps the major question concerning the effectiveness of

the Arcata Economic Development Corporation in helping,to provide

a more diverSe and secure economic base for the community is whether
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it has sufficient staff to cover the wide range Of activitiee it

4s now involved in., Other questions also suggest themselves.

For example, is financial assistance being furnished to as many

local businesses as.are capable of creating more job opportunities?

And,,if not, do the effOets to recruit outside electronics firms

'make sense, especially in light of similar efforts of other states

and cities and Of the natural resource base of the North Coast?

AEDC's funding.base seems relatively secure despite the demise

P

of EDA'programs. It iS considering applying for SBA 503 status,

and it expects the county to Participate with it 4n packaging

industrial loans once the California Industrial Revenue Bond Authority

is authorized to act by the State Treasurer. It appears likely

_to continue receiving Community Development Block Grant funds,

and its miniloan program, based on a revolving fund will continue

to generate dollars for limited investments-. Payoff on the Major

inves,tmen,-- the industrial park -- is, of course, a question

that only the future can answer.

The Business Support Center

Background

The Business Support Center is a "project of the Redwood Community

Development CounOil (RCDC) in Eureka. The Center's purpose is

to provide technical assistance in the areas of management, linancing,

planning, and accounting for both new and existing sMall businesseS

in Humboldt County. Staffed by a director and an assistant, the

Center formally opened its doors, in June 1980, funded by the Humboldt

Lou
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County PIC., In itskfirst_ year of'operation, the Center made contact

yith almost'200 businesses and provided technice and financial

,

assistance ond other services to 68 of them.

The Center's director was previously an accountant for RCD0, and..

1)efore that she_was treasurer of a dry kiln business in Los Angeles,
. :

tor

As RCDC accountant, she volunteered to help a sMall rddwood-BUilding

manufacturer package a loan. At that time,,she knew liL.rout

-business planning or Management, marketing, packaging, or financing.

She was, however, an able accountant. Convinced that a source of

assistance for small local businesses was needed, she and RCDC

secured $55,000 from the P1C to begin the Center.

The Business Support Center provides four general types of

assistance: (1) counseling on management skills, ownership strengths,

.and financial prospects:- (2) technical assistance With sPedific

'business problems': (3) assistance with loan proposals:1 and (4)

evaluation and follow-dp. The assistance process generslly bygins

with a weekly, four-hour workshop on the basics of startirig and

pperating a business. The first workshop serves to weed out the

1ess7than-coMmitted by requiring partiClpants-to prepare a resume,

personal financial statement and family budget, a business Plan,

a project operating strategy, and a list of project start-up costs

for the next mfeting.
1.

The Centenalso conducts workshops on topiss suggested by

local businesies: bookkeeping and accounting basics, indicators

for avoiding business failure, management of sales employees.

Less conventional workshops have also been.held, including one-
,

for nonprofit organizations on setting up for-profit businessesi
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38 agentiesattended: iThe workshops employ faculty from Numboldt .

State University, local businesspeople, and experts frOm such organi-
,

zations as Che National Economic Development and Law-Center at

Berkeley.

The tenter has developed a productive relationshir with the

business facdlty at Humboldt State. Recognizing that academics

and small busineispeople ofteWhaxe difficulty communicating, the

diiector always sits in on the sessions to serve ai an intermediary.

Faculty participants are paid on a Consulting basis, as are other

participants whose special .skills are required.

Almost half the:Center's clients have been service bUsinesses;

the other half has consisted of a fairly even mixture of retail,

wholesale, and manufacturing firms and of a sprinkling of cooperatives

...and R&D companies. The proprietors of the area's more established

-businesses were at first reticent to approach the Center. Word

of effective assistance slowly:spread among that group, however,

and since then the flow of clients has been steady.

1.

New businesses assisted by the Center have included a hardwood

mill, a carbon plant, a firm manufacturing a tree-support system for

orchards, and a packhorse rental company operating in Redwood National

Park. A successful experience with an existing business involved

a downtol drugstore which had been hurt by the opening of a new

mall. The owner approadhed the Center for advice about paying,

off' her original Loan. She was in a poor cash position, and her

bank was unwilling to refinance a burdensome Lrust arrangement.

The Center 'brought in a marketing expert from Humboldt State who
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41h,

decided that the drugstore's beSt potential,lay in providing highly

personalized pharmaceutical-services to Its clientele rather than

in continuir* its attempts to offer the wide range of merchandise

available at a chain drugstore. On those grounds, the Center persuaded

the bank to extend its original loan, and the business is also

"Seeking additional assistancej,from SBA.

The Bus,iness Support Center has no financial.resources,Of

its own. Though most of the staff efforts have involved providing

technical assistance, staff have also helped clients arrange financial

assistance through.the SBA, the Redwood Regional Economic Development

Corporation,:. AEDC, and-local batik's.

0
The- Center maintains working relations with a broad range

,.of.programs and institutions Humboldt State, the Arcata Economic

'.Development Corporation, the Redwood Regional Development Corporation,,

the United Indian Development Association, and, of course, the

banks. The ban4s were uncoMfortable at first with loan gUarantee

'programs, but they now refer clients to, the Center for help with

loan packaging'.

.Assessment

The Business Support'penter has been providing a needed service

in Humboldt County. Expressiona of interest from nearly 200 businesses

within the first year of operation testlfy to the neecl. Another

impOrtant point is,the relative simplicity of the Centees servicel

0

highly quarified technicians are'not needed to salvage or start

businesses. Rather, a sound process for weeding out poOr prospects,

136
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a sympathetic ear, a knowledge of business planning and'packaging,

and an Ability to ascertain when more technical advice is needed

are the essential ingredients. Many of these skills can be self-taught

or acquired vith a minimum of assistance from eXperienced practi-

tioners. A budget of-435,000 har. been sufficient to support the

Centers staff.andpurchaSe help> from consultants.
4.

The Center' director was able to win over local .bankers and

the leaders of other established institutions primarily through

patience and persistence. Her business background, of course,

was helpful, and.her status as a near-native made it easier for

local businesspeople tos seek Out her help. This accessibilityi,

was enhanced by the Center's physical location in the CRC office.'

The dire or believes that the Center's affiliation with the

...CDC has been a source of both strengths and weaknesses. RCDC has

'imparted to the Centep a sound knowledge of the community, and-.

itz.has served as 'a .source of inspiration and ideas. On the other

hand, RCDC3s activist stance against the use of pesticides by die

ftimber companies has made the Center's woik with:the business community

More difficult.

The Center's relationship with RCPC is academic at this point,

however, since,the.reTationship ended recentty when RCDC merged
*

with 'a new community action agency. The Center is assuming an

independent status with respect to structure and support, and its

PIC-provided funding has only six months to*run,

The Center is faced with the necessity.of charging,fees

for assistance provided. This matches the PIC's belief that
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the Cehter should be Selfsufficieht. The diiector, however, feelt

.'that,.'under a fee system, the Center.Would no longer be:Able to

help mary businesses which. need assistance. Still, no other alterna

tives for funding have been advanced, nor have alternative means

,of_housing the'Ctnter been suggested.

In sum,, the Business Support Center has demonstated that a

simply constructed technical assistance program stressing packaging

and planning, with access to analysis and marketing resources,

can Play a useful role in a community. Unfortunately, the problems

of auitable housing and financial Support for:the program remain

unanswered, even as he Center's remaining time is expiring.

The-Forest Improvement Center
,

Background

Like the Business Support Center, the Forest 7mprovement Cent-er

ig'a project of the Redwood Community Development Council in Humboldt

County. Its purpose is to riain workers, contractors, and forest

landatners in the techniques'ol forest regeneration and in the

acquisition and use of available state and federal subsidies for

that work.'

Humboldt County has been stricken by a wholesale loss Of foreStry

jobs. Unemployment is currently at 14 percent, and timber jobs',

in 1979 huMbered,only 5800 -- down erom the 13,200 level of 6denty

years before. The aTea has also seen the failure of a. massive

infhsion of federal d011ars intended to provide displaced workers

with new skills and jobs. The Redwood. Employee Protection Program,

in resporse to the expansion of Redwood National Park in 1978,

8
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provided displaced workers with more than $20 millioh in benefit .

. tef.

' and severance payments. Despite the availableAollarsl..only 10.

' percent of the displaced workers availed themselves of the educational

and retraining resourCes. The problem was obviously not one of

money, but of the lack of local institutional capacity to reSpond.

,

The Forest Improvement Center was founded in January,1979 when

local leaders realized the potential for the creation of Jobs that

lay in the enormous-tracts:Cf publia lands which-required huge

amounts of labor-intensive improvement and rehabilitation. Indeed,

Redwood National Park alone had a budiet of nearly $50 million

for erosion control and relgetation. .Yet no work force-sufficiently

skilled and specialized for the work was ayailable.

The initial phase of the Center's work was financed by the

state CETA offiCe. In its first year, the Center devel'hped a seven-

month training. curriculum (and a 200-page textbook) for forest

improvement technicians. The Center also negotiated a five-year

agreement with Redwood Natlonal Park for use of the Park's land

for model watershed rehabilitation projects.

With CETA Title VII funds from the county, the Center began

its traihing program in June 1980. The.goal was to product graduates

who woUld serve as crewleaders and independent contractors in forest

rehabilitation work. Trainees received instruction at a local

community college and at the Center in such areast'as watershed

dynamics, contract bidding, business management, crew organizatjon

and worker re1ations, and job-search skills. On Park lands, trainees

got hands-on instruction in safety, tool use and maintenance, erosion
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control, revegetatton, trail construction, stream clearanee, mobile

mill work and salvage utilization,',,woodlot maintenance, seed cone

collectibn, and seedling nursery opexations. The program.stresed,

the advantages that would accrue to trainees who.established indepen-
.

dent businesses or cooperatives. One such cooperative, involving

trainees from the Center's second training cycle, has already

en formed..

The Center also worked with established contractors who could

hire the newly.trained workers. It compiled "l!heFI,P Worklipe,"
/

a ciirrent list,of operating subcontractors and trained workers,

arid it provided contractors-with weekly listings of government

contracts to be let, including maps and specifications. Up-toLdate

information on technical innovattems in the field was supplied

.to practitOne,rs, and buSiness assistance was arranged through

the Business Support Center.

The Center offered its services to the many small landowners

ho hold approxiMately one-third of the area's forest land,,but

who aCtively manage little of it. These small landowners are 'eligible
s

for both stare and federal cost-sharing programs and tax incentiveS

for forest management and improvement work. Thestaff has promoted

thOse programs and its services to the small landowners through

mailings and through workshops at the local community college.

The workshops covered forest improvement project planning and proposal

writing and included an assesSment of the state's new Forest

Improvement Practices'Act. The Center alsQ, staged workshops for

*contractors and forest workers on erosion control, seed eonc

'40
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collection and forest improvement contracting as a means of expanding

the number of trained workers beyond the twenty participants in

the Center's formal training program.

Assessment

In its more thab two years of operation, the Forest Improvement

Center has develope-d an extensive curriculum for training workers,
I'

contractors, and landowners in"the use of available methodologies

and government resources for the regeneration of local forest.lands.

The developmental phase of theptagram was funded by the state's

CETA offici; the first two training cycles were supported by the

countx PIC. No new funds, however, have been found to continue

the program in its cur-rent form. Staff members hope that the community

college will continue to offer the forcredit workshops that were

develoPed for landowners, conLractors, and forest workers.

The Center is notable for its broad focus. It dld'not simply

attempt to train workers in an area in which' demand was expanding;

,

it attempted to expand that demand even further. Careful research

at project startup identified the critical actors: the many small

landowners eligible for, but ignorant of, available government

,?

subsidies; the small contractors, lacking information about available

work, business skills, and skilled labor; and the unemployed, often

displaced workers, familiar with the forest but not trained in

the techniques for regenerating it. The Center realized that job

creation is a proztwof outreach, education, and facilitation,

as well as one of training.
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The Forest Improvement Center also see s to couch its program in

the larger context of the community's mil -closing problem. It

heiped prepare A proposill to the state C TA office for funding

for a local worker displacement tenter which it hoped it could

employ as a pool for trainees for, it forest improvement training
/

center. The displ'aced worker cente/r was funded, but the Center's
.

forest training program was not./ Staff worry that essential job

creation aspects of helping displaced workers will be,lost.

Another.interesting aspect.of the Forest Improvement Center's

programHis its emphasis on training workers to operate their own

business or to join tngether in cooperatives. Staff realize that

forest regeneration work, since it is highly labor-intensive', is

well suited to small, independent eontractors. Consequently trainees

are provided instruction in management skills and are referred

.to the Busines.s Support Center for, assistance if they .should wish

to start their own firms.

The Forest Improvemint Center provides a model job creation

effort that considers all sides of the supply and demand equation

and concentrates on a work-area in which skilled labor, rather

than extensive capital, is required. One might assume that, given

sufficient time, community ;support would develop for institu-

tionalization of the Center's training programs in the community

college. Staff would also like to see intensive training offered

in stream rehabilitation, hardwood processing, lumber marketing,

and housing rehabilitation in addition to reforestation -- all

areas in which staff, see a growing demand and also a productive
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use of the region's resources. The opportunities and experience

fot= a'broader effort of that sort,are in place in Humboldt County;

the money is not.

The Mendocino Fisheries Improvement-Program

Background

The Mendocino Fisheries Improvement.Program is a unique and

,

successful vehicle for creating jobs through the restoration,of

a depleted natural resource base. Operated by'the Center for Education

ind Manpower Resources (CEMR), a private nonprofit research and

demonst'ration agency based in Ukah, the program has evolved from

i......

a CETA-supported reforestation effort to'a stream clearance an

wood salvage operation financed by both large timber companies

and state funds.

Like other counties in coastal, northern California, Mendocino
,

County has been hit hard by the declining timber industry: In

1950, one billion board feet were harvested in the county; by 1980,

this figure was down to 330 million. The stands of fi'rst-growth

redwood and Douglas fir are nearly gone, and unemployment has risen

to sixteen percent.

Timber, however, is hot the only depleted natural resou'rce

in Mendocino County. The native population of anadromous salmon

and steelhead trout, quarry for commercial and sport fishermen

alike, has declined drastically. The decline is due in larse part

0 to the blockage of streams with debris which has been deposited

as a result of timber harvesting. BlockageS of this sort have

,cost the area more than 1000 miles,of.streams which-were onCe usable

by salmon and steelhead.

1 3
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The Mendocino Fisheries Improvement Program grew out of three

sets, of circumstances. First, county officials, concerned about

the decline of the fishing industry, were using CETA PSE funds

to Support four employees at local fish-rearing ponds. Second, CEMR,

an operator of CETA pregkams since 1975, was operating a joint

reforestation, trail conStruction, and woodwaste-Utilization training

program for PSE participants. Finally, the director c:f this PSE

program was an.ardent salmon and steelhead fisherman.

In the winter of 1978, the CEMR PSE prOgram was looking for

new projects. At the suggestion of one of the'county's four large

timber companies, CEMR undertook a stream clearance effort on, the ,

company's property. The implications of such a project quickly

became clear to the dedicated fisherman running,the project, and"

he persuaded the county to combine part of it,,s state CETA grant

with CEMR funds for a broader stream clearance effort. .

At that time, stream restoration was more a concept than a

'eommon practicp. CEMR forged ahead, however; working with the regional

office of the California Department of Fish and CaMe, it selected two

coastal watershed systems as initial project sites. The streams

selected for the early efforts lay entirely within the holdings

of large timber companies, since project staff realized ihat co9rdi-

nating their work with a large number of sMall landowners would

have been difficult. The director already had a working relationship

with the Masonite Corporation,,so the twenty trainees, using only

their backs and hand tools, began work on that e.ctrporation's property.

In 1979,, the project was expanded to four crews and.hearly

one hundred workers on receipt of a YCCTP grant from the state CETA
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office and of.additiOnal local PSE funds. Though most of the labor

was still performed manually for reasons of ecological protection,

use of hand-operated winching equipment had been allowed by the

Fish and Game staff.

C4MR was also working on the political front to secure further

support for its stream restoration efforts. The county received

an award from the National Association of Counties for its involvement

in the project. A, sympathetic politician was elected to the State

Legislature, where he helped initiate SB 201, a state law acknowledging

the value of salmon and steelhead resources and instituting the

Renewable Resources Investment FUnd, whfch Wa capitalized in the '

fall-of 1980. In 1980, PB 201 funds, administered by the Department

of Fish and Came and funneled.through the.county,,replaced state

CETA funds for support.ot the stream clearance project.

At that time, CEMR also began developing a related project

centered on utilization of the redwood stumps and other timber

debris removed from the streams. Hipping to increase the productivity

of the clearance and salvage efforts, CEMR received permission

to use more mechanized equipment. CEMR also received CETA Title VII

funds to assess the market for redwbod Products and to train operators

of small, private firms both for salvaging redwood and manufacturing

redwood products. CEMR even leased a ran sawmill facility and

spun it off for private operation by a partnership of fiVe former

trainees and one supervisor in April 1981.. The partnership used

personal financing to take over the operatton, and CEMR provided

management aSsistance.

1 4 5
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Today, supported entirely by Fish and Game funds, CEMR is
4

operating three mechanized crews of;five persons eacii.in its stream

clearance project. The crews are now working on lands held by

all four of the major timber companies in the county. CEMR staff

have been called on by the companies for advice on including stream

/Clearance components in corporate harvesting plans. The Department

of Fish and Came has asked CEMR to study methods for counting salmon

populations and to develop a training program hised on those met'hods.

CEMR has other ideas as well: spreading the restoration model

to five,other counties with endangered fish populitions, constructing

"fishways" to spawning areas, and creating political support for a

tax incentive which would allow the timber corporations to write

off stream restoration expenses.

Assessment

CEMR's Fisheries Improvement Program has consciously tried

to create a middle ground between the county's rigid.preservationists

and its corporate timber interests: a middle ground called "resource

restoration." This concept involves maximizing the productivity

of forest lands and streams through careful, multipleuse management

and through,repeiring damages wrought in the past by careless

harvesting practices. It calls for careful coordination between

the public and private sectors, and it involves the farsighted

goal of creating jobs that are no longer tied to the harvesting

of declining resources.

CEMR's careful pursuit of this middle ground has involved

.cultivation'of contaCts with the private sector and detailed
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calculations of the public and private profitability of an increasingly-

productive effort. Credibility with the four local timber companies

and with the Department of Fish and Came took time and patience

to build. To convince government officials and legislators of

the financtal feasibility of stream clearance ovration$,V*."
t 4411.

has calculated how taxpayer investments in stream clearance can

be repaid through revenues generated by the sale of redwood, the

expansion bf the fishing industry, and the employment of previously

2.1 miga-.

unemployed-workers.

It should be pointed gut that part of CEMR3S,success in persuading

both public and private actors,of the advisability of stream

restoration rests with the widespread local interest in sport-fishing.
'

The Masonite forester, the Fish and Game official, and the CEMR,

crew member all want a healthy steelhead and salmon population

for purely personal reasons. This interest ,haS cut across many

lines of potential conflict.

CEMR's notion of job creation has changed over its history.

At ffrst, it believed that jobs for graduates of its reforestation

and stream clearance projects,should be found with private companies.

It discovered, however, that many of the large timber cOmpiAies

were not interested in diveri<ying their activities to include

stream clearante. CEMR thus began its two-pronged efort to develop

a permanent source of public support and to spin off small contracting

and manufacturing businesies. The latter strategy haS been h ipered

because of,insufficient technical and financial assistance for

the spin-off firms.

1 7



Also notable in CEMR's approach is its constant reassessment

of project activities and technolcigies in order to meet more closely

the needs-of theArimber companies, the Department of Fish and Came,

and the public at large. The idea for stream restoration, for

example, followed CEMR's discovery that the markex for woodwaste

products was easily saturated and that woodwaste reclamation did

not elicit strong support from the major corporations. The addition

of a redwood salvaging and manufacturing component followed the
,

discovery that there were significant amounts of redwood to be

reclaimed from the streams. And the project's technology has

completely shifted from'the initial emphasis on hand tools to the

use of powerful boomtrucks and power winches -- but onlY after

the power tools were certifLe4 as environmentally.safe.

CEMR's accomplishments ar substantial: It has created the

demand for stream clearance, prodded and elicited a permanent funding

source for the activity, legitiMized thq activity on major private

and public fronts, and'developed a corps of tradned.workers and

.a system for training more of them. A good showing, we believe, for

a threS'year effort.

NortherO California Higher Education Council

Background

The Northern California Higher Education Council is a consortium

of institutions in northern California -- six communiCy colleges,

California State University at.Chico, and the University of California

at Davis. Formed in 1972, its lunction is to coordinate and broadcast

the educational resources of this rural region, primarily through

program planning and curriculum development.

148
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In the fall of ,I977, the Council received'a grant froM the

state CETA office to determine how commuraty colleges could best

contribute to the economic development of rural,communities. The

activities sparked by this two-and-a-half yeat project are the

subject of this Section.

Economic Development Activities

,The CouncMs rural economiC development activities are best

-6
discussed in a four-phase framework.

Phase I. In 1977-and 1978, four of the member community colleges

held conferences to increase public avjiireness of rural development,

issues, to stimulate identification of.specific development oppor-

tunities for communities, an&to ensure the commitment of.the colleges

to leadership of specific projects. Before the conferences, faculty

and students from CS11,-Chico had surveyed local attitudes, conducted

studies of specific-local issues, and prepared case studieNor

discussion at each conference. At Fea'fier River College in Plumas

County, for example, the case studies involved such matters as

a specific violation of the California Forest Practices Act, the

quality of water services in one town, and lot-splitting or "4 X 4ing."

At the College of the Siskiyous, discussion focused on the expansion

of ski facilities, mobile home development,.and the diversion of

a river for agricultural use. At Lassen Community College, the topic

was the geothermal potential of,the area. Council staff felt that

the conferences were successful in increasing public awareness

about the existence of real choices, necessary trade-offs, and
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the power that local people can have in deciding which types of

,-, economic development to pursue.

Afterdhe conferences, a cOotdinator at each college'worked

with a local advisory committee to identify ideas for economic

ventmres consistent with the criteria established at the Conferences.

Students from CSU-Chico collected data for the OEDP Committees

of four counties and prepared a computerized data base of economic

indicators for the entire twelve counties in ehe Council's domain.

But no specific idcat for projects that could be implemented at

each college and replicated at' others captured the .fanCS, of the

advisory coMmittees or the commitment of the college administrations.

Phase IT. Very little happened in the project's second phase.

The Council considered working further with the county OEDP Committees

and training local planners to,upe the c1/4,a hase that the CSU-Chico

students had prepared. Two special workshops were held for local

officials on water ansl sewer facilities,, and the colteges were

asked to host the SCORE-program, so that it's volunteers wouldbe

more accessible to local businesses. The generaj lack of action

and the passage of Proposition 13, which diminished the colleges'

interest in developing new programs and,in enlarging their comMUpity

service mission, prompted the development of a new strategy for

the thi,rd phase of the project.

Phase III. The new strategy involved transferring responsibility

for the project at each campus from a local coordinator to the

Dean of Instruction. Rather than tryi'ng to generate an economic

development project involving diverse elements and resources of
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, . .

the coMmunity, the Deans were inStructed to initiate tangible,

:vocationaly-orientedprOjets.' Thus.atose the Lassen College

Forest Resource Center-, the Yuba College Small Farm Project,the

.Houiing Rehabilitationiand Training Program at,the College of the

Siskiyous, and a Local

RiVer,C011ege.'

-N

DeveloPment Corporation organized by Feather

The' Lassen College Forest Resource Center, much like the twb*

forest improvement projects previously. diedussed; wasdegigned

on the premise that small landowners'need to'be educated about

government incentives for better management of their holdings,

that forest contractors needed to be put in tOuch with both landowners

,and skillq labor, and that displaced mill workers coul,c1 be.retrained4'

for reforestation work.

The college's forestry department, aided .by. a consultant,

began the project systematically: using maps and NASA aerial photos,

0

studNIts identified and plotted 'all the small landholdings in the

-
county. This research was followed by a mail survey to establish

the needs, attitudes, and characteristics of the landowners and

lodal forest contractors. A. curridblum for "forestry techniciAns"

:wastheni,developed and tested through atrial training cycle run.

for CETKparticipants with state CETA funds. The college alto

sponsored seminars.jor landowners and contractbes, issued bulletins
A

on reforeslation techniques and planting guidelines, and published

a diredtory of sawmills in the. region.

The project's planners hoped thatlurther funding would come

from ht*California.Vorksite Employment and Training Program, which

ul
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had a $25 million state appropriation.fgE classroom and onthejob

training in 1?aborshort industries. Unfortunately, the.college

project did not mesh with the rfiher rigid regUIons of the state

program. So while the Lassen project continues to operate with.

CgTA funds, its future-is far from secure

At Yuba College, a project cias designed to develop the capacity

of the college to provide training and marketing advice for small

and parttime farmers. Seven short tourses were devised (one major

.

need previously identified for reaching small farmers was for short

and convenient courses), a resource directory w.as published, and

two demonstrations were conducted. 'The first involve'd testing

fertilizers and techniques for planting alternative grain craps;

the second used an almond orchard as a worksite for upgrading farmers'

..pruning skills.

A ,business instructor at Feather River College initiated the

conversion of the county's OEDP Committee into a LDC and secured

some local PIC funds. The'LDC, using consultdnts from CSUChico,

JInvestigated several targets for business expansion including a

computerhead reprocessing firm and a woodwaste manufacturing

firm

Phase IV. The final phase of the project involves Tuture-

work under a $244,000,, twoyear grant from.the.Kajlogg Foundation.

The project plans first to disseminate the information and techniques

,

rdeveloped through the specif.i.c projects at the four colleges;.second,

to study the feasibllity of new ideas' for job' creation; and third,

to perform a brokering 4unction between public and private bodies.

ft.
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More specifidallyi the Yuba College small farm project will

continue to provide oUtreach, shcrt courses, demonttration plots,

technical assistance, and an equipment bank for small and part-time

_J

farmers. :At Lassen College, a-micro-comPuter software program

with applications,for beef.production and timber inventories will

be developed and tested. The economic research center. at CSU-Chico

will recruit and train local (4unselors for service with SCORE

in the more remote areas,of the çegion, and Lassen's Forest Resource.

Center.will be duplicated, on another campus. A new effort will

be launched at the College of the Siskiyous: a five-acre demonstration

homestead designed to show hoW greater economic and environmental

self-sufficiency caltbe obtained through the appropriate application

of existing nd newly developed technologies. Community accesf

to the homestead will be emphasized.

Several conferences-are sdheduled for the pro. ect's fourth

phase:

.-

one on alternative technology for farmers, another on-marlteting

strategies for small businesses, a third on the use of the'mini-

computer in agricultuie, forestrY, and small businesses. A larger

'regional conTerence on economic development and' Sob creation for

. communities, involving several state agencies, is also being

planned. ,

A long list of ideas to be developed at individual campuses

is also included in plans for the fourth phase. One of the_more

innovative involves the development of a pack-station management.

course for twenty students at Feather River College. The training

program will be geared to the expanding demand for horseback trips

'in the Sierras.

tJ

-9%
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Assessmeht

I.

The rural economic development project of the COuncll is a

sizable and innovative Undertaking. Community colleges have not

traditionally been involved in promoting economic development,

let alope alternative forms of economic.development. The project

is also marked-bycopsiderable diversity, embracing asAt does

large nuMber of separate research and demonstration actfvities.

Small farmers, small landholders, small forestry contractors, small

housing rehabilitation businesses, and small recreation businesses

are being provided with assistance to increase their productivity

and to create new jobs.

Much has been learned during the project'S first twoandonehalf

years. The project director concedes that the goals of the first

...phases were both too diffuse and too ambitioUs. Though the conferences

_I

.expanded the level Of aWarePess among community residents about

the problems and oliportunities in local economic development and

provided an opportunity for the warring environmental and develop

mental interests to locate some common ground; the local advisory

committees proved 'incapable of moving from the conference stage

to the formulation of specific local projects. "Committees cannot

,fill,an entrepreneurial function," the project director cOncluded.

lie believes that the public needs to be involved.in developing

guidelines for development.,.but he is also convinced that a

Stronger effort over a longer period of time will be required.

The original project model, for exampl.e, involved an investigation

of geothermal resource applications by the,colleges and a dis*eMination

154
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of reSearch results. to potential invesfors in the community. The

process,.however, simply did not work. It -germs ,that community

groups could not build and maintain an interest in pursuing and

investing 'in a new type of development; such'actions come only

from determined individuals. Thus the packstation management

course finally materialized at Feather Riirer College beeause of

the interest and entrepreneurial bent of a single faculty member.

And while the community advisory groups were unable to stimulate

economic development, the colleges themselves, for the most part,

proved rather tepid in their pursuit of an active role in economic

development, particularly after Proposition 13. In fact, two of

the region's six colleges did not participate in the project at

all.

According to the director, t e project's most successful venture

waS the Forest Resource Center at Lassen. That effort is small

but complete; it involves three discrete and easily identifiable

client groups; and it uses a modular, competencybased curriculum

'developed by the faculty. It met the college's notion of what

learning is all about, and it had definable goals. Its results,

however, did not match up with the precepts of its designers.

Trainees, rather than securing jobs with small contractors workin4

for small landholders, went to work instead for the large timber

companies4

In sum, this project has tried several approaches to obtain

deeper involvement of the area's colleges in local economic

dev61opment. In. large'part, the attempt to use the colleges as
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a locus for a broad, community servicebased effort was not successful.

Development of more-narrowly based vocational offerings that combined

acceOted approaches to learning with expanded outreach efforts

and more flexible offerings proved more successful.

fr
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I. INTRODUCTION ,

Overview

Kentucky covers nearly 40 ihousand square miles and has a population
ct

of 3.5 million people. It is a relatively poor state, ranking 40th

in the United States in per capita personal income. Its ranking

has improved somewhat since 1965, when Kentucky ranked 46th. The

largest source of personal income is manufacturing (26.3%), followed

by government (15.97.), wholesale and retail trade (15.17.), and services

(13.27.). Only 3.77. of personal income comes from farming.

Kentucky is divided into 120 counties. Its large rural population

(47.77. in 1970) wields significant political power. The state is

also organized into 15 Area Development Districts (ADDs). The ADDs

provide Multicounty planning services for state and federal programs

and technical assistance to local governments in a wide 'range of

-program areas, including community development. In the past, ADDs

had substantial.funding and staffing levels; recently, however, both

state and federal fufids-have been.cut, and further reductions are .

anticipated in the near future.

Kentucky has a-number af agencies and organizations which touch

on,economic development. During the past ieari.Governor, Brown's

.administration h s.'taken steps t6 coordinate state development activity

by creating a DevelopMent Cabinet which includes the major departments

with economic development-related programs (Commerce and Community

.and Regional Development).

Although there is no overall policy governing theese departments,.

Kentucki does have:specific' uograms intended to promote economic
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development.. For example, the Kentucky,Development Finance Authority

(KDFA) was established 23 years ago to promote economic development

, through bQiiness expansion. It provides industrial revenue bonds,

revenue bond guarantees, and direct loans to manufacturing,, agricultural,

' and touriSm projects. Funds for KDFA come from legislative appropria

tions of general tax revenues and through borrowing from state employee

TensIon.feinds.

The state is also served by the customary small and minority

business development programs operated by state and-federal government

(e.g., SBA programs). The Center ior Business Development works

with state agencies, federal agencies, communittbs, and small businesses

to provide business develOpment services which include an EDAsponSored,'

management assistance program, technicai assistance to irms damaged '

'by competition from imports, and assistance to firms which are entering

or expanding their role in international trade. 'The stace also offers

the conventional array of employment and training programs.

It is too early to tell at this point whether'the Devel4ment

Cabinet will establish general policies for coordinating these various

resources or whether the programs will continue-to be administered

rather independently in,the future.

In addition to statewide development programs, other programs

have emerged which focus on particular geographic areas of the state --

primarily on Eastern Kentucky. Unemployment rates in that area are

consistently above the state and national rates, average pir capita

income is less.,than half the national figure,,and development efforts

art thwarted.,by mountainous terrain and isolated settlement patterns.

4.
41 iGo
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Several federal and stateragencies have addressed the region's economic

woes. The Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC), for example, has

funded a wide range of programs in Eastern Kentucky over the years.

The state id also discussing the development of a private investment

corporation specifically for Eastern Kentucky.

Local efforts have also been made in Eastern Kentucky. For example, '

Kentucky Highlands Investment Corporation seyves 9 southeasttrn Counties

by offering financial help to new and young manufacturing companies.

It provides both debt,and equity capital to qualifying firms and

maintains a Minority stock ownership position in the firms. It also

awns 91 percent of Mountain Ventures, Inc., a for-profit investment

company for new or expanding manufacturing companies in 49 counties

of Appalachian Kentucky.

State Rural Polic)$'

Kentucky has no apparent policy governing rural affairs and no

explicit policy relating to growth and economic development pt large.

The state has a clear policy for promotiag new jobs through industrial

recruitment, but that policy does not include specific objectives

relating to the geographic location of those fobs.

This absence of a concerted state development policy was admitted

in a recent state application for FmHA funds, which stated in part:

"At the present time, there is no effective strUcture within state

'government to coordinate communAty and economic development with

' human and natural resources planning." The application, which was

for funds to be used in developing a balanced gr&th policy for the

state, added that, in 1979, almost 6 billion dollars in federal aid

1ci
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had been spent wiothout benefit of being Tatched against a.set of

statewide goals or objectives. The proposed balanced growth policY

1.4

would concern itself with "state-federal investment str tegies for

/
the 1980s."

A balanced growth policy for Kentucky is still in the proposal

stage. Though no Aetails have emerged, the policy would include

means for encoui,aging economic development' of small- and medium-
,

sized cities as well as,urban areas. But while the proposed policy

would offer mech'anisms for coordinating local, state, and federal

funds (particularly those that would be available under block'

grants), it is not yet clear whether the policy will become a

reality, and, if so, whether it will pfay a signikicant role in

state decisions in the coming years.

Programs Studied

Two projects representative of the types of economic develoOment

activity under way in Kentucky have been chosen" for in-depth study.

The first, the Community,Development Block Grants (CDBG) Small Cities

Demonstration Program, represents state-level efforts,to involve
If

local government in the design and selection of local economic development

related projects which are fundad through HUD block grants. The

approach being tested may be expanded to encompass4a wider range

of resources as the federal government moves more to the block grant

approach. The CDBG'demonstration also provides an interesting model

for other rural statds which are.planning to involve local areas

in the state and federal decision-making process.

The second project, Mountain Association for Community Economic

Development (MACED), is qn umbrella for a range of targeted development

1 62
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efforts taking place in Eastern KentuckY. MACED's activities, all

of which are specifically designed to promote economic development

which will benefit the economically disadvantaged, include technical

assistance and financing for venture development, multi-family housing

development, and assistance to community organizations in designing

and implementing development programs. MACED also administers the

KDFA loan program for'Eastern Kentucky.

MACED offers a model for other local development groups of' an

evolving and multifaceted approach to rural economic development.

The Association has its own agenda and resources, yet it works with

and taps state resources whenever possible. MACED's expertise is

well recognized by the state. Plans are being made to involve MACED

staff in the review and provision of technical assistance to economic

development projects generated under the CDBG demonstration, and

MACED has been involved in state government discussion of a private

investment corporation for Eastern Kentucky.

II. RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND INSTITUTIONS

Kentucky CDBG Small Cities Demonstration Program

General Description

In FY '61, KentUcky and Wisconsin were selected by HUD to host

a demonstration of how states can assume greater responsibility in

the administration of federal housing and community development

Kentucky was permitted to7=design its on\process and criteria for

selecting cities and counties withAess than 50,000 population for

HUD block grants. The demonstration thus enabled the.state to substitute

its own review criteria and state and ,local decision-makers for federal

163



criteria and review proceciUres; the state assumed administrative

responsibility for ,the program, rather than serylng only as a liaison

between federal and local governments.

The state's role will be expanded even fUrther in the second

year of the demonstration to include financial management and monitering d

of alf CDBGs. Kentucky has accepted the challenge and developed

process based on the philosophy that it is a legitimate role of

the state to support local community development efforts. The-program

relied heavily on local governments'for the development df its overall
. .

approach, as staff consulted with over 300 municipalities and 120

counties in the selection of criteria fot4 the review process. The

resulting criteria are 1ntended to allow greater flexibllity in apply-

ing federal resources to loca
l

,problems.

During the past y ar, Kentucky has been putting its CDBG

demonstration program into the field. The demonstration is providing

vafilable process experiencein preparation for the expected expansion

of the block grant approach. The demonstration promotes the local

developmenc of quality projects directed toward the primdry objective

of the Housing and Community Development Act -- the development of

viable communitles through the provision of decent housing, a suitable

living environment, and expanded economic opportunities, especially

for low- and moderate-income residents.

This report focuses first on administration, and second on the

criteria used in ihe selection of development projects. Program

administration involved local governments in every step -- in the

formulation of criteria, the provtsion of technical assistance, the

61
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selection of propOsal review teams, and the evaluation of the process.
4

Efforts iaken toWeveloO, consenSus among.local government officials

on the crlieria and procedures.are seen as the key to the suceesa

of che demonstration and variations of this approach=could be applied

.

. . .

. -
-

in other rural States. The,diScUSSion of Kentucky's initial failure

9

to devel p quality economic development proposals,and its sUbseqUent.

,

,revision
,
of program criteria should also be'useful to other states

attempting to focus their resources on economic development projects.

Program Administration

Program design and implementation involved five Major steps:

(1) selection ofstaff and advisory committees to direct the pro ram

and to' develop the selection process; (2) provision ofechnical

assistance ro potential project appricantS; (3) establishmencof

proposal rating,teams, and t review end selection of proposed pro ects;.

(4) evaluation of the rev, criteria end proCesS1 and (5) revision

. .

of,%* revieweprocess and criteria. These steps are es ibed below.

_Overall program administrationyaS assigned to the Department

Of ComMunity and Regional DeVelopment (DCRD). TWO COMMittees --

one for policy and One for technical matters -- were formed' to AeSign

solectiOn Criteria for ma projects. The Technical Review Committee

wes made up of 4x.ADD repreSentatives and six directors of local

developmenagencies. It worked with program staff to design criteria,

Which werethen submitted to the Policy Advisory Commitre9\for. review.

The Policy4Advisory Committee consisteNf representatives of the'

Kentucky Association of Counties,- the KentUcky Municipal League,

the KentOCky Council Of Area Development Districtt, the Kentucky

Community Development Association, the Department of Community and.
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Regional Development, and individual ADDS. The Policy Committee

reviewe&the draft criteria and distribdted them throughout the state'

S. '

to:all mayors and covnty-judges for cohiMent. In October 'of 1980,

the Policy Advisory Committee met again to review the criteria and

give its final Approval, of:them. HUD then approved the criteria

.for the small.dities CDBG demonstration..

Next, p oject,staff:and HUD staff held four regiOnal training

sessions aroUnd the state for small cities and rural countigs which

might become project applicants. (These -assistance teams gave technical

help on project design to one-third of all pre-applicants for the

project.) Then a number of rating teams, each made up of a HUD staffer,

a community developer from an ADD, and a DCRD staff member were'formed

by DCRD. A separate team was established to review each type of

application --I comprehensive, housing, public facilitiet, and economic

developMenr. The teams ranked the pre-applications in. February;

DQRD and .HUD Staff visited application'sites in March; ancy)CRD.submitted

itsfunding recOmmendationa to HUD ahortly.thereafter. -Eighteen.

of.the 112 Ore-applications-were finally, aelected for funding. ,

TO May, DCRD staff.initiated an evaluation of the review process

and the selection criteria. They received feedback .from community

development agency directors, rocal officials, and communitydevelopmedt

consultants On the demonstraiion experIence.to date. 8taff.rewbrked.

the process with HUD and submitted jt,to the, Technical. Aeview CoMmittee4

The revised process.was submitted fOr review and apProval by the'

Policy Advisory Committee in August.
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The-Program evaluation iOntified four major probleM areas:

'-(1) there was too much Paperwork; (2) the criteria resulted in the

funding ofIood applications, but not necessarily of-good projects'

(3) many rehabilitation projects, and no true economic development

projectsi were.funded; and (4) the honus point.system written into

the selection process carried too much weight and penallied sthall

!.4

t own AI

EaOh of these problems Waa addresaed thrOugh specific changes

in the proCedure. .fOrytxample, application forMS were shortened,

several criteria Were dropped, and plans were made for validating'

information during site Visits rather.than having passes Of documentation
,

_

aubmitted with each application. 'Provisions were also made to weight

on-site observations morp,heavily ..than on-paper allegations.; and

to allot specific amounts of money for each funding category to encourage

-applications under every category.

Taken togetheri the,revised prOcedures will, minimize the handicap

to aPplicants w

proposar Writers.

are too small to have the services of profeiliional

he materials to-be assessed in th applications

have been reduced t4a checklist format. Ratings of positive, unclear,

or negative will be ttached to each criterion on the checklist.

Applicants which'receive.-a high number of positive ratings will be

further evaluated according to their relatiVe need as indiCated by

\
such additional factors as per capita income, population lag or decline

between 1910 and 1980, percentage of population at.or low the
/
poverty

level, and unemployment ratea. Top7ranking applicants vtl1then

1

be visited, and the site visits will produce,a final set of ratings.
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Proposals which-, receIve the.highest ratingS on the'basis of the site

en.e. or nal fundiu,

Economic .Development Projects

In the original demonstration materials, economic development

projects were characterized only as'projects Which "expand employment

opportunities and/or existing businesses or which retain employment

opportunities or business." The only.eamples of.economic, development

projects provided to applicants were projects invOlving "aequisition

of real propetty, site-improveMents or employment training centers."

.No more detailed explanations or examples of model'projects were

provided. During the first round of proposals, only eight economic

deyelopment projects were submitted. None was Considered ptrong enough

to be selected for funding.

AS noted, program staff and the Technical Review Committee made

specific changes in the review process to encourage the development

of more.quality economic development ptIpposals in the, future, First,

a specific, amount of money will be set aside each'year for use in

funding economic development projects. Second, a revolving review

process will be instituted for economic development proposals. Under

that process, applications can be submitted at any time, and more

time for negotiating iniprovements in proposals with economic develop

ment applicants will be available. Finally, a team of experts

(possibly including repiesenEatives of MACED and Kentudg Highlands

Investment tOrporation) will be establishedto review economic

development applicationS and to advise applicants on means of

strengthening their proposals.

f;&
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:will be placed on projects that will produce jobs directly through

.business expansion as 'against projects which prómi6e to creat4,jobs

indirectly -- e.g., through downtown revitalization: Basd% of

selection for tinglepurpose economic Aevelopment projects will include

informstion and projections on the number and types of .jobt that will,

be created; the commitMent of the cooperating business to creating

those jobs; and the general economic oUtlook of the.participating

loypr.

New criteria for certain types of comprehensive projects which

include economic development components were .also designed. The new

criteria favor projects which will provide jobs in the private sector

-for lowincome people, stimulate private capital investment, and

Maximize the CDBG dollar by recycfing it to the grsntee through loans,

-
revolving accOunts, and leaseback:orsale arrsngements as opposed

to direct grants. Priority will also be given to projects which are

designed to provide Opportunities for Women.and'for minority busindsses

which have limited acCess to capital.
S.

Assessment

Although the revited selection criteria clearly reflect a

commitment to the devetopment of jobcreating projects in small towns
1

and rural areas, the impact of the new criteria will be lessened by

the lad( of technical etpacity, to develop quality projects at the

Local level. Many tmall towns have no staff to design projects.

169
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Assistance In the past, but that etsiStance will shrink because of

74

staff Of the ADDs have provided proposal-writing

significant cuts in ADD,funding:.

At the.saMe time, DCRD leeks the numbers,and the technical

_capability necessary for delive4ng effective technical'assistance

loc-l groups across the state... DCRD staff have attended workshops

on small:bnsfness deVeiopment, and they have great hopes for the

reVieW committee they plan tOestablish for economic develOp-

ment projects. But while theA.ndividuals beingconsidered for

meMbership on the committee possess the appinpriate technical skills,

it is unlikely that they:will be available tO provide extensive

assistancetc, a large number of local applicants.

prograM staff have not been effective in providing

exaMples Of economic development projects to lecal applicants. Since

, 4
economic develOOment 1.S:en area in whith Many lOcal governments have

iittle experience or wtpertise, staff should concentrate onPdevelaping

fileamplegaprOjeCts OiCh tan.help lOtal:offieials design projeets
- -

appropriate tO'their areas In this effort, prOgram-itaff Could

lpresent effective examOles,frOM other states and alSo design model

'project's with the assistance of the'Technical Review Committee.

It seems Cleat that the demonstratio*:hasgiVen Kentucky an edge

over other states in preparingjor a federl shift to a block grant .

410prOach. Although it is impoSSible'at, thAs point to aSsess the

quality of 'the individuarprOjectS'initl.ated under Oe demonstration

process, it appeara that the ptecess itself is Viale hut while

the process has demonstrated how a vartety f Local agencies,can work
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.with state and federal officials to designi project selection gystem,

it has noi shon'how two or more state agencies or two or more

federal agencies can work together effectively. The entire question

of state-state and federal-federal coordination will require a

good deal more consideration'before programs of related content,

but separate administration, can be fused successfully under a

block grant system.

Still, the approaCh taken by Kentucky can represent at least

a beginning model to other rural states.- Great care.has been taken

,

to inVolOe local officials in the deSign of the selection process

and in the evaluation and revision of that process after its first

test. Significant improvements wers.made to simplify the process,

to increase the chances of small towns' being funded, and to promote

-the development of quality economic development projects. Moreover,

ihe revisions were made quickly and with remarkable efficiency given

the.number of groups involved in the process.

The major challenge facing the Kentucky demonstration at this

,

point is determining how to.ensure quality projects,with Virtually

no,technical assistance resources. Unless means are found for

assisting localities and 'state demonstration staff, it is unlikely

that the qu'ality of the projects actually funded will come up to the

quality of the process under which they are funded.

Mountain Association for Community Economic Development (MACED)

General Description

MACED is a five-year-old, private nonprofit cOmmunityneconomic

development corporation wbich Serves 85 counties in central Appalacbia.
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Its target area spans four states (Kentucky, Virgieia, Tennessee,

and West Virginia) and its corporate headquarters are in Berea,'

Kentucky. MACED's programmatic activities share the common goal of

economic development and fundamental strategy of helping poor people

'draw on all available resources tolmprove their economic and political

status. To effect its strategy, MACED concentrates iti efforts on.

.increasing the .raee of new businesi formation and on providing

local leadership with the _skills necessary for the promotion of
4

-

community development.

MACED was the product of discussions among a dozen Appalachian

organizetions which recognized the need for an organization to provide

business development assistance. The ASsOciation begen with one staff

member (Bill Duncan. its current president); with in-kind support

from the Kentucky Highlands Investment Corporation. After securing.

a grant frem the Lily Foundation, MACED began providing technical
.g ;

assistance to CDCs for the development of cooperatives and'community

owned businesses. The strategy'shitted as the AssociatiOn realized

that cooperAtives alone were not the answer.: New jobs were needed.

.MACED ig directed by its president and a board of directors made

up of representatives of 10 of the *Association's constituent rgani-

zations. lis staff of 12 it organized into four sections, refleLing,

-

its major develgpment activities: ,Small Enterprise Bevelopment, :

CommuAity bete,lopmen,-Housing, rind Re'search*.and Development- :MACED main- '

,

, .

tains a forlal relationship mith opfy one state agency -- the Kentucky

Development Finance Authority -- but it wor.Vs %Atil a wide range of

corrintudity and state "agencies'and orgSnizations.
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MACED has received funding from state and federal agencies and

from private resources. New sources of funding are constantly being

explored. For example, MACED ieceiVed $500,006 in EDA monies to

establish a loan fund in late 1980, and it is currently negotiating

CETA grant for services it can provide ebyrivate Incius[Ty Couh.c9s.

MACED's four major work areas,are discussed below.

Small Enterprise Development: MACED brings together ideas for
1

new business ventures, potential entrepreneurs, and technical and

financial assistance. Staff members develop leads.oh new ventures

by talking with people in the communities and by publicizing MACED's

new ideas. Staffers also reseatch new business ideas and attempt

.to determine how they can best be brought to fruition. Seeff worl;

with individual entrepreneurs -- most of whom have been refused loans

by regular lending institut4;ons -- to help them develop firm business

j
ptans and to arrange complerriehtary MACE4 financing. Staff then help

the entrepreneur to secure Che other needed financial commitmenes:

and to establish the venture. MACED staff are convinced that, without

their technical assistance, few of the busineses they work with would

have much chahce for success; 0

Within its overall small enterprise development strategy', MACED

is developing several sub-strategies. These involve industry

targeting, marketing, and forest products development. The first

two ideas are still in the developmental stage. MACED is planning

to research growth industries around the country to determine if the

area'S resources can be marshaled to attract firms in those industries.
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MACED is also exploring the idea of 'starting a.marketing company for

Eastern Kentucky products. The company would establish markets for

certaidgoods and then contract with local producers to make those

goods.

The forest products development project has proved to be a

successful business development model. MACED would like to use a

similar approach in other product areas. Under the approach a staff

member becomes a specialist in.a particular product market: He

.

identifies business oppOrtunities, performs feasibility analyses,

i4entifies pbeeptial entrepreneurs; and brfngs the business ideas

and the entrepreneurs together with financing. Thus far, the wood

products project has resulted in three new ventures which employ, more

thad 40 people among them.

,Although MACED has only been daking direct loans for a year,

it has to date made 10 separat,e investments totaling $171,000 from

its Own loan funa and the fund it administers for KDFA. MACED always

attempts t'o'use its funds to leverage larger loans. The average loan

package in which MACED is involved is $100,000, with $20,000 of the

total coming directly from MACED. The average recipient enI terprise

creates 20 jobs:

MACED furnished the following descriptions of two ventures it

has-assiste0,

Mr. McIntosh was driving a truck, brokering
some lumber on the side; and had 'an ambition to start
a 'hardwood dry ktln business. He had learned about
lumber from his father, but did not know how to go
about getting into a business like kiln drying, which
requires a significant initial capital investment.
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He contacted MACED after seeing a news story and, after
substantial market research and other busihess planning
guided by MACED staff, he determined that he was not
prepared to enter the dry kiln business yet. He did find,

however, that a holding yard and brokering operation
wat,feasible. After further planning,.a combination of
MACED, KDFA, and the Powell County Bank provided $73,000
to finance equipment and initial working capital toget
Mr. McIntosh going. He has now begun to purchase
lumber from 12 surrounding mills which never before
had reliable markets. Mr. McIntosh assembles the
lumber in a holding yard and resells it in the volumes
required by national markets. In the past, these ,

sawmills have operated on a part-time basis, employing
on the averagelof one to two people on a year-round basis.
The steady market provided by Mr. McIntosh will allow 'them
to produce on a regular basis and dependably employ
an average of 6 people each, creating, 48 new jobs.

0 0 0 0 0

Mr. Smith aw an opportunity to lease a large
boundary of timber near his home in Letcher County.
He acquired arvold sawmill and cut himself a hquse
pattern. He felt that he had some potential in business,
but wat not sure what to do next. MACED staff helped him
,to get into production and to establish himself as a
supplier of mine timbers in the,area. It quickly
becameclearthat,with help, he could expand his
business much further. After additional planning,
there,fore, MACED, KDFA, and the Bank of Whilesburg
furnished me. Smith $82,000 to purchate a new larger
sawmill and open up new markets. Installation of the
mill is almost ,complete and Mr. Smith has two months'
worth of logs on the yard waiting for sawing. MACED

staff.is working with him to establish furniture
industry Customers for his high-grade material and he
now has several enthusiastic'bidders. He has hired two

trainees under CETA's OJT,program and expects to
hire five more by the end of the year. Mr. Smith is a

good prospect. foy significant fut6re expansion both in
the sawmill businest and in other wood products-related
enterprises.

Community Development: MACED,helps e.stablith new local leadership

groups and works to develop organizationaf skills within existing

groups. The groups with which the Associatjon works are centered

17s,
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on issues ranging frOm wete* eod sewer systems to worker ownership-7

'of businesses. MACED-tries to instill confidence among members'of

local grcibps while teachidg them skills which are essential to

effective operation (e.g., beokkeeping). Assistance is offered at

no cost, though MACED does accept feeS when available.

MACED proyided the f011oWingldestriptiOn of a community

development project:

In Wheelwright, a group has formed to
rehabilitate the sewer end water systems, try tO,.
reactivate a verY4iopular swimming poolbuilt when
the city was a coal camp), and undertake additional
rehabilitation projects in town. During the coming
year MACED will be helping them analyze the feasibility.

, 'of their projects and develop enough'organizational
strength to do what they plan. "The project MACED
designed to train:housing rehabilitation craftsmen has
worked well as "technical training, though it has. not yet
reached the loftier goal of generating an independent
contracting enteorise. That still might happen. All

in all, the prolket has begun to draw out the community
ommitment necessery;io undertake new development

initiatives ink.WheelWright.

MACED'is ettemptlngto formulate housihg -developMent-
-.

strategies which are approkiate to Eastern Kentucky. Major barriers

to housing development inCrOde the lack of,available land,,the high

1-
cost of developing land in the region, and the shortage of mortgage

..finahcing. In eesponse to these:problems, MACED has concentrated

its efforts on development Of multi-family housing projects and on

designing Means'for :increas,ingmortgage availability in the area.

MACED serves', aspackaget and developer for, multi-familY housing

projects. This role enables staff to generate revenue for MACED as

well'as for a local sponsor, MACED Fends the technical expertise

required to develop available land without being viewed as an outsider.

To date, this new effoxt has resulted-in a plan for a 41-unit Complex

1 7
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sponsored by a black church; the plan is currently under review by

HUD. Several other projects are in earXier Rlanning phases.

Single-family housing starts in the region are hampered by severe

mortgage availability difficulties. MACED is looking into techniques

for increasing the amount of money available to individuals who wish

to build On family-owne-d land or individual lots. MACED is recommend-,

ing ways to use state mortgage revenue bonds in conjunction with block

. -

grants and special forms of mortgages to reduce monthly mortgage pay-

ments, and it is planning to direct the issuance of a multi-county

bond offering in Eastern Kentucky this year. MACED is also working

'with several stateand county banks tp have them accept a homeowner's

labor in building his own home as a down payment in qualifying for

a home mortgage.

Research and Development: MACED staff are constantly 'examining,

new ideas which can be applied in the overall area of economic cieVelop-

ment. Stall members research each likely seeming concept thoroughly

aTy write reports outlining its potential place in MACED's develoPment

strategy. Issues that have been explored include the possibilities

of the dry kiln business and the creation of new types of mortgage

credit.

Staff work in all.of the above activities is supported by a small .

computer. The compdter is also used in training for Asiness planning.

Economic variables relating to a given business-..operatfon can be pro-
,

grammtd differently to show an entrepreneur how outside changes can

affect his cash flow or production. The co uter is also useful in

monitoring performance'once a business is in o eration.
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Relationship With The State

4

Although MACED welcomes the support of the state, it realizes

that it must remain inciFpendent if it is to achieve its goals for

the region. MACED vies/he state as a source of_funds for spectfic

development projects and as a key player 'in the development of'

community fnfrastructute. It believes, however, that the push for

enterprise development should come from the affected local areas.

MACED plays a major role in allocating KDFA resources in Eastern

Kentucky. Together with the Kentucky Highlands Investment Corporation,

MACED reviews applications and makes recommendations about loans to

bualnesses and projects to be made from a $500,000 fund provided to

KDFA by ARC.

MACE& also supports CETA programs in its area by helping match

CETA eligible,* to job opportunties. Staff members act as interme-
-,

diaries betwoem small businesses and CETA program staff. They inform

employers of the various advantages available to them if they hire

CETA-eligible workers, and they attempt to reduce the confusion

associated with dealing'with the bureaucracy.

MACED's involvement with the state may increase in the cOming

months if the state proceeds with plans to.oreate a private develop-

ment corporation for investing in Eastern Kentucky. MACED has been

involved.in preliminary discussions aboutlhe corPoration with the

state, but no.details on thO probable structure of the proposed organi-

zation have yet emerged.



ASsessment

Assesament of MACEWs,enterpfise development activity. isperhaps

- ptemature after onty One.:yearOfrOPeration butprogress duririg.the

'first year pf operation of:the loan fund,has been impressive. The-

10 initial loan (totaling $171,000) will have generated 50 new jobs

during the firSt yean: of operation, and they are exPected to generate

p) lobs by the end of the third year. MAUD. is seeking an additional

$400,000 tO add to its original $500,000 loanjund and has set the

'goal of inveSting in 10 More enterprises in the coming year .0n the

basis (the first year's investments, it seems clear that entre-
'?

,

preneurs are available; they.do,1 however, need considerable.technfcal

,assistance and increased access to investment funds which can serve
.%,
f

il. lei)erage for lir er bank- loans.
_ .

MACED was unsu e pi ehe probable effects a dwindling federal

resources on:its prOgraMs.' Funding for.staff appears secUre,. but

funding for'cOmMunity development'andUSing projects' Sponsored by:,
.--

:the agenty will clearly suffer. MACED',S philosophy of incorporating

as program cOmponents ''al)ything thd% works":to promOte economic

to minimize the negative effectsdevelopment shoUld

of budget cuts.

Staff itSekLis seeo as ehe)cey to sucCesSfUl-loCal deVelopment

efforts. MACED tries toidentify staff-members-Who have the capacity.
g ,

fOr developing the tril.stl:ng relationsPlips with imaividuals which

.'are necessary for the;effectiVe delivery of technical assiStance.

6.

MACED believeS

certainly help

1 If, an..indiqdual possesses itrong

it can provide the .needed technical sc s through training: This

communication

approachenables WED to hire local people who are cOMmitted to the



area. MACED,alsoAmYs salaries whiCh are competitivejor the area,

parttcUlarly for community development work.

A Second:important factor affecting corporate success isthe

, ,positioning of the organization in. relationsnip to other, lOcal..groUps.

MACED prOvides Skills, but.it is careful not:,to appeat to be-seeking

po.wer..within the community,,prefetrtnvto:ectin suppott of othet

:COmMunIty develoOMent groups rather.than unilaterally.

MACED-believes that the,impetus toward development must come :

from :within the area to 'be developed.. A multi-dOunty apprOach:is

probably necessary to buildthe influenCe needed to attract and tie

into outstde resources. Still, an,S5-county area seems,a bit

especiallyjn light of MAUD'S Staff resources and the

natural geographic barriers within the area. MACED has followed its

basic philosophy succetsfully to date by developing local staff talent

to tep the area'S natural and human potential. MACED staff believe
.

:
.

that toW7income residents do netibenefit fully frO*econeMic deVeloP7

Meht unless the restdents-ere part Of making,it,..hapen themselves..

Amcp is . prOviding the:Skills, the ,toolsi and .the financing th'local

.Peopleneedtostdet.businesses,buildhauses,,and.undertake d multi-

tude of other' COmMunity development prOjeCeS4. This broaciapproach

'credtes visibility'for the organization within the community and helps

develop'local confldence lhat develoPment effotts can succeed.
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INTRODUCTION

OvervieW

VermOnt is a small, rural and relatiVely poor state. Its total,

population is 500,000, and it was only at the 1980 Census that one area
1,

had become densely enouWpOpulated to be considered.a Standard Metro
,

politan Statistical, Area. The pOpulation lives in some 257 citieS- and
. . 4

towns; 240 of those ave fewer than 5,900 peoPle; and 57% of the state's

people liVe in those towna,of less than 5,000 population.

While the largest, metropolitanarea, BOrlington, has- a rapidly

expanding economy (along with a few other cities), the more.rural

areas tend tcOlie economiCally depresbed, TheHmost depressed area is

the Northeast Kingdom, three counties that border,Canada and New

Hampshire, where the unemployment rate is consistently two to three

percentage points above the state average and a4erage per capital income

wns.$1,236 in 1977 (Compared to $3,963 statewide).

falling between the extremes of gurlington and the NortheaS Kingdom,

many areas of Vermont have experienced moderate economic.growth in the

past fifteen years. The maChine tocil industry is healthy and growirigi,

and,tourism has continued to. be One of the biggest 'industries in the

-

state, accounting,for -15%. of the gross State product.--It was partly.
%

becauae of the proliferation of ski resorts and secondhome communities

016
and thgeconomy's resultant dependence on lowpaying, seasonal jobs

that the current Governor vowed to bring more manufacturing jobs to the

atate. We has begn successful in" that effort:, in thel960s and early

'70s, the service sector was the fastest growing employment category.

86



in Vetmont,- but manufacturing has now taken over that lead.

It was also in response to the.rapid ,development of resorts and

seCond-hOmp communitiet that Vermont enactecLstrOng environtental legis-

lation-Jnthe 1910s. Tbia legislation, called ASt 250, required local
, e

comMissions tb review plans for all but the smallest developments -- resiciential,

4

Industrial, or commercial. EnVironmental protection has'been supported

'by a coalition of:native Vermonters and a larie number of recent

in-:migrantajvacition homeowners, back-to-the-landers, and worksts who

were brotgbt in by expanding tndustry). One person-described the supporters'

attitude: "Vermont iS in many ways..# difficult place to live, with low

wages, long winters, and a high coSt of living*. Yet we live here b

choice. The trade-off is the natural beauty of the state, and we'r

determined to4preserve that beauty."

The preserVation theme emerges also when one looks at agriculture

in Vermont. One hun red years ago Vermont, along with Most-' f New

England, was .80% fa land; today, the state is 80% foreited', and,even t s

prime agricultural land in ths Connecticutilrer Valley is not being

farmed to its full potential. The only,agricultural activity of any

magnitude is,dairy farming, which has survived onlY because of federal

price supports. In the past few years, though, New England has begun to

experience pressure to grow more food locally, partly because of the

increased cost of transportation. .
The region has also experienced

incrnased pressure for better management and utilization ofItS forest

resources. In Vermont these movements have caused clashes between

18,1
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preservationists'and industrial development proponents,'. especially

over the issuaof building manufacturing plants on prime farmland.

The state pays lip service to the traditional description.of its--economy

as resting on a threelegged stoOl .-- manufacturing, tourism, and

agriculture but today agriculture receives far less than a third

of the stite's-attention and resources.

Government Structure

At the state level, Vermont has Several agencies that are concerned,
11

with economic development. The Development and ComMunity Affairs Agency

includes an industrial development division and a travel and tourism

division, and it also coordinates a statefunded job training program.

The 'Department of Employment and Training houses CETtyind the Job

Service, both of which try to coordlnate with economlc development

efforts. The Agriculture Department, traditionally', a-regulatory agency,

was recently expanded to include a development division chdrged with

diversifyingyermont's agriculture base. Finally, the State Planning

Office is the agency that keeps the Governor informed on the condition of

the 'economy and prepares policy'documents and plans for him. The Planning

Orfice has been funded by federal grants (FmliA, flew England Regional ,

Commission, and others), and at its peak had ten professional .staff

members. Recently, with thewloss of federal money, the staff was cut

in half, and the office is pursuing a more limited role.

Industrial development is assisted by the Vermont'Industrial

Development'Authority (VIDA), which offers, in addition to standard

mortgage guarantees and industriarrevenue bond financing, subsldized

4
1 s 5
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direct loans at 4% interest for up.tO AO% of the coat of land, buildings,
.

and machinery f-or any manufactuing company building or expanding in

Vermont. Since thit ,inducement was made available in 1974, approximately

100 companies have taken:advantage of it, and the.siate has appropriated

$9 million to'fund theiprogram.

There is also a network o'f localdevelopment corporalions and

industrial parks which helps encourage industrial development. At

least 30 towns have induatrial parks (of-whICh about half were financed

with help from EDA Or PinHA), and the state helps LDCs market space to

new and expanding industries. The state also funds staff positions in

eight LDCs enabling the LDCs to package VIDA'loans, recruit new industry,

and help local industries exparkfmore effectively.

Local-government in Vermont is strictly town government. Counties

have virtually no political or administrative functions, and a network.

of regional planning Commissions has evolved to fill that vacuum.

TheSe commissions act as a.bridge between state and local goVernment,
4

relayfng information on local needs to state agencies;,they also

proyide technical astistance to thelr member-towns in matters such as

planning, zoning4 ond proposal preparation. The state appropriates.°

4,500,000 annually fol. operation of the 12_regional planning coNmissions -- a

largee per capita appropriation than,any other state:

Stace Rural Policy

4111

Although Vermont has no formal state rurali)olicy, it does have a

well-developed econOmicAevelopment policy; and since virtually the
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entire state is rural, the latterpolicy serves also, in effect, as t e

former. ;
, .

The basic econOtt development policy document was'developed by the

State Planning Office in conjunction with other state agencies, and it

underwent a lfngthy,citizen review,process before it was made final and

approyed by the Governor in 1979. The'policy was developett at least in

portbecause the Governor wantetta single, tangible document setting out
. ,

.

thestate's directlon in economic development. He wanted to be able to

hold'state agencies accountable for following S'n agreed-upon set of

strategies,'and the policy.has been used for that purpose according to

Planning Office officials, In fact, a year after the policy was adopted,

the Planning Office polled state agencie6 to assess the status of,each

Strategy recommended in the policy', and it found that many-of the

strategies were indeed being implemented.

The issues highligAte4 in the development poliCy are enyironmental
,

preservation, revitalization of town centers, and the waye in which --

economic development resources should be allocated within the state.

On the latter c?sSue, the policy advocates maintaining the dispersed

settlement patterns of the state (i.e,, maintaining numerous, small

economic centers), giving attention to fhe varying needs of each

region, and concentrating state aid in placeswhere unemployment is

worst and incomes are lowest. After a treatment of these core issues,

the policy document presents a lengthy compilation of strategies

which fall_into eleven areas ranging from assisting manufacturing firms

to assisting agriculture, from job training to development of energy

reiburces.

The policy doCument, however; fails to set priorities among

eConomic deVelopment goals. While the policy appears to give equal

. 18'7
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weight to developing manufacturing tourism, and agriculture,.the

Governor clearly wanted top)priority placed on increasing manufacturing

industry in Vermont. Because the policy does not deal with the inevita-

ble conflicts between, for eXample, environmentalists an4 developers,

it is not so useful to the state as it might,be in-giliding.development,

ceo" I

allocating resources, or justifying controversiaLactions.

The development of the pol,icy does seeM to have been a useful

exercise, however, because it forced each state agency to think about

how its activities influence econoMic development. The policy has also

'been useful in forcing the state to catalog all its economic deVelop-

ment activities, thus making it possible to track progress in each

activity. The 1979 policy document listed,more than 50 "program

directions" and eVen more recommendations for action., and in.1980 the

.
Planning Office was able to check on the status of edch one.. All of

the state progrims discussed below -- Job Start,/ aid to RDCs, And

Act 250 -- are included in the policy, but none was initiated as a

result of the policy.

Programs Studied

This report discusses four state and local programs embodying

different.approaches to economic development. The programs are:

Vermont Job Start -- a revolving loan fund operated by the state
Economic Opportunity Office which lends money to low-income
owner-operators of small businesses.

State Support for RDCs -- grants to regional development corpor-.
ations to enable them to hire staff, and technical support for'RDds.

Act 250 -- the state's program for guiding and controlling develop-
ment.

Northenstprn Vermont Development Assdciation -- a RDC and regional
planning commission in the.Northeast Kingdom that owns industrial
parks and manages revolving loan funds for business development.

166
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Job'Start and the RDC assistance program Ire,examined because

both are'supported by state appropriations and because they represent

quite different approaches to'economic development, microbusiness

development vs. more traditional industrial development. Act 250

is touched on because of;its impo4ence in the state's overall

economic development picture and because of its unique administrative

arrangements. Northeastern Vermont Development Association's experiences

show6 what a local development Corporation can iehieve in a remote,

, economically depressed region. Its approach is compared to ihat of

another succe.ssful organization operating in,the same region -- Northern

,
Community Investment Corporation, a federally funded community develop-

ment corporation that assists housing and finances business start-ups.

II. RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND INSTITUTIONS

Vermont Job Start

General Description

Job Start 4s a small business development program operated by the

State Economic Opportunity Office (SE00) with,assistance from local.

,community action agencies. As part of the state's anti-poverty program,

Job Start's emphasis is on helping individuals raise themselves out

of poverty, and it does this by making small, low-interest loans to

low-income people to start or expand owner-opeiated busingesses. The

goal is to help people earn a decent income through self-employment

.and, where possible, tb create new jobs in small businesses. A wide

range of businesses have been assisted, from agriculture-related ventures

(e.g., beekeeping, logging) to cottage industry manufacturing (clock-

making, quilts, furniture) to dervices (hair-dressing, appliance repair)

and small retail businesses.
1 89
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The statewide Job Start program originated in 1977 with a'state.

appropriation of $400,000 -- $367,500 to capitalize a revolving loan

fund, and the remainder for program administraiton. The designated

administering agency was the State. Economic Opportunity Office, which

operates within the state's human services agency, and is funded,both

by the state and by the federal Community Services,Administration.

,The program was modeled aftet a pilot prograM run by a community action

agency in Vermont's Northeast Kingdom. Inspired by the success of that

regional prograM, a number of low-income advocacy groups and church

groupa lobbied sucCessfully-for a statewide Job Start program.

After the initial appropration, the legislature has acted twice

more on the''Job Start program, first releasing $15,000 from the revolving

fund to be used for administration, and then in 1980 appropriating an

additional $125,000 for the revolving loan fund. ln 1981, additional

appropriations were requested and refused because of the state's

tightening fiscal situation. (The year the program was first funded,

Vermont had a substantial budget surplus -- a condition which has not

occurred since.) Additional ndministrative funds have come from New

England Regional Commission 'grants and from interestyand delinquency

fees collected from borrowers. The total administrative budget has been

.on the order of $25,000-$30,000 per year. All principal'payments, yhich

currently average $90,000 a year, are returned to the revolving fund.

Because of the limited administrative budget, staffing for Job

Start has been kept to a minimum -- a coordinator and a part-time

secretary/bookkeeper. From the beginning, it was hoped that the

program would become self-supporting quickly, with interest and

1 0
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delinquency fees eupporting the staff. Consequently, certain limita-

tions have been imposed on the program. Job Start se,eks borrowers who

, have the potential for succeed'ing ln business without heavy.support or

'technical assistance, since staff realize they cannot spend much time

herOing an individual borrower.;,

The coordinator who managed the program until recently was the

same person who ran the Northeast Kingdom's local predecissor to the

statewide program, and he was extremely dedicated to the program's

success. As he describee it: "I treated the money as if it were my

own; I traveled all over the state to make'collections on delinquent

accounts, and wouldn't leave a person alene tntil'ire had worked out a

' payment schedule." As a result, losses have been kept*to between 57.

and 8%, which is low considering that all bowrowers must have first
;.

been rejected by conventional ciedit sources.

Another reason for the low loss rate, staff note, is that the'

loans are so small and payments so low that most borrowers can

somehow manage repaymeat, even ifibusiness is not prospering. (The

maximum loan amount is $5,000, the maximum term is 5 years, and the

current rate is 814%0

.Job Start does not target its loans particularly to rural or

depressed areas, but because loans are dispersed fairly evenly'

across the state;'a high proportion of the loans are madIA in rural

areas. One community action agency staff person remarked that micro-

business (their term for very small'amer-operated businesses) and

cottagt. industry development io an economic development approach
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particularly well-suited to rural areas; since those areas offer few

other job opportunities, and self-employment is a way to avoid traveling

30 or 40 miles to a fectory job in town. Many borrowers-place a high

-value on.being self-employed; a typical borrower's goal is to earn

$200 a week and be his or her own boss.

Job Start lends its money to relatively high-risk businesses:

all_recipients are small businesses, end many owner-operators are

unsophisticated in the businesS wor1dra11,00tpienis have been rejected

by conventional lendeis, and all have in'omes'he1ow-$12,000. 'Job Start

doee not necessarily.loOk for the'most protitable ventureor the "best''

deals; rather, the program seems to lend to anyone who meets Its low-

income guidefines and is a reasonable credit risk (on the basis of credit

references and the feasibility of the business plan.) In its two

years of operation, Job Start has received approximately 290 applica-

tions and has made 178 loans -- -a 60% approval rate.

Loans can be used both aS4Korking,capital..and Ior purchase of

, fixed assets, and for start-up of new businesses as well as for expan-

sion of existing businesses. Examples of assistance,to business

start-ups include: a loan-to two,women to open a beauty shop which now

employs three people; a loan to a music instructor to enable him to

rent a studio and a loan to a man on pub1ic assistance to help set

up,a mobile home repair service. Loans for assisting existing

businesses have included a loan to a blacksmith to enable him io hiro

an apprentice, a loan to n glassworker to remodel her shop and hire

-an assistant, and a loan to a logging team to purchase equipment to

improve the efficiency and profitability of its operation. As Oese
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examples suggest, borrowers range.from native Vermonters from low

income families (who most often seek to start businesses like logging,

auto repair, or beauty shops) to newcomers, often well-educated, who

moved to Vermont seeking an alternative lifestyle. The latter are

responsible for a large number of craferoriented businesses that Job

Start has assi glassblowers, puppeteers, quilt Makers, hand

weavers, potters, etc.

Program Adminiqraton'

Although the State Economic Opportunity Office is ultimately

responsible for the program, loan applications are reviewed by local

boards,appointed by Vermont's five community action agencies. Prospec,

tive borrowers (most referred by community action agencies,'some by

banks) send applications to the SEW. The Job Start coordinator

reviews applications, asks for additionil information if needed ( .g.,

marketing plans or cash flow projections, depending_on the nature

of the business), and helps those who qualify to develop a presentation

'for the local review board.

Each local review board consists of banker, two business people,

and two lowincoMe representatives. Job Start staff find the review

boards-quite helpful because of their expertise in loan review and

business planning. Also, board'members often develop personal relation

ships with borrowers and offer them business advice. 'finally, the local

hoards are helpful because they take'some of the loan review burden

Off the spell..s.tate staff and ensure local suppoit for the program. I
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Unlike most small businets development programs, Job Start does not

offer much technical assistance to its borrowers. The reason for this,

as noted above, is the small staff. SCORE volunteers have been helpful,

especially in the citiet, and the Vermont Council on the Arts has helped

many ofJob Star s craftspeople with, Marketing, but more assistance

could be used. ff have had some success linking borrowers with each

Other and with local board members for help", but, to make this system
P

mbre effective, Job Start would need a staff person to coordinate

volunteers.

Assessment

In its first two years of operation, Vermont Job Start made 178

loans totaling $425,000: All borrowers had annual household incomes

of less than $12,000, and onethird fell within federal poverty guide7

lines. As cif June 1980, Job Start loans had helped crgate 98 jobs and

had sustained an additional 11 (these figures include both fulltime

and parttime jobs). The progra has helped business owners who could .

not otherwise have started,-maintained, or expanded their businesses,

and it has,experienced a fairly low loss rate of between 5 and 8 pdrcent.

In the short run, Job Start's future is fairly-secure, but its

level of activity will decline .without a new injection or capital.

Staff estimate'that the loan fund would have to be capitalized at

$1 million (twice its present level) In order to*make the,program

completely selfsustaining. The chanees.of this happening.are slim.

Job Start's applicatton to the National Rural Development Loan Fund

was rejected, and it appears that the state's tight budget situation

will only worsen as federal cutbacks continue. In fact, except for the

'Clatfttm
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state's budget surplus of 1977, Job Start probably would not have been

funded-at,all.

2 !yen if Job Start were funded at $1 million, it would have

difficulty becoming truly self-sustaining as it curmntly operates:

'By lending money at eight-and-one-half13ercent below'the inflation

rate -- and using 'all inte est,and delinquency payments to fund administra-

tion:the revolving fundts real value inevitably will decline over-the

years. The program iS already beginning td feel the effects of this

Problem -- now that afl of the initial capital has been diibursed,

job Start is limited MD writing $90.,000 a year in'new loans -- the

amount of principal repaid annually. .

In analyzing Job Start, four program-design issues emerge: what

interest rate should the program charge;,how selective should it be in

choosing borrowers; how high shou1d'the loan ceiling.be; and, should

the program offer technical assistance. Some observers have recommended

( that Job Start raise'its interest rate io a level cloaer to the infla-

tion rale in order to.maintain the real value of the fUnd. They argue

that the problem confronting small businesses is availability of capital,

not cost of capital, and.that any viable business can afford to pay

interest equal to the infl ion rate.

Job Start has,ne'ver been extremely selective in choosing l;orrowers.

In Contrast to private invesiors, who are-always looking for a better
----

deal, job Start lends to anyone who meets eligibility criteria and ,

-

appears to be a reasonable.credit risk. This approach has benefits for

a_public Program. Because the-program is not advertieed widely and 60

percent of all applications are approved; community action-agenciei know

that people they refer will have a good,chanoe"vof being funded. This

V. .1 I
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ensures CAA support for the program. Furthermore, staff time is not

wasted reviewing and'rejecting hundreds of 'applications, and the

program can make a large number of loans quickly. , On the other hand,

if the program operated more like a traditional finance institution by

seeking businesses with the best lilcelihood of success, it might fund

more successful businesses and leverage more traditional financing.

To date, Job Start loans have leveraged, little bank money, both:.

because of the characteristics of the ventures Job Statt funds and the

size of its loans. Banks are reluctant to write business-loans for

,amounts as small as $5,000410,000, and_Job Start loani_ in the $2,500

to $5,000 t;ange do little to help leverage largei bank.loans, If Job Start

had a capital fund of $1 million, program staff would advocate raising

the loan limit to $10,000; with current lunding of $500,000, however,

they prefer keeping the loan ceiling low to spread the money among more

businesses.

Finally; a technical assistance component would help the program,

although Job Start has done remarkably well, withoUt one. Job Start

staff and observers agree that if the program could afford to provide,

0
technical assistance, it'could help more of its recipient businesses

become more successful.

Job Start's success contradicts much of the conventional wisdom

about small business assistance programs. The program makes small

loans to unsophisticated, high7risk businesses, and it offers virtually

nt technical assistance, yet it has achieved a low loss ate and has ,

helped a significant number oLbusinesses start up or expand. The

program's succesS is due in part to its staff -.,- Job Start's ftrst

1
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coordinator, who served until recently, is an extremely creative and

dedicated person who was not afraid to take risks and assumed' perSonal

responsibility to make sure loans wvre repaid. The prpgram's sUcceds

can also'be attributed to the capability of lowincome.entrepreneurs

it Vermont, many (but not all) ofehom are welleducatea inmigrants

who may not be So prevalent among the rural populations of other states.

As noted earlie'r, the small size of the :loans has alsO been a factor

in achleving the low loss. rate.. And finally, the program is considered

a success.because,it started out withrealistic expectations. In

contrast to some programs that set high goals for business expansion

or job creation, Job Start holied only to help lowincome individuals

make a living wage thrOugh selfemployment: It does that.

State Su'Opor for RDCs

General Description

Vermont has 35 local development corporations (LDCs) which were

created by groups of local businesspeople.t6- enable their towns to

qualify for assistance from the Vermont Industrial Development Authority

(VIDA) such as financing for industrial parks. Many also qualify as

LDCs under the Small Business AdministratiOn's 502 program, whicli enables

them to leverage SBA money-to help finance new plants. In recent years,

g oups of towns have joined together to form regional development

orporations (RDCs), which perform a function similar to a LDC's but ,

n a countywide scale. The LDC and RDC approach to economic delelopment

cuses on industrialdevelopment -- attracting new industry to the

rea and helping existing industry expand. These ends are sought by

g vitits of representatives,of potential new businesses to the

community andby helping business owners put together financial packages

for expan ion.
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'Until a:few years ago, only the LDC in Burlington had full-time

staff. Spurred by the success of that'body, the state legislature
,

decided to appropriate funds for full-time staff positions in RDCs,

and it allocated $20,000 annually for each of the state's nine RDCs.

Funds are channeled through the state's economic development department.

In order to receive a grant, an RDC must raise at least $10,000 in

matching funds from its' members, and it must hire at leastene full-time

staff person. Most have hired an economic develpper and a secretary.

RDC staff carry oht some industrial recruiting themselves, and

they work clesely with the state's industry hunters. Most of Vermont's

recent economic growth, however, has-come from expansions of existing

Focal industry, so RDC staff also keep abreast of local companies' plans

and help them finadce land, buildings, and equipment for expansion.

They do so by packaging VIDA and SBA loans; which, together, can.lower

the cost of plant expansion suhstantially.

. A typical )14 DC loan package might consist of fifty percent bank

financing.at market rates, forty percent VIDA financing at,four percent

interest, and 10 percent "RDC Linancing" (the RDC borrows this money

frotthe client firM and lends itsback at no interest or at a nominal

rate); the overall interest rate is Mus well below the market rate.

RDCs that are certified as SBA 503 corporations can reduce the cost

of borrowing even further, since 503 financing at treasury bill rates

can be substituted for the bank's portion.of the loarNackage. (RDCs

generate part of their operating budgets through their loan packaging

"'activities -- they can retain a fee for packaging,503 loans and VIDA

deals.) Using these several financtal mechanisms, one RDC last yeat

,

helped five companies build plants in ies county. The aided firms

188
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included two West German companies ent ing the United States.fdr the

first time, and a locally owned wood tove manufacturer that expanded

from 20 to 80 employees.

Program ,Administration

State aid to RDCs is a decentralized program. Money is allocated

to all RDCs that meet the eligibility criteria: Their boards must

refleCt their member towns; they must obtain matching funds from local'

governmentlor business; and they must agree to hire a fulltime staff

person. Beyond that, the state exercises no control over staffing or

staff activities. It is thus clear that RDC staff work for thpir

regional organizations, not for the state, and that situation forces

them to be responsive to local needs. State officials are pleased with

the quality of staff hired by the RDCs through the program. Local RDC

staff, considered together, actual* outnumber staff in the state economic

development office. This means, in effect,,that the state has chosen

to disperse its resources to local organizations rather than retaining '

them under central control.

The state's department of economic development holds Monthly

meetings with RDC staff to exchange information and plan strategies.

State staff, howeverf clainino particular expertise and do not see

themselves as trainers for ROC staff;-rather-, they try to facilitate

the flow of information.throughout the state. The state reserves a

pool of money from the RDC appropriation for trainitg, and, on request

from individual RDC staff members, it pays their way for training

seminars.

The state also helps by referringmew industrial prospects to

individual RDCs., though some RDCs complain that such referrals are not

made uniformly throughout the state. The'Burlington area tends'to

0
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attract.a good portion of the new industry because it is a metropolitan

area with a univeraity, airport, and other facilities. When -a

prospective newcomer firm expresses'an interest in Burlington; state

economic development staff rarely try to steer it to a more rural area.

In general, relations between state economic development officials

and the RDCs are good. RDCs work closely with VIDA'in packaging loans,

and the state's development department helps link RDC staff together

CD prevent the isolation that might otherwise occur. One basis for .

smooth relations between RDCs and the state is undoubtedly the state's

willingness to giye the locai groups autohomy in hiring staff and

conducting activities. An important quesyon about this mode of

operation, however, goes to whether the RINA-might benefit from More

guidance and, te-chnical assistance. from the state.

Assessment

RDC staffs have been effective in pac2Aging loans for expanding,

industries and, to a lesser extent, in recruiting new industry to their

areas. Additionally, seoeral RDCs have initiated other development-

related programs such as regional transportation systems. 4111*

4
In the past year; two RDCs have been designated Certified

Development Companies under the SBA 503 program, and others hope to

be so designated soon. As noted above, that designation gives RDCs

access to capital for long-term loans at manageable interest rates.

0^-2

The 503 program's requirement that local development -organizations have

full-time staff makes Vermont's RDC assistance program particularly

meaningful. Without state assistance, few LDCs or RDCs would have furl-

time staff and hence few would qualify to become 503 corporations.

c,
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sFunding for the RDC program appears,secure. The legislat r

appropriated $190,000 this year and haa'guaranteed that level Pf.fundiPg

for the 'next five years. The program appears to be popular because .

0

it costs relatively little., serves the entire state, and has 016 backing

of influential local businesspeople and developers.

One reaton the program is manageable in Vermont is, of course,

the size of the state. Vermont can be blanketed by making grants to,

a relatively small number of RDCs ( ine), each of which in turn serves

a relatively small geographical area and population. The program's

effectiveness is further enhanced by VIDA's financing res'Ources and

by the atate's determination to increase- manufacturing industry.

In the next few'years, more statea may begin contemplating programs

'like this to enable localities to take advantage of SBA's 503 program.

.If they do, they can learn much from Vermont's'experience. First, local

autonoMy seema ,etucial to the program's success. Without.10cal control,

. RDC staff would not have A clear loyalty to the RDC, and local

governments would not necessarily have a commitment to the prograM.

Backup.support from the state is equally crucial in the form of training,

mechanisms for exchange of information and ideas, and a solid state

finance agency that can work with local staff. Finally, hiring the

vright staff is critical, since, in most cases, the94ill work alone.

AcE 250

General Description

Act 250 is Vermont's basic law regulating development. It is a,

singularly broad law; it covers all commercial and industrial

developments of more than one acre, housing developmenis of more than
p.

r1rN .
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10 units, road construction, and all construction on sites situated

above an elevation of 2500 feet. The law assesses development proposals

on the basis of ten criteria, including: impact on water supply;

potential fqrscausing pollution or highway congestion; fiscal impact

on municipqjities; impact on forests, agricultural land, and energy

conservation; and conformance with local or regional development plans.

The lak was enacted in 1970 in response, to the construction of

large-scale ski resort developments in southern Vermont, which were '

seen as, environmentally unsound in the most basic sense -- they caused,

erosion of hillsides and polluted the watet. supply. Since then, the

original legislation' has been expanded, and its implications have been

widened through ah accumulation.of case law. Two recent controversial

cases, both in the Burlin on area, show just how far Act 250 has been

eXtended. ;In the first case, the Pyramid Company was refused a permit

to build a shoPping mall on the ,outskirts of Burlington because the

construction might have hurt the city"i central business district.

In the second, a microelectronics company was restricted in the selection

of a site for itg new plandoin order to preserve 40 acres of prime

farmland.

-Act 250 is admiriistered by an iWeeresting cpmbination of state

local entities. Nine 3L.member-district commisstons, appointed by

the Governor, rule on all permit requests. Their decisions may be

appealed to the state-level Environmental Beard,'which' is also appointed

by the Governor. Each district commission has one staff person, and

although the district commissions are independent of one another, their

staffs all report to a single official -- the staff director for the

state Environmental Board. All of the commissions' staff people are

r,
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administrators, not technicians; for technical support, the system relies

on a number of state agencies. An attorney at the iitate envirbmental

agency chairs A.committee of state agency staff and coordinates their

work related to Act 250. The state committee oftenifilia brias or

appears at Act 250 hearings. And in recent years, thei)evelopment

Cabinet (which consists of several department-level secretdiies) has'

become involved in Act 2150 cases o ma r significance.

All activity under Act 250 ig funde tiy the state, exqept for the,

involvement of local lanning boards, to n selectmen, and regional

planning commissions,/ w are statu y entities and can file briefs

in Act 250 proceedings. Despite continuing controversy over the Act,
0

.
the state has continued to 'appropriate funds for its enforcement'.

Program Administration

As_ a state program which regulates local land.use, Act 250 has

the potential of creating conflicts between state and loCal government,

Such conflfcts, however, have in large part been avoided, partly because

of the way the program is structured administratively. District

commission members are appointed by the Governor, and to date the

Governors have kept these appointments apolitical and well-balanced --

a strong environMentalist, for instance, will be balanced b); an advocate

for development. In addition, the local commissions reflect the

-differences among regions within the state -- a proposal that would

be easfly approved in Burlington might well be rejected in a rural-area

on the grobnds that it was too large for the area. District commissions

cap exercise quite a bit of discretion, since the basic legislation
Ye

contains few details "and since there are no attendant regillations;

consequently, most commissioh decisions are governed by precedents

established through case law.
2 .03
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the autonomy and discretion of the district commissions is

,balanced by the district staff, who are more closely,tied to the state.

le is the staff member who actually drafts'the permits which detail

what tthe developer can;.and cannot doand.the state-level supervisor
4,

1

of all the commisiions' staff members tries to maintain a degree of
!

uniformity across the State.

In the absence of good interagency coordination, the Act 250

process would never work. jhe attorney at the state environmental agency

, Who coordinates state-level 'week holds weekly meetings with his "Act

250 club" to reviiw permit applications and to determine which cases
t

the state needs to involve itself in. Then staff at the affected state

department -7 transportation, agrieulture, energy, air and water

quality'-- research The devei4Ment proposals and prepare prebntations

for district hearings.

Assessment

Act 250 clearly has not served as a brake to development in Vermont:

over the past 10 years, fewer than 3% of the 3,591 permit appliCations

have been denied. The Act has, however, affected the quilfity of develop-

ment. Projects are granted permits only after inclusion of conditions'

thSt,ensure they will be environmentally sound in design.

The Act has also affected the specific location of various

developments. Because Vermont has only a limited amount of good farm-

'land, pfotecting it from industrial, commercial, and housing develsop-

ment has become an important' issue, p'articularly since the areas that

are growing fastest,.happen to be the area's with some of the best

farmland. Furthermore,, many compaily executives are attracted to Vermont

.in the first place because of its beauty, and some see no inconsistency



in'Wishinig to build plantS in tille':Midst of:picturesque pastures..
7

The 'A4t 250 perMit 'process counietacS that tendency .by giving. incoming

irm4: n.inCentive-tolocate 'in 'existing industrial parksl The ,parks

are..kranted untbrellakperinits'whiCh eliniinate the Reed ,fOr .tenants td

. r 5

,applY ,tor individual ..perMits , ,ihus 'making it .simpler and'ceaper

* InewdomerS, to' JOcate'in the parks:.

1."1-:---1
- - :--- Althongh: Act 250 .ha4:conie:under Some-cfiticiselately (frOm;the:

. .. - ,-

..state' s secret)aiy.for'develOpment, among others), mdst-observers
. e

:believe the.Act is,in danger Of repeal.. The Acyt has becomi.

I --

eStAblished fn the state, and while it will continue 'to changeever

years,' it will,' in all probability,

meni process in Vermont.

Much has been written about Act 50* and much of 'what has' 4een
,

writ,ten would be of interest to other states interestedrin initiatIng a

similar process foe.managing^ development. What is particularly worth

noting hete is that the state's role in guiding developMent
. -

important as its role-in encouraging ,development. Many Vermonters

belteset that Act 250 has actually contributed to -econoinic growth by

protecting the .very qualities' that make Vermont attractiVe to investors

, .

and enlpinyers:' The potential Ior-the development of a bureaucratic

establishMent;..aCting to Scare aay. poqntial industry feared by sOnie,

early on -- has dimply not been realized.

Northeastern Vermont DeVelopment, AsSoCiation',

General Description

NVDA, is a 30-year-old regional develOpment corporation "and

planning:coimission covering the .three :counties that comprise NermOnt 'd

*The state EnVironmental'Boarthhis prepared a bibliography of. 51 Art1Cles*

dealing with the Att.,. /'



Northeast Kingdom. This is.the PooreSt and most-tutal-region of -

Vermont -- the largest town haya population of 7,946, and only three

towns have more than 12000,people. NVDA iiconcerned with economic develop-
,

ment in theLbroadett Sense --development of .housing, transportation,'
. .

and hospitals, as well" as industrial parks. As a regional planning

commissLon, it helps member townsmith planning, zoning, and proposal

writing; as a.IRDC, it:operates two-industrial parks, administers a

.4,
reifolving loan fund, and carries',out induitrial recruitment.

:

NVDA'S 'director describes tha organization's economic development

strategy aS similar t "the old EDA strategy," since it concentrates on'

the establishment of growth centers and secondary growth centers within

-the region. The approach is targeted closely on industrial develop-
,

ment industrial parks, helping firms obtain financing to

and, Over the years, NVDA hat received considerable EDAbuild plants -

assistance for such activities.

At the same time, however, NVDA has gone beyond the -narrow defini-

,

tiOn of:econ0Mic development to'assump responsibility tor A variety of
_

human tervice programs, including the region's program fOr the elderly,

a regional transportati

r:_
pretationa economic:development ii.also ev44ent inJtateluirement

system, and CETA programt. Its broader

that firms receiving NVDA assistance pay at least 150 pereent of the

minimum. wage...

work, the organization has

to, industrial. development and. human services

also worked to promOte tourism in the 11

east ,Kingdom. Whileagrfculture (dairy'farming) is a mainstay, of

the regional economy, NVOA is nOt invo'fyed in agricultural development,

because "other gtntips are,taking care of ihat.
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NVDA is governed by a board of approximately 100 members including

two representatives from each town in the region (appointed by the town

selectmen), every state legislator from the region, and representatives

of several citizen groups and a college. The broad base gives the NVDA

board a degree of political influence with the Governor and within the

-Northeast Kingdom. The organizatioeS staff, however, 'is small -- a

-

director, assiStant, community development specialist, industrial

development specialist, and a secretary -- and is funded by the state's

grant program"to RDCs.

Approximately two-thirds of NVDA's operating budget comes from the

state under grant programs for RDCs, regional planning commissions, and

other-local agencies.- One-sixth of its funding is local, and one-sixth

federal. through its ties with S'n EDA economic development district;

NVDA has accest to a $500,000 revolving loan fund; nd it recently

established itS own reVOlving loan.fund throug a special CDEG grant.

AS altDC, NVDA also has access to VIDA financing for industrial parks

and plant expansions% Over the years, the Assotiation has also used

HUD ahd other-federal monies for housing development projects.

While NVDA has Contributed to many aspects of community develop-

ment in the Northeast. Kingdom, the organization prides itself particularly

on its industrial development activities. Itowns two Industrial parks,

finance'd with help from VIDA. Two LDCs,in the region have industrial

palks as well, and NVDA helps market all four parks. The Association's

'first priority is to work .with.locally based firMs that are expanding

# .

but An the past year NVDA has'also.begOn doing industrial recruiting

itself, It was able to take on this new funcon when It hired a full,

time Industrial developer . through the state's RDC assistance program'.
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.Through the joint efforts of the industrial. developer and the

director (who has been With NVDA for over 10 years), NVDA keeps.tabs

6; on local indtistriest.expansion-plans and offers assistance in loah'
r .

packaging,,locating ,industrial space, and solving environmental

problems. NVDA's dual status as regional planning commission and regional

deV,elopMent corporation permits it to stay aware of economic develop

ment activity in the region and enables it to get involved in all

phases of development, from helping a town write_a proposal for extending

its water system to helping a firm obtainlinancing for pxpqnsitni.

. .

eAWDA's direCtor describes the Northeast Kingdom as a capital

shortage area; most local banks are branches of Burlington bankS, and money

tends to be exported from the region and invested in Burlington. The four

locally, based banks are small and have conservative lendingl'policies.

NVDA has helped small firms work aroUnd the banks by borrowing money

secuied by its own assets (two industrial parks and residential property)

<and lending it to companies that the local banks had turned dowp.

NVDA's revolving loan funds also help firms that have trouble

/ obtaining bank financing. NVIDA's first revolving. lean fund was a

$506,000 EDA fund earmarked for the Northeast Kingdom in 1980. In
7

one year, $300,000,has been lent inamounts between $20,000 and

$100,000. Most of the money has gone to local firms that were expanding,

incluOng several small madhine tool companies whose growth has been

fedby the booming electronics indushry in Burlington. Most loans

bave been for fixed assets, but some have been for working capital.

A typical loan package includes twenty percent financing from the

revolving loan fund, forty percent from, VIDA, and forty'percent bank

financfng; NVDA's'AirectOr believes that the reVolving fund has lever
,'

aged bankJoan?(that would not otherwise have been available to those

2 8
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!xis nesses. The fund has also reduced the cost of

1

capital, since it

br gs in sixty percent of the'loan amount (VIDA's ihaie plus the

revolving fund's share) at less than the filarket rate.

NVDA's new revolving loan fund.will lower the cosi of financing

even further. this year, NVDA obtained' $100,000 in CDBG funds (through

a special grant to the stjte of Vermont) to lend in conjunction with its

.newly designated Certified Development Company under SBA section 503.

NVDA plans to use this fund for deals that cannot attract bank participa-

tion; a typical.package might include ten perceni revol'ving fund financing,

fortwr,,cent VIDA financing, and fifty percent,financing.through the

Certified Development Company.

Relationship witOthe State

NVDA described its relationship with state agencies as varying.

from smooth-to rocky, as peihapsbefits a regional advocacy grou0.

NVDA frequently urges the state to target mare Sssistance to the North-
.

east Kingdom and other poverty pockets by directing more industrial

prospects to those areSs or by fimitIng VIDA'S four-percent financing to

depressed areas. While the Association has been frustrat.ed in these

efforts, it has had more suCcesS in other aress. Its $100,000

"CDBG revolving loan fund, for example, was obtained through a combina-

%

tion of NVDA's initiatives and political influence. NVDA learned of the

availability of discretionary CDBG.money and asked the state to file an

application in its behalf. The state was somewhat reluctant to do this

without giving other regions a chance,to apply for the funds, but

it did so anyway. A regional organization with less political clout

ould not have 'been able to obtain the CDBG money so readily.

Assessment

In its 30 years of operation, NVDA has been a catalyst for many

kinds of development in the Northeast Kingdom, from housing to human

#:? ,9
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service programs'to industrial developMent. While other organizations

in the region have perfcirmed similar'functions over the years,.NVDA's role

as both a RDC and aoregional planning commission has given it special

status. It has been closely tied to 1ocal'kovernmepts, helping them witli
.

zoning, planning water and sewer systems, and low- and moderate-income'

housing. ,At the same time, it has developed strong relationships with

local industry, prOviding loan packaging, financial, and technical

assistance for expansion. In a-region where local governments are quite

small an4 have Limited capacity to foster economic development, NVDA

has filled a gap in the Planning and initiation of 'development projects.

As a quasi-public organization,,it has accomplished more than either a

governmental body or a typical local.development.corporation could have

done, helping governments plan for development and then helping that

development to take place by building industrial parks, packaging loans,

.an4 the like. -

'NVDA will clearly be affected by federal cuts in EDA, HUD, and FmHA

programs. While it has not relied on federal programs for its own

.operating budget, many of its community development projects and its

revolving loan funds would not have been possible without federal

funding. The director points out, however,,that a.substantial industrial

infrastructure has been put in place in the Northeast Kingdom during the

ClOs, and. federal development funds are less essential than they were

10 years ago. Between VIDA's industrial finanCing and state assistance

for operatill expenses, NVDA's future,as a regional economic development

force looks relatively seCure.

0
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A

There is another develoiment organization.in the Northeast Kingdom

that merits Mention along with NVDA: the Northern Community Investment

torPorafion (NOIC), a private nonprofit CDC funded for the past six years

by the federal Community Services Administration. It serves three counties

in northern'New Hampshire in addition to Vermont's Northeast Kingdom. NCIC

grew out of local community action programs in the two states, and it is

tied less clOsely to the political structure ,than NVDA; it does, however

h'eve a strong local baSeof support', with'f000 Members ranging from

low-income citizens to business proprietors.

NCIC's federal funding for both administration and business invest-

ment has enabled it to offer direct financing to a wide range of businesses.
OMNI

rt has three business development programs, deslgned to meet three needs:

of the reg n -- the needs for venture capital, developmental debt capital,
Let

and loan guarantees for small businesses. In addition, the organization

develops and manages low- and mode.4ote-income housing.f.
(

In its venture capital program, N

e
C offers equity i.nd subordinated

debt to new and expanding. businesses. Recipients have included a paper\

mill, a shoe.manufacturer
, a metalurgical company, and a printing-

company, all in new Hampshire. Between 1976 and 1980, NCIC invested

$2.7 million in local businesses and leveraged over $10 million in bank

and private financing.

NCIC's second business development program is a $1.5 million

revolving loan fund established a year ago with funds from the National

Rural Development Loan Fund. This money has been used so far for

moderate-sized loans ($50,000-$250,000), which in moat cases have leveragea

an equal amount.of bank.money. The iund has helped finance construction

;*.
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of a-supermarket and provided0working capital for-an electrital tontractor,"

a printing company, and a skiwear Manufacturer.

The third program, a revolving loan guarantee fund, elps smaller

businesses-by-guaranteeing up to 50% -(er up to $20,000) of bank loans.

Among the businesses helped by the guarantees have been retail stores,
A .

.
.

a .small manufatturer.of reflective apparel lor joggers,' and an auto

repair shop. Most of th% loans guaranteed were for buSiness expansion.

NVDA and NCIC have taken different directions as development'

1-
,organizations,,partly because of the different types of funding available

to them. With actess to n*estment capital through the CSA Title VII

program, NCIC was able to pinpOint capital gaps.in.the region and

design iti assistance 4tordingly. NVDA, -lacking access to such

fleXible money but baVingclose ties to local government, has concentrated

on infrastructure Adelopment and on helping firms obtain VIDA financing

fon eXpaAsion. Through-its, equity financing, NCIC ha e n able to help

businessstart-ups and oher hIgh,rislc,yeneures tha would

//P

ot qualify

for VIDA financingi.through'its. reyo0ing loan and loah3guarantee

funds, it 'Inas assiated retail and service busines'ses that Would. also
,

have been ineligible for VIDA assistente.

In an isolated, underdevelOped region like the Northeast Kingdom,

4.
there is a need:for organizations like bothJICIC and NVDA. Local :v.

governments,need help in planning anl developing indus*rial infra-
.

structure, housing and transportation services, alid ocher components of

.economic,development, And:b6binesees need Sourcee,ITfinancing to supp147.
4

Ment what(iS:available in4he private market. A financial assistance

organiiitibnAike NC1t,-though, is difficul,t:to,deyelop It requires
:
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staff with sophisticated business skills-and a pool of investment

capital that is hard to come by, especially with the demise of the CSA

Title VII program. A. more poritical organization like NVDA is also hard

to-develop, though for a different set of reasons. It takes years of

work juld a good sense of politics to build credibility and gain the trust
P.

and support of local govirnments and the business community in a three

county region. And while NVDA has relied more on'state than on federal

funds for its operation, its industrial parks probably could not have

been constructed without federal assistance. That sort of federal

money, of course, is no longer avatlable.

The publicprivate nature of both,organizations is essential to

their functions. They could not operate without public funding; and

their purpose is a.public one to develop ,the local,economy, create \
joln, and improve the local quality of life. Yet close cooperation with,'

"f

the private sector is necessary to achieve those goals. In an economically

depresseciarea likb the Northeast Kingdom* private business needs all:the

help it can get from organizations like NVDA and NCIC in financing, loan

packaging, and infrastructure,development.

II 3

Ow
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I. INTRODUCTION

Overview

With.oVer five million residents, North Carolina is the Ilth most

populous of the States. Its residence patterns are predominantly rural --

in 1970, less than half of the population liVed in urban aeeas (cities or

towns of more than 2,500). And even its urban pbpulation is widely

dispersed, with many cities in the,.30,000 to 100,000 population range,

And only one as large as 300,000. While all areas of the state arb

showing growth at present, the smaller cities and towns are eXp6rienging

the fastest rate of growth.

North Carolinals etonomy has been marked historically by relatively

low-wage'jobs in the furniture, apparel, and textile industries. Its

1

industrial production workers reeive the lowest,average hourly wages in

the nation, and it is also the nptionts least unlonized state. North

Carolina has a larger percentage of its industrial work f.orce employe'd

in. manufacturing than-any other state, but it also hbs a strong .

agricultural base. North Carolina ranks'among the top, states in ru,ral

farm population and eleventh in farm sales.
A

t

The state stretches 600 miles from-the AppPlathian Mountains

eastward.to the Atlantic Ocean. It has three major regions -- the-

Mountains, the Piedmont, and the Coastal Plains -- each with its distinct
-

characteristics. The Piedmont, in the center of the state, is the most

industrialized area, the most urbanized, and boasts the highest per 4

capita income. The western Mountains and.the eastern Coastal Plains,

have experienced growth in recent years -- both industrial'expansion
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and population growth due to in-migration of retirees and vacation

homeowners -- ',but their per capita incomes still lag considerably

below that of the Piednulka.

North Carolina had a 1979 per,capita income of $7,359, placing it

39th aMong the states. The state's manufacturing and overall employment

bases have expanded in recent years, and employment and income have been

growing in both.urban and rural areas. Higher-wage jobs, however,

remain concentrated in the urbanized Piedmont region. Much of,the rise

in per capita income in rural areas is attribute'd to an increase in

labor force'participation, especially among women, and to a shift of

low-wage-agricultural labor.into manufacturing jobs. These trends,

however, seem to haveTeaked, and future'income gains in rural North

Carolina will depend largely on the development of higher-wage jobs.

Economic development in North Carolina is generally equated wIth

industrial developtIMPta_and_thg state is ,recognizeci__nationally.41.o.r____

its success in'industrial recruitment. All levels of government are

involved in this effort. The State Department of Commerce spearheads

the industrial recruitment drive, with support from the many citieS'

and,counties thpt employ local industrial developers. The Department

encourages communities to identify appropriate types'vd industries

and to develop local marketing strategies; communities.that me,et-these

and other industrial recruitment criteria are designated "Communities

of Excellence",and are given special preference in the state's recruit-

ment efforts. The Department of Commerce employs industrial field

representatives, working from seven regional offices, to help match

917
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industrial prospects to specific tOmmtinities, and it holds workaiidps-

10 train etonomic:development teams-from-smaltiowns- and rural areas;

The Department of Commerce is-a1.60AtivolVed in a numbtr of:other

.economie development activities: assistance to incoming and expanding

4

,bUsinesses;, export marketing; labor force. data; identification
-,-

financing for business,and "iodUltrial 'development; technital assistant*

to.4ninority businesses; and buyerrsupplier Conferences. 'The Depart-,

tmnt operates a center to assist,industry.in adoptAng new technology,'

developing new productsi.and improving manufacturing Processes\, and it.

administer,s a rtvolVing loan fun'd tohelp supply More ahell buildings

for leasitg 1,5% incoming busineases

o

,
The state Department Of Natural Resources and Community 'Development

(NRCD) and theDepartment of Communfty Colleges (DCC) ate also involve'd

In_statewide economic development. NRCD is the balance=pf-state operator

for the MIA program and it providea,technical asaistance to communities

for infrastructure dtvelopment and.community economit deyelopment through
6.

. _

Ir

the COM and UDA0 programs. North"Carol'ina'scoThis.ra ity tollege system,

, one of the moat extensive systems iii the 'country,: under increaSing

pressure to meet the industrial 1raining-needs OLthe future. One

responac.has been the New and.Expanding Industries Program, under which

DCC designs-training programs 6) meet the specific employment nctds

of new companies.

Finally, the state is divided intO eighteen multicounty planning

regions served by,Lead Regional.Organizations (LR0s). LROs offer

assistance tpo local governments in a range of areas human services,

infrastrUcture building, community diVelopment -- and several offer
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-
Assistance in- economic development Planning and business development.'

Two years ago,,Jor example a-LRO reCetved .All pDA grant-to create:a

revolring: loan fund
1

fot.-business development. Several counties
.

. . .

haVe formed authorities to issue induStrial revenue bond, alib manyr

towns'and counties have created local development cworations.

State Rbral Policy

'North Carolina's leaders have longespoused policies supporting

economic development through diversification of industry and increasing

employment opportunities in rural areas. The statOs current Governor;

James Hunt, has addpted these'means as part of his overall policy for

creating more and better jobs in North Carolina in order to increase

per capita income. During its first term, his adMinistration developed

the Balanced-Growth Policy, whidh seeks to coordinate public and private'

investments throughout the state toward the-goal of providing :higher-
,

wage jobs where people live. The Governor attempted to put the Balanced'

Growth Policy into place through such initiattves as the Farmers Hdme

AdministtatiOnlgreement, which tried to target 7mHA resources.to small
. 4 -, : -

towns,And rural areas according to the tenets pf the Policy.: A federal-
.

,

state-local Rural DeVelopment.,Cdoxdinating,Committee''Was set--upto over7
, .

., '7' .,,
, .

-See'l.Mplementation of the-Agreemente, The'Committee farmuateda "Small
,

,
. ..,

. . . ,

.
.

Cities and Rural.Areas,:Development Strategy" which dealtwith develop-E

. %, ,
ment issues related to.7agricUlturd, business and industry, hobsing,

, .

and community facilities..
' '

The Balanced Crowth Policy, as such; has-xeceived littleattention

during Governor Kunt's second' term.
,

g

While the cdMditment t "Moreiand

better jobs" c ntinues and an 'eXtensiye industrial recruitment effort
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under way, the Aalanced.Growth Policy Board has been replaced

a IheW Commission on t e Future of North Carolina,

deVelopment in the state to the year 2000 .

such issues, as."people.in-transition, basic human needs

constraints and environment, food and -fiber, impact of techno-

logy, transportation and citizens/government." It is too early to

tell if the new Commission's policies will continue the rural fotus
^

emphasis On digpersion of groWill that figured in the earlier

policies.

PrOgreills Studied:

Although MDC has monitored "a wide range of rural deyelopment

programa-ln North Carolina mver the past tweyears, this, report:covers
,

only those ,projects which are most directly related to economic develop-

ment. (Readers seeking information on other Rural Employment Laboratory
,

, projects referred to The North Carolina Rural E.Ingloyment Labora-

1

toti: First-Year Final Report [May 1980], and to interiM reports [November

198o and May 1981] entitled Facilitator's Role in CollaboratfVe Rural

DeVelopment: The North Carolina Rural Employment Laboratory.) The

efforts treated include two!reconomic developmentsprojects and a regional

policy development organization.

,

The firtt project it the Wanchese Harbor Development Project,

state effort to build a large-scale, modern, diversified seafood

proceSsing center_on the North,Carolina coast, The project involves

local,

k

(gte, awl federal agencies-along with,private industry in an
J .*

. v
1attempt.totaptUreror North CaroLina the full' economic benefit ok the

,
.

, , , ,

,.

seafood harvetted along the state's oast.
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'- The SecorWeconomic'deVelopment Project treated is the Graham
:-,1

County. Railroad, Project. It iSla locallyinitiated'effort,to boost
a

Hthe sagging economy of a sOarsely populated, rural :;mountain county

by-"reopening its-only link with major freight-handling tail carriers.

Tt bas alsOlinvolved a Wide range of federal state, and local partici-

pnts Both prOjeciS providelessonairip/anning and iMplementation

f Complex, Jong-term development projects in rather isolated rural

The third :Cage stUdy is of a public-private leadership council'

called Western North Carolina Tomorrow. The counci41 was organized

increase citiien participation in the formulation. of future regional

'develOOMent policies and programs for a l7-county. area in'southwestern

North Carolina. WNCT provides an example of th combination of

technical resources from a regional university, with the

of local elected officials and private citizens to devise and implement

leadership

regional growth policies fr a large rural area.
-

II. RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND INSTITUTIONS

Wanchese Seafood Industrial Park

General Description,

The Wanchese Se8food Industrial Park is a joint local, Ittate, and

federal initiative to develop,the North Carolina seafood inaustry,.

At the small,fishing village-of Wanchese on the North Carolina Outer

'Banks, an industrial park devoted- entirely to the seafood,industry

e -
, has taken Shape aftenyears of planning. The parklieson thesOuthern

,end of Roanoke' Island;'seVeral miles northwest of Oregon Inlet',

:the Date County fishing 'fleet's gateway tO the Atlantic.- The seafood

park is state-ownedi it is operated by a state-created authority

Similar to a ports authority.
9
PI/ 1
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The Orojett at. WanChese 110 been deVeloped in three has
.

Firsts tne:haibor was enlargecrand deepened. Then, on-shore facilities

needed to silpport commercial seafood processing and fishing operations

I

were constructed. At present, the seapod park is being promoted

te proepective commercial:tenants.'

'The first tWorphases of the project harbor preparation and
4

construCtion Of hasic infrastructure -.-'have heen completed with

ecombination of loCal, state, and federal funds. During the ongoing

final phase of development, private 'firms are building and will,

Operate processing faCilities under tenancy arrangements with the

111.

State of North Carolina. The

perk and maintain etate-owned facilities with rents and'fees paid

state, in turn, will administer the

by the commercial tenants:

Dare County encompasses most of North Carolina's Outer Banks,

:including.the Hatteras National Seashore and yildlife Refuge.

1 -

A ,

is the county's mAjor-industrY; underemployment'and seasonal unemploy-

.o

ment are hikh. The successful development of theA?anchese Seafood

Industrial Park would Mean a second major employment sector for

Tourism

the county. Development of khe fishing industry would complement

the local economy during the winter months when tourism is down,

and it Could alSo provide some measure of insurance to a single-industry

county that stands to lose much of the infrastr'ucture for its oconomic

mainstay in the nexthurritane.'

Dare CO4nty has,played an impbrtant role.in.the'project since

its inception. The chain of events:Which led up te, the seafood

industrial park actually dates back to the 1940s, when Dare ounty

, .'
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residents Vegan efforts to obtain federal funding to stabilize Oregon

Inlet and improve the navigation channel into koanoke'SOund. The

channel improvements were completed in the early 1960s; in 1970,

Congres6 authorized funds for the expansion and deepening of Wanchese

Harbor and the stabilization of Oregon Inlet, with the stipulation

that the state develop and maintain the expanded harbor. While

the inlet and harbor projects were separate, they were also very
or

much interrelated: If Wanchese is to realize its commercial fishing

potential, proponents state,,harbor development must be accompanied

by the guarantee of safe ocean passage that only the iniet

tion project can provide.

-Attempts to acquire the necesSary land for harbor expansion

and to resolve environmental impact questions spanned nearly sfx

years. In December 1976, Dare County and the North Carolina Ports

Authority acquired land for the expansion in the name of North Carolina.

Until that point, 'Dare-County interests had been the Sustaining

force behind the Wanchese Project; .at that time, the state was asked

to take the lead'tole in the overall development project.
,

The Coastal Plains Regional Commission also played an instrumental

role in tht development of the seafood industriar park-concept in

North Carolina. The CommissiOn had, a Continuing interest in the

potential economic impact of seafood ipdustrial parks, and it had

commissioned astudy, of stich parks at about,the time the.State o

North takolina waspreparing to develop Wanchese Harbor. State

officials'saw in WanChese ap oPpOrtunity tor addressing an issue

much larger than simple harbor development. Encouraged by CPRC,

they proposed that North Carolina build a,seafood indUstrial park

223

4
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at Wanchese Harbor to attract 0 more'complete and diversified seafood

industry than,the state had ever housed.

The Coastal Plains Regional Commission aPproved a grant of

$325,000 for planning, land acquisition, and engineering design

of the seafood industrial park. qith the Commission's grant providing

, needed lemerage, the state applied-for andreceived,major funding

for projtct construction from' the U. S. Economic Development Adminis-

'tration. A $4,240,387 grant was awarded to the state to help build

Ole seafood industrial park as-a means of addressing the long-term

economic deterioration of the area. Project construction funds

in the amount of $2,500,000.were appropriated bizothe North Carolina
.\

,,General Assembly. In addition to these grants and approOriations,
-..

.

th North Carolina'Department of Transportation agreea to pay 53

.perent of the cost of constructing an access road tO the projett

boundary. Altogether, state Planners assembled a funding package

of federar, state, regional, and local funds totaling 47,065,387.

As funding for the projeCi'Wai secured and the park was about

to bec me a reality after nearly 30 years of planning, some Wanchese
,

residentsAeveloped conCerns,about the project's imPact on their

communi6 and their daily lives. In June 1977, the Wanchese Harbor

,Citizent Advisory Council was established by the North Carolina

General Assembly to study the impact of the prOect and report anually
.\

to'the Govenor. The reports were,intended to ideni'ify concerns

.

'
of the citizent regarding the project, to make recoMtendations on

*

the orderly development of Wanchese,
.

and tO comment on any changes
P

.1 '

in the quality and\tranquility Of life in Wanchese and the surrounding

area. 4

The Advisory Council has been a focal point of discussion and

information for Wanchese citizens wishing to ,know more 'about the

224
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,

*7,000,000 investment taking place in their cothmUnity. Rumots qf

. a

500-600 new jobs and the entrance of large national and multinational

firms createa apprehension and-oppodition among some citizens,:,

1.

roday, while the'project is not.mithOut-some local opposition, it

has gained widespread docal support and has come to'be regarded

by. many Wanchese residents as,the basis for the futuet of the fishing..

industry and the economic vitality of bare County.

Construct.ion of the harbor and onshore facilities began in

0 mid-1978 and wAs completed in September 1981. During the construction

phase, sel-kra1 activities related to the seafood park took place:

local residents were given skill training in marine crafts tn prepara

tion for the new jobs which the park would createi the,state created

a new seafood park authority to.oversee and direct operations at

Wanchese; and the Corps of Engineers continued its unsuccessful

efforts to gain permission for the Oregon Inlet stabilization project.

In 1979, the North Carolina Department of Labor implemented

a skill training program designed.to create a link between the Wanchese

project and the localIabor force by providing apprenticeship training

in the marine tradeslfor CETAeligible persons. This program, supported

by the department's CETAfunded Skill Training Improvement Program, .

was designed'to provide a yearlong training program followed by

a threeyear apprentiCeship for local residents. Training was conducted

by the local community college. Fortythree of the original 54

trainees graduated from the firstyear Oassroom training.program

in March 1980. Of those graduates, 28,weee placed in apprenticeships,

and Seven Were placed innonapprenticeship jobs with local employers..

9 n4
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The North'Carolina Seafood Industrial Park Authority was'preated

by Oke General Assembly in 1979 to 'develop and operatt the Wanchese

Seafood Industrial Park. , The authoritY has all the powers of a

cotporate bodi.and must approve all leases in the park. The General

ssembly specified that park operations would be administered by

an executive ditector, who reports to the North Carolina Department

of Commerce. Prior to the establishment of the Authority, responsi-

bility for the harbor and .0ark development was divided 'among several

.state agencies.

.0n March 23, 1981, dedication ceremonies were held at the Wanchese

SeafoodIndustrialPark.Wanchese.Shiplift,,the first company to

1741'

locate at the park, announced that its- facititY would be complete

and fully operational by July of .1,981.

ALdiough a number of firms have expressed-interest in locating

at the park, no additional leases have been negotiated since the

first lease was drawn in November 1980. Prospective tenants are

wait'ing for word that the Oregon inlet stabililatton project will'

be completed before they make firm commitments to enter the park

Congress authorized funding for the Oregon Inlet st6ilization

project in 1970. Since that time the Army CoTpa of Engineers and

the United. Stites Department of the Interior have Been deadlocked

over the project. Interior refuses to issue the necessary construction

and access permits to the Corps, maintaining that' 'it is-not legally

empowered to do so. The'National Pork SerVice adli the United Siaies

Fish and Wildlife Service, both undet the Department of the Interiof,

hove jurisdiction over the beaches on the north and south sides

p- 6
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'of the inlet. Departmenf officials have maintained that the stabilize-
-*/

:..,,. tion projeCt can be carrled out "only through explicit congressional

authorization and appropriation of lands." In summer 0- 1981, the

Secretary of the Interior reiterated the Department's pre-ii Ous position.

!
that ii had no authority,to issue permits for the project nd offered,...

a compromise: channel dredging. The Corps has prepared\plaTis for

attempting to maintain an- all-weather channel at Oregon Inlet by

dredging alone, but its engineers still believe that dredging-is

a poor substitute for the stabilization project.

Assessment

The Wanchesc Seafood Industrial Park will create a demand for

both skilled and unskilled labor. Project planners'eseimated ehat

over 600 new jobs will be created when the park is fully operateional.
kor

Jobs resulting e'rnm the projeer enfold rednee rhp widespread underemploy-

Ment in the area. -At the same time, the project could attraCt many

new workers to Dare County, creating a high demand for housipg in

a xesort area with high land prites and little developable land

and straining county and town resources through increased demand

for public services.

The skills-training project operated by the North Carolina

Department of Labor was not integrated carefully into the overall

development of the project at either the state or the local level.

Moreover, the graduates of the training program were ready for

apprenticeship placement in March 1980, a full year before the opening

of ehe park,'s facilities. Consequently, the training effort was

never tied closely'into the' larhei project to which it was targeted.

aw,
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The park is envisioned by its planners as a spuf to t e development

of the cOMmercial fishing industry in North Carolina. The development

of Wanchese Harbor is.seen as an incentive_for current and prospective

fishermen to invest in MO-re efficient boats and equipment for offshore

fishing. Processing facilities in the park will create a steady

yearround market for fishermen. Landing of conventional foodfish

should increase; in addition, since much of the seafood to be processed

at the park'i-iilated for export, landings of several cUrrently

underfished species may increase.

The controversy over the Oregon Inlet stabilization project,,

however, is still a brake on the larger Wanchese project. The park's

marketing strategy hinges on securing tenants for the park's basic

activity -- seafood processing --,and,three prime sites have been

reserved for that activity. But the large seafood processing firms
A

are waiting for the impasse between the' Army Corps of Engineers

and the Department of he Interior to be resolved before committing

to a large investment in the park.. The Oregon Inlet stabilization

project is important to safe navigation out of Wiinchese

Harbor, and, consequentlY,' to the successful operation of the efood

industrial park. The controversy between the Corps of Engineers

and the Department of.the Interior has cau'sed the State of North

Carolina to' lose potential revenue, slowed the iMplementation of

the seafood industrial park, and diminished eihe park's attractiveness

to, large commercial,seafood processors.

ProjecOievelopment has 'been iong and arduous Process:

,

pas depended on strong and sustained lotal leadership, intergovernmental

cooperation, joint funding, and compatibility of goals among the

different levels of government. "The project has not been without

its share of problems. Enviromental .concerns stalled the project

n
. 4; 8

S.044
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. .

and continue to plagye its companion project at Oregon Inlet; a04^some

local residents objected to the project on grounds that it w6uld create

a boom-town effect. POlitical support has been crucial. Without the

backing of the area's Congressman and that of three North Carolina
P

Governors, the project would not have survived.

Those closest to the Wanchese Project believe that environmental

and financial factors would make it impossible to replicate the project .

today. Envlronmental regulations have become much more restricttve

in the years since the project underwent review arld approval,.and the

present day cost of financing such a project would be_prohibitive.

Moreover, the Coastal Plains Regional.Commission, which promoted the

;
park concept and provided seed money, has been dismantled.

Graham County Railroad

Summary

The Graham County railroad project is a locally initiated effort

to boost the sagging economy of A sparsely populated rural mountain

county by restoring its only railway link with major freight-hauling

rail carriers. It began in 1975, when severe flooding forced the

closing of the dilapidated 12-mile line and abandonment of a fledgling

scenic railroad venture that sought to attract new tourist dollars

bo this county of 6,500 residents. Soon thereafter, the railroad's

former owners -- assisted by the economic development staff from nearby .

, West rn Carolina Uni,iersity hegan efforts to assAst county businesa

d government leaders in forming a local Aevelopment corporation to

pursue the acquisition and restoration of.the line.



Progress.has been sp'aitadic over the pasE six years as project

proponents have sought to atfact funds from a multiplicity of federal,

state, and local snurces. Problems have in&luded-delays in

obtaining the railroad's operating charter and fixed assets (first

attempted through direct purchate and later accomplished v.ia taxexempt

donation), faulty'planning at ciucial stages:in p ject development,

escalating costs during a period.of rampant infl tion, the unavaila

bility of developmental financing and reliable d Lopmental assistance,

the difficulties inherent in attempting to satisfy the diverse technical

requirements and proposal deadlines of multiple funding agents, and

reiistance from 41 regional planning.commission add elected officials

in neighboring counti6s who have questioned both the project's origins

and ies economic viability.

Despite these difficulties, construction began in February 1981

and is now estimated at roughly 80 percent cOmplete.. Barring further

delays, all work should be finiihed and the line reopened by midJanuary

1982. Whether the.railroad will resume operations at that time,

however, remains to be seen. The eurrent national economic slump pas

hit hard at Graham County's only thajor manufacturing plant -- a longtime

proponent of the railroad project and, presumably, the county's major
, 1 .

prospective shipper onc(°the line is reopened. Production cutbacks
1

'and personnel.layoffs in recent monthsThave created a-situation in

which this 7mdufacturer may not be able to guarantee sUfficient shipping

volume to make the railroad's operation a profitable venture for the ,

proposed lessee/operator -- a Philadelphiabased company. And, in
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the event that the proposed lessee/operator default6On its agreement,

there is little likelihood that the currently- inoperative-scenic rail-
'to

road venture will be reactivated.

Clearly, the eventual impact of this-Project will femain in doubt

for some time to come.'

General DesCiription

The Graham County project began in the spring of 1975, when local

business and pivic leaders became interested in reviving an antiOated

short-line railroad that alreidy was in acute disrepair when flooding

washed aWay several trestles and forced the closing of a small but

promising scenic railroad venture.

The real. impetus for what later became known as the Graham County

.Railroad project, however, came from the heirs of the line's original

/

owners, They, with the help of EDA-funded planners from Western

Carolina UniversitY, first proposed .to sell the abandoned trackage

,apd rights-of-way to the county, with'theidea of forming a local

Is
development corporation to seek state and federal funds for reconstruc-

tion and to oversee the line's'restoration and reactivation. At the

'time, the proposed selling price was $125,000, and dip estimated repair

xosts were approximately $400,000.

.The.Graham CountY Development Corporation (GCDC) 'was formed.in''

1976 as an entity for acquiring tt;e line, obtaining pUblic.and private '

funds to rebuiLd it, and (eventually) overseeini,its operations. Thli

developmental strategy changed in 1977, howeVer,-when EDA ruled that

federal funds could not be used to puYchase private property. Project

231
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proponents subsequently adopted a new strategY'of obtaining the line,

through a tax-exempt.donetion -- the incentive to the.donors being*

.a Potential $3.5 million tax write-off in lieu of revenue.from a cash

-transaction. It was later determined, however, that a private donation

.to a private development corporation would not create the necessary

tax shelter for the, forme owne Thlis, in turn, led project backers

to drafe two special bills enacte by the North Carolina St'ate

Legislature early in 1979 -- one cfeating a new wask4public Graham

County Development Authority (CCDA), and the other limitingthe

Authority's liabilities to the actual revenues it generated.

These legislative provisio6s -- enacted four years after the local

railroad initiatiye began_-- solved.the problem of securing a tax-exempt

donation, but they also spawnecrnew complica1 ions with respect to the

/

transfer of federal grant and loan commit ents from CCDC (which first

sought them) to CCDA (which was to.have become its successor). The
.

n-
ensuing legal impasse over complex iss es of ownership, accountability,

and repayment in the event of default ultimately resulted in another

18 months of-delays.

The project cleared its last major pre-construction hurdle in

January 1961 with the closing of a $288,300 FmlIA loan -- the final

piece,of what has now become a $1.8 million rehabilitation package
f

involving grants from EDA two state agencies, and severcraham County

budinesses. Contracts were awarded and construction commen d soon

%hereafter', and the project is now scheduled for completion in early

1982,7 lseven years after it;was initiated, and at o cost of almost

fbie times greater than original estimates.



.81Tice 1975,
. the GrahaM storY-haS inVolved.a multitude of actors,

ti'Oth public and privat6AnCludingl
,...

_
.

. The John V'each family_---heirs to:the railroAdend,owners of
:the operating%charter at the,timeehe line ceased operations

,

Western Carolina University's EDAfunded.EconOmic Development
Center -- staff helped conceptualize and have continuously. '
supported the'project since 19754

Tom Garden --..-Robbinsville realtor and local Jaycee president'
-when the Veache's and INTCU staff 'first approached the county
with a 'plan to sell and rehabilitate the railroad. For the
past 'six.years, Garden has been a tireless voluntder tupporter
of the'project, and he has chaired both GCDC and GCDA'from
inception.

Graham County Development Coporationr incorpprated in 1975
as the vehicle to acquire the railroadl obtain redevelopment

,

financing, and oversee its operations.

GrahaM County Development, AuthoritY -- a sluasi7publiC develo0
ment authority created by the state.legislature in 1979 Co
facilitate the taxexempt Lransfer of title to the railroad
.from its f6rmer 'owners.

Graham County government'and local bus,inesses -- have expressed
verbal support from the beginning and are shown on paper as
beingqnembers of the twoAevelopmeneentities named abbVe.
Neither government norlocal businesses, hot:rever, played-any
formal role.until early 1980, when several small cash contribu
tiong were provided as initial payments towards local matching
funds necessary to secure a $1.1 million EDA gi=ant.

The Bear Creek Scenic Railroad --,a pre-1975 business venture
seeking to operate a-tourist attraction along a threemile
Stretch of theGrahhm County Railroadsline,'but aborted at
the time of the 1975 -flooding'. At that time, BCSR
investors -- including an,attorney for Ole Veach,family
defaulted on land purchase agreemenls wan .the railroad%s
heirsh but they haVe maintained optiOns-on-properties adjacerit
to the Graham County lind in hopes of reviving BCSR once the
railroad is reopened.

The State of North'Carolina -- provided $100,000 in develop
mental funding through discretionary EDA grants and.$285,000
from railroad rehribilitation funds dministerecrthrough the
State Department of Transportation.
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US Department of Commerce (EDA) -- has worked with project
propohents since 1.975 to assist railroad redevelopment with

$1,107,000 in grants to GCDC.

US Departmen't of Agriculture (FmHA) - has worked with project

prOponents since 1977 to facilitate a $288,300FmHA secured

loan to GCDC.

Natiónal Railroad Utilization Corporation (NRUC) --has signed

'a 25-year lease with multiple five-year renewal options for

use of the rebuilt line and acquisition of the Graham County

Railroad Company's operatipg'charter.

". Project engineers, surveyors, andeattorneys -- retained by

staff of the WCV Economic Development'tenter to handle pre-.

liminary project engineering, site clearance, and preparation

of construction speCifications.. Various attorneys employed

by the Veach.family ancrWCU have assisted in funding negotia-

. tions, title transfer work; the preparation of special legisla-

tion, and negotiatioh of the long-term lease agreements rith

NkUC.

SoutbWestern NC Planning and EconOmic Development
.

,

.Commission ,- a seven-County regional coMmissien, SWPEDC'wesa

1111

,strong supporter of the4oroject initially, but 1( nthusiaSO

waned as cests escalated and other counties in th rea becaMe

increaSingly critiCal of what,some-.observers perceiVed as an
infeasible uhdertaklng.: Since 1979, SWPEDCbas:been-an out- -

spoken :crifiC botb-,of the project and its principal proponents,

the'WCU'staff.. '

.
..

AfterMore than six years of.,,developmental.activity, the project

.
is still undergoing an organizational evolutionary process. It is

ttt,

now clear that the absence of a stable, clearcut orgailizatpnar

structure has,hampered pro ect continuity and progress almost firom

the beginning.

Despite the existence of wo legal entities (GCDC and oCDA) formed

for 4ssent1,a11y thepsame purpose, rieither hasplayed a substantive

role in furthering the proposed project. Instead, it,has been Wstern

Carolina University's Center for Improving Mountain Livilp (CIML, which

sulisumed the former EDA-funded economic development staff) that played
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t e central role in bringing the railroad project to fruition. In

fact., it is noW clear that without continuout support derivepi.from..

CIML, the Graham initiative would have diedlOng Ago.

;One Graham COunty businestman --Jom Garden,,a Robbinsville

tealtor has been inStrumental-:to. the project from the beginning,

and has devoted huge amounts:of time since 1975 to promoting,
.

negotiating, and communicating on behalf of the railroad. -BUt because

neither GCDC nor GCDA had-staff or adminiStrative funds, Gatden hag

had to rely heavily on CIML:for administrative, clerical, and technical .

sUpport Astisrance that CIML was always willing but sometimes,

,.upequipped tOprovide.

° .11-1 retroSpect, ik"is Clear that t e_organizatdonal approaclies

and Management practices uted for this project were not alwaYs idea .

In sOeral instances, the Complexity and fluidity of the project's

organiiational struOiOre were largely, responsible for lengthy and other-,

voidable delays, and most project baCkers now agree that these

-arrangements were both unwieldy:a d generally unsuitable for replication
4.,

'elsewhere. Yet the fact remain that in Graham County, the app,roaches.

.,,talcep Were chosen of necesSity, ecause-to project prOponents they
6 .

represented their only yiable alternatives.

FOndingSupport

In 1975, rehabilitation ootts, were estimated at $400,000

figure, derived by WCU plannersnfamiliar with railroad construction

And latey disCarded by EDA as being unrealistically lOw.

whenlaDC'S monitoring began, those "estirilates had increased to $1..2

million, but the October 19$0 low bid for construction came in at j'Ust

over41:6 million, exclusive of pre-contract engineering, planning,

and legl costs.

9 r-. r-
eJ
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Although pioject planners had reCeived tentatiye prior CommitMents

totaling $L4 million they were faced during'the final months of 1980

with the need to find additional funds before awarding their construc-

,

tion contract. After further.negotiations, EDA agreed.to add another

$1474600 to ite earlier $960 COO grant commitmenti ihe original $240,000

FmHA loan application waS ificteased by $48 300, and a $250,000 Federal'

Railroad Act commitment from the State Department of Transportation

was upped by another $35,5004

Thus total project funding from state And local sburces --

exclusive of local cash contributions. --. noW stands at $1,781 100,

eo

-and includes $1,107,300 ftom EDA, $288,300 from FmHA, $285,500 from

the State Department of TransportatiOn, And 4100,000 from the Governor's-

discretionary.EDA funde.

In addition to these:1(nOwncosts, there atesubetantial hidden

,

costs associated'withdeVeloping ,ancrsuppotting any project-of Such

magnitude over a siX-year period. Although the combined direct and

ifidirect costs of WCU staff-time, WCU-financed legal assistance, and

project:-admifijStrativesupporthave AeVer been calculated, prOject

spokesmen say theSe coets Could easily have approached another quarter-

million.for the eiX-year effoit. Yet, in'all this time, no planning

and developmefit funds'wete available to Graham:County other than the

$100,000. Zt'ut-e grant and -615,.000 contribution from the county.
,

Assessment

is still too soon to predict what the eventual economic impact

of the p eject may be, although ie is clear that earlier claims

coneerfiifig the employment-generating benefits of the venture were

-,, exaggerated to satisfy EDA grant requiremelits.
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The Notional Railroad:Utilization Corporation-- the proposed

lessee/operator -- was expected.to,10cate a boxcar-rebuitding facility

in 'Graham County, for example,..bui has now dispensed with those-plans

al:together. Anothee unexpected.setbcle'was the'cloSing earlier this

year Of the second shift at Burlington HoUse Furniture -- the major

elanufaCturing employer in a county whose unemployment rate already

steed at 18 percent, and the proposed major shipper for the rebuilt

line. If °anything, the developments at Burlington,clearly demonstrate.

/: that the-firm's business fortunes are far more dependent on national f

ecOnomic ennditions than the presence or absencal of a convenient railway
. "

. )-

Finally, plans for resurrecting the Bear Creek Scenic Rail-

siding.

road -- a marginally profitable toUrist venture that operated briefly

in 1974-75 --'remain Unsettled. BCSR's out-of-state owners now say

'they expect to deCide shortly whether ,to reactivate:the business or
,

offer-it for sale,, and a BCSR stockholders' meeting haa been scheduled
T

ia decide that: isave in November. 1981. Chancesfor BCSR's revival

rare rated as however, 4f fat-inn-reason other than the additional

$100:,000 Its stockholders must 'now provide in order to refurbish the

- ,

line's rdlling stock and tourist facilities after six years of disuse.

Despite its past and present difficulties, the project is nearing

its completion stages. All funding commitments are intact, and the:

effort has sufferedne additional setbacks as a reault of recent federal

budget cuts. Although there are no linkages With CETA or other employ-

ment and training programs, the Project has generated temporary

construction jobs for 28 people, mast of them county residents. And,

in the event that BCSR reopens, as many as 20 additional jobs could

materialize. Finally, the railroad rebuilding effort has helped to

9 f
4.) of/
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coalesce local business and civic interests behind future developmental

efforts. Planning continues for developing a cdunty industrialsite

along the railroad right-of-way, and.GCDA membership:has recently become

involved in seeking a North'Catolina "Community of Excellence" designa-

tion for the Town of. Rdbbinsville. If obtained, this designatton

should be an asset to the county's future industrial.exPansidn pros-
.

pects.
k.

Although the Graham project is something less than a model for

others to ,follow, it is nevertheless rich in lessons for.those
,

&mtemplating similar rural development initiatives elsewhere. And

it confirms the fact that small rural communities face monumental .

obstacles that tend toy impede progress and qdash enthusiasm.

Clearly, theGraham County experience illustrates the need for
0

intensive and technically competent assistance for any rural leadership

group attempting such a complex undertaking. According to Tom Garden:

"There's no way any working person or volunteer group could have ever

, come uP with the time and kndWledge to put this.package together on

their own ....,and I'd hate to .know the amount of money it's taken

to get us where we are right now."' And Garden readily concurs with

MDC's conclusions that linking multiple resources in support of local

rural initiatives is far more easily said than done; that small rural

areas are unlikely to accomplish such efforts without considerable

outside assistance; and that the likelihood of similar projects sprout-
'1

ing spontaneously in other localities is indeed remote. In fact, with

the recent federal budget cuts, the chances of this project's being
4.k,

replicated today are practically nil.
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"Wye been flying by the seat of our pants from Daye0ne", says

Garden. "and no one at any level ever seemed to have final authority

to approve a local project like ours. There needs to be,some organiza-

tion ......some place to turn for help .. . before getting into something

of this magnitude."

In particular, Garden feels that FmHA is a master of organizational

obfuscation, and h6 still finds it difficult to understand why a

$288,000 secured loan ultimately required a meeting he had to arrange

with top agency officials in Washington before ehe loan was finally

ipproved. "In short,"-he'concludes "neither I nor the WCU staff had

the expertise and understanding of venture planning or capital .formation

to'fake on all those agencies, regulatlons, deadlines, and narrow

interests simultaneously. It's really sort of amazing that we've pull

it off at all."

Western North Carolina Tomorrow (WNCT)

General Description

, A
Western North Carolina Tomorrow -- a public and private lead-

.ership council representing the state's 17 westernmost counties --
0

was organized in 1979 to heighten citizen participation in the formula-

t.
tion of future regional.developmental policies and programs in a

prejpinantly rural mountain area. Staff support for WNCT is provided

through Western North Carolina University's Center for ImProving

Mountain Living (CIML), which began in the early 1970s as an EDA-fufilded

Center for Economic Development. In recent years, however, CIML's

major funding has come from state grants and private foundations; at

present, the center's EDA grant provides only one staff position, while
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CIML'i remaining 15-18 professionals are supported from non-federal

sources.

WNCT embodies the concept of a federal/state

designed to make optimal. Use of existing resourceS

-
exploring an array of issues pertinent to rural dev04500en'x: jobS.

land.use, eduCation, and transportation. Overall, the WNCT experiment

constitutes a model-for combining the 'technical resources of a.regional

paiinership

ls actively.

university with the readership of local elected officials and private

4

cftizens to devise and implement regional growth policies.

History

WNCT began in 1979 as a bold experiment im,regional cooperation

and unity - one-that sought to coalesce the area's business, civic,

governmental, and political leadership in an effort to identify and

resolve major problems that tImeatened to limit and diminish future
'r

growth and developmental potential. In launching the pew effbrt,

however; university offtcials and other project proponents apparently

underestimated the extent to which their efforts were either poorly,

understood or adamantly opPosed by several substate regional planning
,

organizations and units of local government which perceived the

iuniversity as an unwanted interloper in regional ptanning and de ision-

making.

.; As early as August 1978, one such multicounty planning and economic

'development commission had adopted and circulated a policy resolution
, .

opposing Ihe university's "attempt to achieve primary involvement in

the community and economic development of the area through creation

.

of a 'Center' for this purpose, and by employment in this center of
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community and economic development specialists, planners, and grantsmen

tosimplement these policy decisions."
1

In the commission's View, the

proposed university role would be duplicative of its own statutory

and policymaking responsibilities -- not to mention a possible threat

to the future of suhstate regional planning organizations themselves.

Tensions.escalated in 1979 when CIML's former director assumed

responsibility for introducing WNCT to area planning commissions and

local elected officials. Those initial meetings proved counter-

productive; they were construed by many local eleeted officials as

being unduly critical of "the leadership,vacuum"-in the area -- an

observation which, even if correct, could hardly be expected to generate

%enthusiasm fOr WNCT when being presented to incumbent local leaders

by an indiviglual without rdots in the area. Following a storm of

protests, CIML's former director was assigned early.in 1980 to new

.duties with an international development project, and university

officials adopted new strategies intended to give local governments

and substate planning organizations a more 'substantial role in WNCT

decision-making.

ThroughOa most of 1980, a univeisity vice-chancellor and .CIML's

new acting director -- a senior CIML'staff associate with prior

experience on.the staff of a poPular local Congressman borh devoted

considerable effoit to restoring WNCT's credibility throughout the

17 counties. Their efforts have succeeded in silencing the critics

and neutralizing the earlier opposition from the multicounty planning

I. 'The "center" referred to here was CIML, which had alriady subsuMed
the university's former EDA-funded'economic development staff and
at the time was providing useful technical assistance services
(business management, computei' science, envtronmental management,

etc.) to numerous local governments and small businesses throughout ,

elle area.

24i
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commissions. Even so, current relations between WNCT and the

planning commissions can only be,characterized as "polite," although-

ambivalence on the pait of the planning groups is far preferable

to the resistance they demonstrated initially.

While university leaaers, grappled with restoring CIMLis credi-

bility and finding a new permanent director, Cleft staff turned

their attention,t0 the orientation and organization of WNCT's 55-

member board and to,the'substantive work of the new leaderthip

group. By the latter half of 1980, WNCT subcommittees were formed

as described below, work began in four content-areas: employ-

-.

ment opportunities, education, natural resource conservation, and

regional pride. Major'issues were identified, regional conferences

were convened, special research efforts were launched, and proposals

Aor funding support were developed: In short, the foundations

were laidifor luture,wark designed prOduce tangible products.

The search for a permanent director for CIML was concluded

in June 1981 with the appointment of tht forMer deputy executive

director of CARE, Inc. -- an international relief and assistance
e,.

agency. Soon thereafter, the individual who had served as CIML's

acting director for almost a year was named permanent director

for WNCT.

Staffing and Funding

Organizationally, WNCT is attached to Western Carolina

University's Center far Improving Mountain Living -- a

university-based research and technical absistance organization

which evolved fromAand ultimately replaced) the school's forMer

EDA-funded Center,for Economic Development. CIML currenly has

2 4 2
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;

a fuil-time cirofessional staff of between 15 and 20 employees,

the actual numbers dependent on work in progress and assignments

among and between otheskuniversity departments. On staff, WNCT

has the equivalent of six full-time positions. The actual pumber.

of CIML staff working on WNCT activities is somewhat larger,..h2y:.-
Nos

4
ever, because several indiViduals are used interchangeably for

both CIML and WNCT assignments. Thus WNCT's staff complement

presently includes its director, an economist, four staff associates

assigned to the four WNCT subcommittees, and thxee part-time

administrAtive aides.

Because of the multiplicity of fundii;g sOurces and overlap

of funding cycles for various activities, it is impossible to cite

a precise annual funding level for WNCT. According to`staff esti-
.

mates, however, WNCT's current resources amount to roughly $200,000,

, 4
exclusive of the university's no-cost contributions of,offtce space,

utilities, secretarial support, and administrative overhead. Non-

university grant support is derived primarily from the Z. Smith

. Reynolds Foundation, with the remainder obtained from the Governor's

Office through a special modifitation of the university's ,

Appalachian Regional Commission grant for preliminary work on

mountain culture center in the region.

Functionally, the WNCT staff supports che work of the 55-member

leadership council which has the preeminent role in assessing

regional needs and formulating future policies and program initiatives.

And while the WNCT,board,ts officially designated as an advisory'body

(\.

a
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only, it thus far has functioned as a emiautonom*L,Is entity whoSe

decisions-are biiding upon CIML staff and the university. At present,

WNCT's staff director has full responsibility for managing staff and

I)

board activities more or less independently of CIML and its new

executive direct r.
-

Current Activities

As noted earlier, the 55-member WNCT boaed'is organized into'four

committees concentrating on employment, education, natutal resources,

4 and regional heritage. During the past year, objectives:and work

p/ans were developed by
eachcommittge and approved by the full

board.:

The Natural Resources ComMittee, forexample, has concerned itself

with land management and devilopmental planning, water supply and waste-
.

wate disposkl, mineral resource de4e1opment, and anti-litter "bottle

bill" laslation, while'the Regional Prid6.Committee has sponsoreda

,

high school essay dontest with scholarships to.winners provided through

a scholarship pool formed by 13 area colleges and universities. In

addition, the.ratter committee held a summer retreat for the fifty

,Inalists in the 1981 essay cOntest, installed a Mountain Studies

pilot program in one, area school system, and deveroped an inventory of

regional agencies and organizations concerned with mountain heritage

A
and cultural preservation.

The Education Committee has embarked on a continuing series of

meetings with secondary and post-secondary educators throughout the
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region to determine'thelr-views and idëntify the most'pressing educa

tional neetis of the'area. From this e fort has come a pew spinoff group

talled the Council of Presidents -- sponsored organization of

university and college presidents in the 1 counties. The Council has

.1.°

held two meetings of its own to discuss hol postsecondary institu

tions and WNCT can work together to.furthe4 the educational develop
'

,411eAt of the region, and it has formed a r4earchsubcoMmittee to study

I *
in depth the pervasive and peraistent dro0out problem in western.

1

North-Carolina's public schools. WNCT Education Committee .

has' initiated a series of meetings with/Oublic school superintendents,
/

the'17coUnties to discuss the needS:of exceptional children; relations
/
P

between the schools and the courts/ educational- funding, and cooperative

programs between secondary schoolS and.postsecondary institutions.

The performance of WNCT's. E!ployment Opportunities Committee has

al'so been impres&ive. Concerned that western North Carolina still

lags behind the rest of the "8:tate in the *umber and quality of jobs

available and in average wages, the committee compiled regiOnal

economic data and conducted a'17county survey on perceived Obstacles

to expanding job opportunities. A major cOmmittee concern has been

the region's paucity of economic development expertise.. And, through

committee action, funds to hire a regional economist were sought-and

obtained from the 91fice of the Governor.

The new economist assumed his duties in July and is currently

working on five developmental projects, including a prototype TVAt-

assisted economic development plan in one.underdeveloped western county,

a dirctory of regional economic dekfelopment organizatons and activities,

dr
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an analysis of the.decisionmaking process used by private firms in

determining where to locate, an analysis of the:components of employment

change in the region and-a technical guide to assiat local governments.

.and community leaders in forMulating their own industrial recruitment and

ecgromic development strategies.

Assessment

While the tangible results and products of the WNCT initiative

are relatively few in number, the accomplishments to date are by no

means insignificant. Considerable progreis has occurred, and the stage

is set for substantial' achievement in the future.

Clearly, the past two years were devoted largely to establishing:an

autonomous board of regional leaders, cultiitating consensus on issues and

the belief that WNCT's efforts we're worthwhile, and creating a vehicle

to serve as advocate and catalyst for healthy regional development.

pursuing those broad goals, university staff and WNCT members heve

discovered the inherent dangers in attempting to build such an'organizaL

tion and gain widespread acceptance for it -- particularly when the

new effort is perceived as a threat td older, more established entities

whose goals and responsibilities are undeniably,similar, but whose scope

may be considerably more restricted. 4

Il
. Undoubtedly, WNCT's potential impact was diminiighed -- if only

temporavily -- by the manner in which it was first introduced to many .

of thb individuals and organizations, whose support was,crucial to the -

eventual success of the overall effort. University officials have made

sincere efforts, however, to allay the concerns of WNCT's former

246
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'-detractorso and they haVe,succeeded iR gaining, at.least acceptance, if

not-kpirited cooperation.

111.67:-turT issues largly resolved a.new directovon,board, and a

,
clea.rcut agenda beforelit, WNCT nouvteems.;readii.o.fulfill the:..eXpecta-

tiont.ofHthoep Who firSt conceived. it, As-a reSult ofrecent federal

bildget cuts, the.continued,exiStence of NorthfCarolina'anetwork of 18.

,substate regional planning.and development Organizations,is nOw in.dobbt.
0 .

Federal funds for progranis currently, planrte r administered:by fhese'

'661ticounty regional groups (CETA, -EDA, and Appalachian Regional

Commission, fOr-instance) are being cat substantially or.eliminated

.

altogether, and there.is little to.sdggest that funds to replace these
/

federal losses can be?obtained from state and local sources.,

At the same ttue the.trifluence of these. Lead Regional Organizations

is diminishing, Governor Jim Hunt has announced the creation of

blue-ri6bOn state commission Charged with preparingifor the state's

future growth and development. This commission North. Carolina

,2000 -- is chatged with assessing cdrrent needs and recommending new

.

policies and-strategies to enable the state to prepare now for the

'demands:of the 21stentury. liNCT was represented aE &toie

first meetings to discuss North Carolina 2006; and its staff and board

have been invited tO comment on the work of this new commission as iE :

pertains to the 17 westernmost counties.

Given the likelihood that a relatively inexpensive university-
.

supported organization sup' as WNCT-might indeed survive and prosOer

despite-the withering effe'cts'offederal cutbacks on other existing graSs

roots 7planning organizations.(there are presently four LROs Serving the

same'17 counties as\WNCT) -- and the clear indication, at least in

, .

North Carolina, 'that organizations subh as WNCT will -be called upon_to
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'help shape and articul.ate new Statewide growth and development policies

the future Of Western North Carolina Tomorrow continues tO be promisg.

The organization has established the leadership, base essential.to its

succesS and has already embraced theconcept \of planning\for.,.'the

2000 'as.'-'''i.wijcomea opportunity to wfidergird and rei,nforce the work

its foUr eNOteng committees..

The WNCT experience.offers

conce r ned with rural deveLopment

-
;number of useful lessons

and with délAing new: w.ays

..

tackle old problems First, we-have seen:that ,such.efforts c n indeed, .

materialize without enoemotis investments of tfederal dnild.ra. :Iii this ,
, , ....,

.r

ipstance, foundation grants and, unive'rsity contributions of space and

administrative support have largely sustained WNCT -4rom 1tSinception ;

state and .federat.funding haNie -been 'minimal, and much of CCIML'

administrative overhead hat been OffSet by revenuee generated;:from

organization',s businesa'and local government technical assiitance

activities.

WNCT's experience suggests- that in sparSely developed rural areas',

it, does make sense to create regional development organizattons by

pooling resources and coalescfng bipartisan political and busine,ss

leadership support behind efforts designed to serve the greater public
T>

good. But it also /underscores the importance ot hahdling ttie creation

of any such entity with considerable care and forethought ,concerning

-
the imPlicationa for agencies and organiiatiorsia:already responsible

for local planning and developme axelf."7"a7kArs.

In rural areas, in particular\ it seems almost imperdtite that those

_responsibre for securing the acceptance of local government ,and business

248
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leaders possosO q9.t.tiUly technicgt skills but,alS6 ihesocial 'and

communicative skills to:4enerate,support rither than suspicions.

FaUlty hanaing at ciuciai early,stages can lead to neediesS complica

rinS and'maY-.do Irreparable harm to the'sveUtual success of the effort.

-Hirital4y, we CaO.conclude, that an efforCsuch as WNCT's requires

4 .

both the nOrttring of an ostablished'and respected organ:ization -- in

,,
this casei-aregional uniVerSity .7 t.- and sufficient lead time or idea's

.., s,

tO jell-'and neuk.tOncipt.s to take hold before majorlaCtiOn-oriented

.,
..

projects arle,attempted or tangible results expected., Blinding credi-

bility; trust:.And suppoTi is a proco.whiCh requires both time and

patience, and one in Which there appear to be few, if-any, shortcuts.

a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Overview

Maine's 1979 per capita personal income of $7,057 ranked it,

46th among the states. Its 1.1 million people are relatively dispersed:

there are only two SMSAs, and only 507. oE the population live in

cities or towns ot,2,500 or more.

Maine's economy has historically beenbased on six industries:

textiles, lumberand wood, paper, leather and shoes, agriculture

and food processing, and shiPbuilding and transportation equipment.

These industries haVe been in-somewhat of a decline in recent years,

but they continue to dominate the state's economy. Manufacturing

employs a high percentage of the population,,and the top six industries

continue to account for 777. of the state's manufacturing employment.

Nonmanufacturing employment sectors (trade, services, medicine,

government) have been expanding over the past 20 years, and neW

manufacturing categories, such as electronics', have begtin to be

felt.

There is a wide disparity between the economic well-being

-of urban Maine and rural Maine. The state divides itself geographically

into four regions, of which three are extremely rural and one is

more urbanized.' The highest income area is the urban "corridor,"

so named because it is bisected by the state's only interstate

highway; it is in this region that most of the recent economic

growth has occurred. Maine's western, eastern, and northern regions

ar characterized by dfspersed population, low income,- and high

une ploymenE. In 1980, for example, when the statewide unemployment'

153
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rate was 7.8%, the rate in the corridor area .ranged between 4%.

and 77,; in the more rural areas of the state, it was 10%, 11%.and 14%.

Each of Maine's-rural regions has its distinctive characteristics.

The western part of the state is sparsely Ovulated but has a relatively

high proportion of employment in manufacturing. The dominant industries

are natural resourcebased -- wood, paper, lumber, leather. Eastern

Maine is poorer and even more rural, despite the growth of secOndhome

communities along the coast over the past ten years. The area's

dominant industries -- all struggling -- are fishing, poultry,

et

and food processing. Northern Maine is the poorest and moSt sparsely

populated part of the state. The only industries of note are wood

products and potato farming.

Maine realizes it has several,. disadvantages ip competing for

industry. It is far from markets, energy is expensive, and the
I

,cost of living, is high. Moreover, low personal income levels produce

a relatively low level of savings in the state, which equates,o

a small amoUnt of local capital available for investment. The

'state does have several characteristics which it uses to court

industry: a strong work ethic (combined with low.wages and a low

rate of unionization); abundant natural resources; a beautiful,

unspoiled environment; statesponsored financial incentives; and*

43 industrial parks looking for tenants.

Maine has a small (seven employees) State Development Office

which is part of the Governor's staff. The office recruits new

industries by publishing information on Maine; advertising the

state in national magazines, and taking industrial prospects on
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site tours. It also offers grants to communities to help them

market industrial parks and operates a small, business assistance

hotline.

The staCe also has a ,Planning, Office which p-repares reports

and policy documents On a.wide range of topics, including economic

develoPment. Additional economic develOpment planning hitsheen

carried out by the governor's Committee On Rural Development, an

interagency committee including represeatatives of FmHA, state

and local agencies, and the state legislature.

State Rural Policy

Both the State Planning Office and the Committee on Rural

Development have published documents identifying key economic develop-

ment issues and strategies for the state. Although the two bodies

started with diffevent perspectives (one focusing on economic develop-

ment, the other on rural development), their conclusions were similar:*

Maine's probleins with economic development are tied closely to

the rural character of the state, and its development opportunities

will be, in large part, based.on its natural resources.

The Planning Office has highlighted five economic development

issues, most of which bear on the rural portions*of Maine: developmint

of natural resource-based industry (including wood, paper, agriculture,

fishing, wood energy, aquaculture, and deepwater ports); more equitable

distribuiion of jobs throughout the Aate; development of new,

high-growth, highskill industries; environmental preservation;

and mainteaance of public se vices without raising taxes. The

Rural Development Committee has identified a 'number of development

C7
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strategies for rura,1 Maine, emphasizing smallscale, natural resource

based activities such as farmland preservation, cooperative maiketing

to increase the profitability of family farms, developmept of facilities,

to generate ethanol and methanol, and state aid for exp4ion of

the secondary wood products industry.

TO some extent, then, rural policy and economic development

policy converge in Maine. This is partly because of the state's

wealth of natural resources, which have not,been utilized to their

full potential (oe to thejull benefit of the state); and.partly

because of the state's competitive disgdvantage tn developing

other 6/pes of industries.

Programs SiUdied

This case study focuses on the Maine Development Foundation

,
(M)F) and its sister organieation, the Maine Capital. Corporation

(MCC). The Maine Development Foundation was selected'for examination

because of the unique publicprivate partnership it represents:

it was created by the legislature, it is guided by a board'of publie

and private members, and'it is supported by'both state appropriations

and private funds. MDF is also unusual in its 'sectoral approach

to economic development, which focuses on a small number of industries

with growth potential. While MDF does not specifically target

rural areas, its work has had an impact on rural Maine -- three

of itg fbur major projects to.date have Involved natural resource

development or agriculture.

The Maine Capital Corporation, a'forpi'Ofit investment agency,

was established to provide capital for ventures developed by MDF.

255
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MCC is only a year.old, but it is discdssed briefly in this case

study.

1/. 'ItURAL,DEVELOPMENT PROGftAMS

Maine Development Foundation

General Description,

The Maine Development-Foondation is a private nonprofit corporation

established by-the legislature to generate economic development

activity in Maine. It performs some functions that are normally,

handled by state agencies in states that'haye fully staffed development

departments,such as helping,communities develop and market industrial

parks, packaging capital for expanding businesses, and administering'

the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program. MDF also goes bsyond

.these functions to act as instigator and catalyst for major development

projects.in Maine, and it provides deal packaging and investment

c'
management for the Maine Capital Corporation. MDF sees itself

AS a"public entrepreneur which eXplores opportunities for economic

development and makes them into realities.

MDF was created in 1978 on the recommendation of a task force on

economic development appointed by the Governor. The Governor at that

time was a political independent whose background was in business; he

had abolished the state's economic development.agency, believing

that development promotion should be directed by business leader's

rather than bureaucrats or politicians. He appointed a task force

of prominent businesspeople and bankers who conceived MDF and MCC,

and their recommendatiOns for the creation of the two institutions

were,readify accepted brthe legislature. Under the Governor's -
.

46.
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plan, the publicprivate MDF was to hava'a decided empflasis on

the privilte side; a prominent corporate executive was-hired as

its first director. \

Shortly after.MDF became operational, a new orwernor waS

elected. He reinstdted the State pevelopment.Offtie (though,he

kept it small), and he gave MDF a slightly lesssprivae-sector
4

image by appointinia.former P ace Corps volunteer and city planning .

official as director. Still, MD\Xhas retained much of its private

sector flavoring and orientation.

MDF is controlled by its 230,members, or corporatOrs. Approxi

mately twothirds of-the corporators are representatives of private

business; the remaining onethird represent local government,

universities, and other public organizations. The corporators

elect 12 members to MDF's board of directors -- seven private sector

-

representatives and 5 public sector representatives -- and the

-

Governor appoints two additional members. While the board sets

policy and direction for the MDF, staff. takes the initiative in

selecting specific economic development projects to work on. There

are five core stdff members: .o e runs the TradeAdjustment ASsistance

Program; one-serves as staff to the Maine Capital Corporation;

one serves as liaison with corporaUtors and Is responsible for fund*

raising; another works with, local development corpOrations to market

industrial parks and help them package financial deals; the fifth is

MDF's president. Consultants are hired to work on many of MDF's projects.

MDF has three iources of administrative funding: contributions

from corporators, matching funds (equal to the first amount)

9 7Aro ki
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appropriated-.by the state; and.contracfs fot services. Thisyear,

the-total bjdget was $430,000. Approximately $120,000,came from

corporators, $120,000 from state matchipg funds, and $190,000 from

contracts. Private sector corporators must contribute at least

$250 ph year, and public'corporators, $50 per year. Many private
,

corporators in.fact- give, more -- 24 contributed over $1,000 this

year, andanother 25 gave bety..ieen $500 and $1,000. .MDF's contracts,

come basitally frotro sources4 the Maine Capital Corporation

-.has contrdcted with MDF to package deals and manage investments,

and state agencies have hired MDF-to perform research and planning

for economic development projects.

.The president of MDF believes that this tripartite funding

arrangement has much to recommend it. State funding depends On

4

corporator contribdtions, and corporator contributions are a measure

.of how, effective the corporators believe the organization to b

The funding system also enables MDF to leverage stite funds for

projects requested by particular industries. One of MDF's projeCts

this year, for example, involved research and advocacy aimed

a revitalization of Maine's poultry industry. The project was

initiated by several corporators from poultry-related businesses

who made extra contributions to MDF specifically for this project.

In 1980, its first full year of operation, MDF"concentrated

on three objectives: working to develop key industries with high'

value-added production processes'(secondary wood products, fishing,

poultry); providing leadership to put MCC in place; and helping

individual companies and communities with planning for industral

expansion, business assiptance, and comMunity development.
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In 1981,. MDF has revised its priorities. It ha's placed less

emphasis on assisting individual buiinesses and communities, concen-

trating instead on four major development projects -- continuation

of its work with the wood products, fishing, and poultry industries,

and develophent.of a deepwater port on the Maine coa t. The

corporatiOn'is also continujng to.administer the Trad Adjustment

Assistance program and,to provide staff services for MCC. The

four major projects are described below. .

,Project Descriptions

FiSheries7Project -- This pfoject was undertaken in conjunction

with the State Department of Marine Resources, the State Development

-
Office, and the'sroundfish industryi'in Maine. The objectives were

to increase sales of fresh groundfish and to increase the in-state

processing of fish. In 1980, MDF established a Croundfish'Industry

,

Development Team.composed of business, executives from Maine's fishing

indust,.ry, bankers, food processorS and marketers, and state officials.

The team determined that-the industrY's growth was being limited

by I lack of quality control and inadequate hia'rieting. The team

askedMDF to hilp the fishing industry with new marketing initiatives,

And it asked.the State"DepArtment of Marine ReSources to develop

a quality cohtrol program. MDF hired a consultant4to orgahize

a marketing experiment in Mainedujing the,summer of 1981 and plans

to expand the marketing system to other states in t.he future.

MDF is also plahning to assist ,thrs$ fis\IIrocessing ventures start

up or expand this year.
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Wood Products Project -- This project was undertaken through

a contract with the State Development Office, Which had long been

interested in diversifying Maine's wood'produets industry: The

motivation behind the project was similar to that of the fisheries

project: Maine exPorts a tremendous amount of wood products without

reaping the value.that could be added by instate processing of

those products. During 1980, MDF surveyed thé_state's wood products

industry with the goal of pinpointing 10 specific and feasible

"opportunities" -- firms interested in locating in Maine, Maine

companies interested in diversIfying, or.viable ideas for new wood

products ventures..

' Initially, MDF held discussions with forest products companies

within and outside Maine to discuss the potential for manufacturing

a variety of products ranging from business forms, envelopes, and

greeting*cards to furniture, oabineti, and specialized wood products.

After identifying potential business opportties, MDF presented

.its ideas to specific manufacturers and convinced key paper company

officials in the state to help mount an aggressive campaign to

approach manufacturers elsewhere in the country. So far, One printing

comp has agreed to build a plant in Maine as a result of MDF's

work, d Othdr deals are being negotiated.

poultry Project -- This project was requested by the state's

poultry industry, which was faltering partly because of the high

cpst of fec4. In 1980, industry leaders asked MDF to study the

feasiWity of constructinva centralized storage facility in an

attempt to bring down grotb costs. If the results of the study

2 c 0
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were posttive, MDF waS to attempt to, secure fina nctng to-carry

out construction of the facility.
o 0

During the course of the feasibility study, however three

of Maine's' four priricipal poultry processors went bankrupt, and

the tndustry was thrown into turmoil. -Consequently, MDF conducted

a broader-based Study.of/the,poultr'y indtistry than:it had or.iginally

planned, and.it deviselsap overall strategy fot helping the- industry

become operational and competitive again. It found that the in.dustry's

most pressing problems were poor,management and the lack of equity,

and'it determined that these problems.eoUld be solved only by attracting

new investment or new owneiship for the ailing poultry plants.

This summer, with)the sOpport of the'State Development Office and -

- 4

the Governor, MDF sent-a promottonal package to 300 pbtential investorS

all over the country. The State DeVelopment Office will aSsume
6.

the effort from now On, redlowing op leads generated through the

promotlonal mailing.

Searsport MDF's fourth major project in 1980-81 has been

the Aevelopment of: a cargo port and industrial park:On an ASWrid:
.0

off the central Ma4-ne coast. In this effort, MDF has acted as

the catalyst and coordinfting force to bring.together private developers

and state agencies', to secure financing for the project, and to

recruit industry, for the park.

:Relationship with the State

MDF'has an excellent working relationship with state Aenctes

and enjoys the strong support of the Governor. The State Development

Office uses MDF as a,resource-for performing studies, 'developing

projects oganizing industrial task,forces, and Apdostrial recruiting.
,

261 4).
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One: reason, forYihe close en&nonCoMpetitive relationship between

MDF and the state Agency is that the State Development

liMited AnjUnction end has only'a aMall" ktaff. Stiff

MU and the State:Development Office agreed that:in other States,:

Office is

- ,
at both:

where a state development agency:is responsible for mapy of the.

Junctions carried out by MDF, an organization like MDF might find

"It'herder tb stAke out.p turf foritself

:MDF hai nurtured a strong relationship with the state adpin

'istration by choosing projects that the ,Governor and the state

agencies support. Development of t e State's fishing indus(TYi

for example, was a high priority of the,Governor' and the wood -*

products project was requested by the-qiirector of tfig, State DevelopMent

Office, Additionally, MDF has been careful to select its projects,

for geographic balance; it has worked withindustries that affect

the .Coriomy of nearlyevery part of:the state.,

AssessmenC

Although MDF is 'relatively new and can Claim only a limited

actual impact to date, it is already looked to for leadership in

state.econOmic development efforts. This status is a result of

three MDF attributes: the abilicy and political acumen of its

staff; its close ties to centers of power.in,Maine's.business

community and state goVernment; and iis clearly conceived, focused

approach to economic development.

MDF's steff members haVe solid backgrounds in both the public '

and private sectors. Staff includes a former advertising executive,

a Dean of the Amer'ican Economic Development'council's summer EconomiC
, 2..
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Development Institute (the baq4c training ground fox developers

fromall over..the country), and a former planning.director for

. ,

one of Maine'S larger cities. One reason ior establishing MDF
. . ,

as a private nonprofit agency rather than as an arm of state government

was to enable the organization to pay salaries competitive with

the private sector; and this is undoubtedly one rdason.MDF has'

been able to attract: and keep higfiry competent staff .

MDF's structure and history are responsible for its influence

.0
with leadership of both the private And, public sectors.: From tSe

start, MDF was sppported bY the state's industrial and banking.,

leaders; infact, they doMinated tbe task force that conceived'

the Organization. The corporator structure'insuies that private

contributors:will have a continuinginfluence,on Mg, and some

of the state's largest firms haVe become corporators. Thei-e is

a real potentia.1, in lact, for MDF to *become simply a creature%

of private industry interests; Several-poultry Aiirms became corporators,

for example, expressly to leyerage state money for the MDF poultry

project. This potential forprivatesector domination, hoWevex,

balanced by the public iepresentaaves on the.board,,including

'two gubernatorial appointees. From the start, MDF has Maintained

the strong aupport'of the Governor And the State Development Office

as well as the'pri:mte sector.

MDF's approach to economic development so far' has been sectoral,

centering on identificationof industries whose potent 1 iS unrealized

in Maine. In two cases, MDF 4as focused on gaps.,in the util zation

of natural resources (forests andlish) and sought to stimulate

enterprises that could increase the value of these resources before

263
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they leave the, state. In.amother case, MDF set, out to,revitalize

,

. ,

a faltering indusCry; Aild-in a fourth case, tb develop a major

port facility which couldhaVe farreachiqg impact On the statp's
0;

economy. In general, MDF has tried to maximize its impact on the

"state by concentrating its efforts on a small number of projects

.that could affect entire ind9strfes.

Since MDF's funding comes from a large number Of small contributions

(matched by state appropriations), the agency is' in a good position

to weather a period of federal bydget cuts. Fund ising, however,

iS 4 constant activity, 'with one staff member spending.most of

his time meeting With corporators and seeking new contributots.

Moreover, MO'F currently finds itself in a somewhat uncertain position
.

with respect to funding. After contributing for tWo j'ears, some

corporators feel that they have done their share, and MDF will
,

have to convince them that its activities merit their ongoing support.

Due to federal cutbacks, contracts with state agencies ,(which accounted

for nearly half of MDF's funding this year) will be harder to come

by, as will funding for the implementatiOn of capital outlay projects

MDF recoMmends. Still, when compared to organizatioris'that are

sUpported solelY by pubLic monies, MDF's future looks promiSing.

As discuaseA, it might be hard to replicate MDF in States

that have complete, economic development departments, siner some
;

of MDF's functions would overlap with those of, the state agency.

It Seems, however, that MDF's approach to development is one that

many states could Use, and one that most state departments do not

offer. MDF acts as a project initiator, catalyst, and link'between

.!
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.the public and private sectors, and its independence-allows'it

to be creati've. .1fis innovative funding mechanism forces it to

be responsive to both private corporators and state gOvernment

and to show results.

Maine CaRital Corporation

:General DescTiptiOn

The legislatute created MCC to provide a Source of financing

for projects initiated by MDF. The legislature authorized MCC. '

to issue $1 million in stock as a forprofit corporstion and offered"

a 507. State income tax credit' for investments in the corporation.

MCC is licensed by the SBA as a Sma1l4BusineSs Investment Corporation

(SB1C), which gives it access to An additional $3 million in SBA

.fundk for equity investments and Long,term loans'. The legislature

placed only two restrictions on MCC's activities.: It must invest

.4
only in instate business ventures, and two of itS board members

must.be appointed by the Governor. (The other seven are elected

by the stockholders.)
IP

MCC became operational in September of 1980 when it had sold

$1 million in stock to 32 investors and obtained its license as

a federally chartered SBIC. Many of the stockholders are savings ,

banks and other financial institutions, joined by some-companies

and individuals. In its first year of operation, MCC has had no

staff of iisqpwn. Since its main purpose was to finance deals

generated by MDF, it JlaS contracted staff functions to'MDF.

A number of observers maintain that MCC has not proved to

be an appropriate finance institution for mosC of the ventures

,assisted.by MDF. Since MCCrs board is'dominated by representatives
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f

of savings institutions conservative,investors by nature the

board-has favored .relatively large-scale, IOW-risk investmentsTthat

promiae a fast return. Many of the investment opportunities kdentified

by MDF ---thOse in the poultry and wood produCts industries,' for

example -- have not met those criteria.

MCC made its first investment this summer. The target was

a company that assembles computer components which is moving from

Boston to rural Maine. The company is expected to hire 23 yorkers

initially and 100 eventually. The deal'was p posed to MC,C by

the SBA, which was guaranteeing a loan m e to the company by a

local frank. MCC completed the financing Package by taking an equity

position in the company and providing aubordinated debt.

During MC's first year of operation, it has become clear

that MCC and MDF have essentiaj differences 4n structure and outlook

Chat make it difficult for the two bodiea to Work Cogether. MCC

is a for-profiCcorporation, responsive to the financial concerns

of itt investors, while MDF has a broader public mandate. Because

of the minimal relationship between MDF and MCC activities, MDF

-

is now urging MCC *hire its Own staff. The staff persdh coUld

be housed in MDF's office.but would have separate responsibilities

and would report directly to the MCC board.

. Assessment

In its first year of operation, Mys impact has been limited.

Its conservatism is characteristic ,of the, behavior of sBIq4, particularly

in their first few years when they have to prove their financial
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viability to investors. In this case, though,. one would have hoped
-0

that the state's promise of a 50% tax credit to MCC stockholders

would have helped the corporation overcome the endency to be

conservative.

In the ihor run, MCC's future,i6 secure -- it still has most

of its initial funding for investmeut, and it is not dependent

on outside funds for administration: After it has invested its

Anitial assets, MCC will have two options: It will have to issue

additional stock (presumably without the bonus of-the 507. tax credit),'

Or wait until its first group of investmentsreturns enough honey

to fund new ventures. Either way, MCC mtght experience a slew

period, with little activity.

It is coo soon to assess MCC's usefulness as a,partner-to MDF.

Like many new,financing -institutions, MCC has experienced "a slow

first year, making dnly 0410-4nvestment. Inis clear; troweve,r, ifiai if
;

MCC is to provide signifiant support toMDF, it will'have to overcome'-
,

some of its initial thariness and conservaIism.
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. I.- INTRODUCTION

Overview

The State of Massachusetts is unique in its support for commUnity,

based economic development and its widespread network, of local comMunity .

development corpnrations (CDCs). Although the state is predominantly

urban, it is included in this study for two reasons: fo present

a communitybased approach to economic development and document

a state's suppoTt for that approach; and to allow consideration

of how institutions in an urban state can serve rural areas.

Thecase study begins by describing the characterof rural

MassAchusetts, the CDC approach to economic development, and the

evolution of a rural CDC. It then-discusses two of the state's ,

institutions that were created specifically to support communitybased

economic development.

Onehalf of. Massachusetts' population lives in the Boston SMSA,

and fully 857. reside in metropolitan areas. 'Odtside the Boston

SMSA, there are five cities with populations of 100,000 or more

and numerous smaller cities. The state's economy is characterized

.at once by growth in some geographical areas and industrial sectors T

(the microelectronics industry, for instance, is booming in the

outskirts of the Boston SMSA) and by distress in other's (primarily,

inner cities, rural areas, and small cities). The western onethird

of the state is the most rural region and includes some of the state's

lowestincome communities; it is on that area that this report focuses.

While.parts of western Massachusetts once had a strong industrial
A

or agrtQltural 'base, much of thelanci is now forested, and many

170



of the mills have been abandnned for years. Population dropped

steadily,from the mid-nineteenth century until the 1950s, but has

been growing since then. Many Bostonians and New Yorkers have built

- second homes in the area, and there has been a steady in-migration

of year-round redidents as well. Many of latter were drawn

to the area by its numerous colleges and universities, and they

tend.to be well-educated. This pattern of in-migration has been

particularly notable over the past 15.years.

Although the state ts compact and most of western Massachusetts

is withi4 EtWo- to three4lour drive of Boston, many residents of

,western Massachusetts tend to' resent and mistrust state.government.
A

Most state programs are designed with yrban areas in mind, and western

residents'believe that bureaucrats, urban creatures themselves,

.have little understanding of the special ,problems of rural

Kissachusetts.

h.

CDCs in Massachusetts

.The communitvdevelopment corporations discussed in this report

are private nonprofit,organizations created by resi,dentOhnd businesses

,c
of low-income areas for the pUrpose of upgradingtheir'communities.

.Some CDCs have been formed in response ,to a specific crisis affecting

the community e.g., the threat of mass demolition from urban

renewal or highway construction; others have evolved from more.general

needs to create local jobs; improve housing, 'or expand local commercial

act,ivity or social services. The rationale behind most CDC activity

is that areas shunned by thö private sector (inner-city neighborhoods

that.have lost,their retail facilities,'or rural areas that have
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t manufacturing jobs) require a joint public-private effort to

-

revive the economy.
#

Massachusetts ht'S some 40 CDCs. 'Perhaps half of them have

.been in existence sidce the 1960s or grew out of well-established

community organizations, while the others came into being recently

, in'responseNto investment capital furnished by state governMent.

To qualify for aishare of this capital,. a CDC must be located,in

a low-income area, have membership open to all community residents,

end havea board elected by its membership. AndiAn kddition to

these formally constituted Mks, there are many other communily-

t rft6'4014ft

based organizations in.Massachusetts -- community action allencies,

neighborhood associations, cooperatives - that are involved in

community,economic development projects. Taken together, these

organiza.tions constitute a wealth f potential for community-based

econoNic development.
-

CDCs and Other comMunity-based organizations are much more

prevalent in Massachusetts' cities'than in its rural areas. There

is a,tradition of community organization.in the cities, strengthene0

in some cases by the existence of close-knit ethnic neighborhoods .

and in other acases by a politically sophAsticated, well-educated ,

-population. A variety of neighborhood struggles against'city hall

in the 1960s and early,'70s also fostered the forMation of community-

based organizations in urban areas.

In the,past few years, though,-a number,of CDCs have. sprung

up in rural,Mdssachusetts,, assfsted by the availability of state

funding.1. One example is the Hilltown CDC, created in.1981

,

.
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A.

outgrowth of a planning project initiated by the 'Center, for lkiral

Cominun4ies at the University of MassachusettS. A discussion of

the.avolution'of the Hilltown CDC should serve to give a feel for

economic.development issues in rural Massachusetts and fOr the kind

of organization that-tha state support network assists.

Hilltown CDC

The-Hilltown CDC's target area consists of 9 Hampshire County

'towns, (called "the Hilltown-s"). The CownShave a Antal population

of 9,047and a median family income which is well below theestate

.mediati; Unemployment is high (97. tn January 1979), and most people

who work commute 15 to., 25 miles to jqbs in larger towns outside

11
a

the Hilltown area.

The Hilltown planning project was origtnally funded by a F"MHA

Section Illgrant in 1980. Staff of the proSact conductedAnterviews
a

and held meetings with over 300 area residents to identify local

cOncerns and-formulate recommendations on "meeting Hilltown needs

on Hilltbwn terms." The project compiled tnformation on the lbcal

.population, natural resource base, and business community, and published

a business directory to encourage.residents to patronize local merchants

and service providers.

During the planning process, Hilltown residents identified-

job credtion as a high priority, but they placed an equal emphasis
-

,

on preservation of the area's rural character. These concerns led .

to the recommendation-of several economic development strategies

. appropriate to the arear forest management, 'expansion of local agricul7

'ture, promotion.of small-scala tourist and recreational activities,

9

4
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development of mote economical means of transportation, and expansion

of the small business base which currently provides about 1,600

jobs in the area. A further recommendation ;Ass for reducing "leakage"

in the local economy through energy conservation and local production,

and purchase of goods and services. At the close of the Hilltown

planning project, a group of residents formed a CDC,"believing it

could be a vehicle for implementing many of the recommendations

that had emergeefrom the
o
planning phase.

-The Hilltown CDC obtained funds from the state,in the spring

of 1981 to hire a staff person,f r,one year, and it Set.out to define

goals and priorities. The CDC is currently intereste51.in pursuing

three 'approaches to ,job creation. First, it wants tO helvsmall

local businesses through workshops, busibeas counseling, and perh4s
,

a revolyrngloan fund. (The CDC has already held one small business

: workshop"on product marketing and mail order techniques; it was

attended by craftspeople, reiailers, and farmers.) Second, it wants

to foster the.start-up of new ventures by,helping entrepreneur

nbtain capital. 'And third, the CDC hope4 to renov.ate arc old milll

known as the BraSsworka, into a fadility,whiqh wirl houte a museum

and industrial and comMercipr space for small businesses.

In addition to business development, illy CDC is addressing

itself to community development,seriihces (transportation ahd child-

Care), natural resource develoOment, and promotion of Political"

cooperation amdng the nine Hilltowns... And wbPle-it sfpursuing

these ends, the CD.0 is in the process of building up its membership

and local iupozj.. Memberstelincludes both native Hilltowners

411
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and MOre tecent ail-iyais to the area thOugW4her0 peemS to be a

AD
disproportionate representation of the in-migrants, many

tare crafespeop.le or smarl business owners.

Progtams Studied

whom

The State Of Massachtmetts created its CDC support system parely.

-
to make local:economic development organizations like the Hilltown

tgo

CDC more effective and,partly to encourage more-community economic_

development activity. .In 1977, theCommUnity Development Finance.

Corporation (CDFC) beCame operational and, soon after that, the

Conidunity Economic Development Assistanée
Corporaa

tion (CEDACY and

4

the CommuAity Enterprise Economic Development program (GEED) were

begun. Together, the three are designed to provide a complete package

of sqrVices for community economic development: CDFC offers financing,

including equity financing, for.business ventures in which CDCs- .

\.'

'are involved; CEDAC offers technical aSsistance and. capacity-building

services; And'CEED.funds staff positionsjoi CDCs.

This caSe study focuses on twO of these threej)rogrnMs

add CEDAG.

II. RURAL:DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS ANDINSTITUTIONS

' Community Econotic Development Assistance Corpbration

GeneraLxDescription

CEDAC iS 4 quasi-independent state.institutib - created by
4 S/.

an act of the legislature and:governed.-by a boarcVappointed by:ehe

2 GOvernor. CEDAC's purpose ip to ptovide technical aSsistance to

od-help build tlie Capacity OfCDCs and other
1

tionS:lhat are inVOlVed in econOmib deyelqp

'

9 "./

coMmUnitY,,based

activities.
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Although CEDAO hasvno fixed source of funding, it has maintained

an.annual budget of Approximately4350,00.0 during its.first two

year's of operation.* It ilas received Governor's discretiOnary CETA'

monies, EDA"funds, legislative appropriationsi Special contracts

for operating research and demonstration program's, and contracts

cfrom CDFC to provide serVices to CDCs:

CEDAC's Structure is new and still evolving, bUt the-agency

currently provides three types Of servides to community-based prganiia-

tions: deilelopmental- assistance, project=specific.technical assistance,

and topidal training sessions. In the developmental assistance
o

'Program, CEDAC staff work.intensiVely with a small/number of newer

CDCs on the design of economic development strategies, Including

gear setting, determination of.objectives and-priorities and project

planning. In theproject-specific'technical:assistance program,

'CEDAC ContraCts with consultants to perfotm specific tasks for

.-

coMmunity organizations venture-feasibility studies, marketing

7

manageMent analySIS, tor other ServiceS.' Finally; CEDAC Conducts

five or six special-purpose training sessions each year for staffs'

and boards ef community-based:development ergapizatiOns'..-

(epics inOude financialanalysis (a .3-day_werkshop ), revolving:

loan funds, marketing commercial space, UDAG grants, and cable televi-

sion franchising.

In addition to its Sirect services to CDCs, CEDAC commiisions

research on matters"related to community economic development.

One such research effort aimed specifically at rural Massachusetts,

.was a study of "Opportunities in Agricultural Development in

MASs74USetts," which recommended activities that CEDACImight Initiate

to help the state's small farmers.
4 .
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Program Administration

CEDAC hos staff of four full-time profeSSionals, which it

supplements with conSultants and student-interns.' Staff iS based

.in Boston, but it serves western Massachusetts as well as the cities

in the eastern and central- parts of the state. CEDAC's commitment.
A

to ptoVide delielopmental assistance to the Hilltown CDC,jor example,

means that a CEDAC staff member spends.at least'a day.every other

week jn the Hilliowns. A major iMpetus to CEDAC.'s rural effort'

is a CEDAC board Member whc is a strong advocate of rural development

and has a good knowledge Of develOpMent activities and'organizations

in weStern MasSachusetts.

CEDAC has used a variety of methods for allocating resources

within its servfCes , It heats requests for,project-specific

technical'assistance at each board meeting-and Judges requests

non-competitively-on the basis of individual merit. This system

enables.CEDAC to respond quickly when quick response is needed.

This is the first year that CEDAC has' offered intensive developmental

assistance, and it has done so through use of its own staff. CEDAC

determined it could work intensively with a maximum of three CDCs,

so it issued a competitive RFP to identify CDCs that were ready

to make the best use of its help. A third method wasadopted for

allocating resources for board training. CEDAC set 'aside a specific

fund for board training.since many CDCt had asked fOr such help.

Rather than staging a Competition for the training funds, CE6AC

offered small entitlement grants to all CDCs in the state. A CDC

ha&only to fill out an application and submit it as a voucher;

CEDAC staff would then develop a training package to mee,t the CDC's

.9.- 7
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CEDAC has been equally.flexible identifying and assessibg the,

eds

1 .

fOr capacity-hPi/dihg among community4basedorganizations.

me ideas for needed services and specific topics for workshops

e come from CDC requests, while Others have coMe from CEDAC staff/

,

d board members. Stgff of the Hilliowm CDC praised CEDAC for

its proactive style: CEDAC does not SiMpty wait for requests from

the fieldi.but tries- instead to determine what CDCs might need and

to prepare to meet those needs. CEDAC staff Members Study successful;

CDC6 to catalogue the skills .and.,'techniques those groups have uSed
4

in achieving success; staffers then-attempt to pass that informatio

on to newer, less experienced CDCs.

Staffs of both CEDAC and esablished CDCs agree thaC CDCS.need

paid professional sta0.-- especially nsPer CDCs.that do not- have

'funded projects whichan help support a core staff. New -CDqs rely
- ,

. p
i'

on boardimembers and!Ofher volunteers to b0ild up the organizatiOn

and plan initial projects, but ,9,0,staff person can speed the proCgts.

In MasSachusetts, staffing for thirteen CDCs'is. currently proVided
4

",

through the.CEED program which is suppOrted by State approptiatiOns-,
its

'(In past years', as'many. as 24 CDCS received CEED grants.) Without

assistance from/CEED, fewer CDCs would be able toiSofit from CEDAC's

help.. At the iame time, the effectivenesS of CEED7funded staff

would be lessene&by an absence of CEDAC assistanCe. Staffing a

CDC ..especially a rural one,-- can be quite an isolated pndertaking;

.CEDAC.can minimiie that isolation by P'roviding a sounding board

for ideas, inforMatiore)on activities of other groups in the state,

ind technical siiPport that the CDC could not otherwise afford.

a

$
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CEDAC works closely with both CEED and CDFC, though there are :

periodic conflicts over ideology and turf among the three agencies.

In several instances, CEDAC has funded feasibility studies of ventures'

which were ultimately funded by CDFC, and organizations currently

receiving developmental assistance from CEDAC hope someClay to quelify

for CDFC resources. CEDAC 'also works closely with the Cooperative

Extension Service, and'particularly with ts Arts Extension program,

which attempts to-help artisans to become self supporting through

business development assistance.

Assessment

f.

CEDAC's services are an essential piece of the state's support

for communitybased econOmic development. Almost withOut exception,

CDCs are lowbudgetorganizationsthet could not affort to fill their

technical support,needsexcept through an ageney'such as CEDAC. And

in the area of capacitybUildink, CDCs often do nAt recognize their

trueineeds; they coUld flounder about for years without the guidance
,v

CEDAC offers.

It is,tod darly-sPet to measure CEbAC's impact on CDC Capacity..

.CEDAC Ltisejf--is only two years old, and many ofthe CDCs it works with

are also young.. Since most- of .the more established CDCs are in urban
.

areas, most of- CEDAC's impact to date-has been in ci4ies. For example,

CEDAC helped organize Boseo Ommunity Cable, a.group'of 10.Boston CDCs

that purchased a significant ownership position in Boston's cable

television franchise. The group.stands to realize prdfits which it can

reinvest in its,neighborhoods,, and it will also be able to negotiate

for job opportunities and community acceas to the communicatton system.

^c
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Another success story occured in Franklin County (a rural county
\

in western Massachusetts), where a CDC approached CEDAC for help in

salvaging a local garment manufacturing plant that was about to go .

Under. CEDAC lelped the CDC to analyze the viability of the factory,

and togethet they found a buyer for i . As a result, the factory was

saved, and 70 :jobs were4teserved.-

CEDAC's Continued existence looked doubtful for a period this

apring, when the legislature, faced with a tight budget ceiling,.was-

hesitant about funding it and CDFC was debating the advisability of

lurther contractual relations with it. th sources of funding came

through, however, and CEDAC is in relatblietYlgood fiscal shape for

FY '82. Beyond that year, funding is still uncertain. But as-CEDAC

builds a stronger constituency among the CDCs it assists, it-fa in an

increasingly pdwerful position for obtaining continued funding.

Community Developmen Finance Corporation,

7 General Deacription

CDFC is an independent public corporation created by the
,

Massachusetts legislature to provide equity and debt capital to businesses

in economically depressed areas.ofithe state. The rationale behind

CDFC was twofold: (1) the state wanted to stimulate business develop-

ment and job creation in declining urban neighborhoods and rural areas

where private investment was lagging; and (2) it wanted to increase the

involvement of ,residents in i.he economic betterment of their communities./

Td.achieve the latter goal,. the COT legislation permits investment

only in buginesses which are Partly owned or controlled by community of

development corporations.
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CDFC offers venture'capital to new and existing businesses through

'Cliree-way partnerships among'CDFC,: (he butiness. and a CDC. CDFC

can invest its money as debt (With negotiab'le rates and terms) 4p eqUity

(the purchase of common or preferred stock), ot as a:Combination of the

tWO. It can also guarantee loans made by other investOrs. When possible,

CDFC uses its money to leverage other private and public funds into its

investments.

Although CDFC is required by law to invest in businesses whfell

have, a "reasonable expectation" of being "S'uccessful," It does not

necessarily,look for the highest monetary return. In selecting in:lest-
,

ments, CDFC considers, the eollowing fctors as part.of a "social rate of

return" measure: (1) the inveStment Must increase (or prevent the J,

loss of) full-time jobs which.pay,at least 1507. of the minimum wage;

(2) the.investment must benefit residents of the low-income-target

area in Which the business is located; and (3) the business Must,show

that it cannot succeed wit.hout CDFC assistance because of the unavaila-

bility of capital from traditionat sources.

.CDFC's,9-member board, which votes on all CDFC investments,

composed' of three state cabinet secretaries.and'six gubernatorial

appointees. Two of the six appointees must be experienced in invest-

ment finance, three must represent CDCs, and one must represent organized

labor. The staff consists of 5 professionals and 2 secretaries.

CDFC was-initially capitalized with $10 million in state funds.

The state treasurer issued a $10 million general obligation bond and ,

used the money to purchase all the corpoiate stock of CDFC. 'Interest
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earned on the stock is used to,pay COFC's

s,

operating expenses. Afeer

eight years, the.state may sell its stock in Cl5FG if the state treasurer'

determines that there is a market.

Examples of tDFC-inVestments t daee include a $260,000 loan to

Colonial Cooperative Press, inc., a workerowned book composition

company, in conjunction with. the Clinion CDC; .4 $75,000 debt and equity

inestment ih Our Market, Inc., a Supermarket (formerly .owned by
A,

First National Stores) 'in Bostoni in conjunctipn witil the Codman Square

.

.

\/.

CD0.a. $90,000 debt and equity investmeht ihilicrOdata Servicenter, Inc.,'

alicrofilm/mitrofiche Seri/ice compa4,,initiated by the Greater' ,

Roxbury Development Corporation; and a $150,000 debt and equity investalent Lb

Conserve and Save Heat, Inc. a re'sidential,energy audit/retrofit
,

company,An conjunction with the NeighborhoOd Development Corporation of

Program Admidistration

During-part of itS,first three years of opeiating from its Boston

; office, CDFC had a staff person from western MaksachuSetts on board

.
4 .

spent Obe'Aay a week in that pare of the state. More recently,who

'CDFC*has opened an ogice in weStein Massachusetts and increased its

, 4

staff member's tkmee commitment thereto two days per week to try to

2 'generate more activity. To date, CDFC has invested in projects.sponsored

by two western MassaChusetts Celts, including one involving a rural CDC

in Franklin County.
4111

7 While CDFC is interested in serving the whole state its first

priority is funding viable .business'ventures rather than distributing

its assistance,evenly. Since most of the betterestablished CDCs are

in the Boston area,.CDFC's early investments were concentrated there.
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Novt.that capable CDCs are becoming mote numerous in western Massachusetts,

CDFC has several.possible projeCts under consideration in that area.

CDFC's biggest stdkling block to'date has been the lack of CDC

capacitY för putt,ing its.resources to good use. Four of its early

.venture investments, in fact, ended in failure partly because the partici-

paeing CDCslacked the sophistication to make investments work. When

CDFC was:established, only, a few CDCs in the state were eligi 1 .for its

aid;' CDFC staff members did their best to help develop the c pabilities

of Other community-bas.ed organizations, but it was not until CEDAC and

CEED became active ihat'large-scale, effective capacity-bui ding became

posSible.

Assessment

CDFC unquestionably provides a type of funding that ould not

otherwise be available. In fact, the existence of its ca ital pool is

partly responsible for thetcreation"of many new CDCs and the trans-

formation of other organizations into the CDC form to e able them to

qualify for CDFC financing. In Clinton, for.example, a grO\up Of citizens
\

formed a CDC spedifically to obtain CDFC financing for the reopening of

a plant that hod closed.

The Massachusetts experience has shown that whil a $10 Million

pool of Capital tied to CDCs can spark the creation f CDCa, it is

not sufficient in itself to turn those CDCs into ca able, innovative
tik

agencies. An institution like CDFC is most useful hen it can operate

in conjunction with capacity-b ding and staff-fu ding prograMs

like CEDAC and CEED. And even state like Mas achusetts with a

2533
oot
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healthy tradition of communitybased economic development activity, it

took several,years for local capacity to reach the point where it could

use CDFC'S resources effectively.

Since CDFC has invested less than half of its $10 Milllon capital,

its foding is secure foi some time. Staff costs atle'easily borne by the

interest CDFC earns on its noninvested capital, and a hefty'prinCipal is

left for program investments. In fact, during its first two years of

operation,. CDFC was criticized for not putting its money into develop

Ment programs quickly enough. (There were, as mentioned, only a few

CDCs that were capab1e of Working with CDFC at that t

Since CDFC got off to a slow start and had littl luck with four of

its early investments, an assessment of its impact w uld be somewhat

premature at this time. CDFC's more recent projects show the vaiiety of

ways in whi.ch the agency can use Its money to hetp DCs develop their
t

local economies. CDFC, for example, lent money to:a CDC in Springfield
, .

. 07Z

to enable the CDC to buy into a large UDAC projet6 that i+turn gave
4

i I-
C p C a degree of control over the development. pro rCess and owed it to,..

guarantee that part of themork under the project would go to minority

Contractors. In another recent case, CDFQ helped a CDC to entice a

-high technobogy firm to relocate to and expand in an innerCity

- neighborhood. Stafebelieve that none of the deals CDFC-has partici.

pated in to date could have been made without-CDFC involvement.

In considering the replicability of CDFC in other ktates, the

pivotal'question is whether other states have a network of community

based development organizations sufficiently developed to utilize

this type of resource. The answer, in most states: No. Another

28 4
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question go s to the suitability'of the CDFC model for rural areas:

The average CDFC investment has been between voo,poo and $300,000,

coupled with an equal investment from other sources., While CDFC'as

,been urged td make smaller investments,,Tarticularly in rural areas, t

staff and board generally believe that,such investments would not

tost-effectiye, sinte every deal (rerdless of size) requires approximately-_I
s'i ' 6.-

the same amo /1 nt of staff time.

The ap roach to economit development represented' by CDFC and CEDAC,;.

has severarUtong ppints. The emphasis on job creation in depressed

areas guarant es that resources will be targeted on the neediest.areas

and the needies1 people. The emphasis on CDCs means that, in addition

to developing t e local economy, the approach helpS build up .the capacity :

and-power Of gra s-roots, community-based organizations, and thus leaves

(\behind a solid f undation for further activity in the community.

Further, these in titutions step in where the private sector on its own-
]

would fear to trea , -and they leverage private investment for the creatIon

of jobs.

The approach h s not yet been fully' tested in Massachusetts, since

CDFC and CEDAC are nly two and three years old, and many of the local

CDCs are even younge There have been notable results already --

horizons expanded fo CDCs, businesses relocated in depressed areas, new

business ventures sta ted. This approach to economic development

however, might be con iderably less practicable in times of tight state

and federal budgets.. To support 'institutions such as CDFC and CEDAC,

state must have a sqong comMitment to buil.ding,up community-based

organizations. Tha

.1

commitment is likely to fade when the state is faced.

with cutting out oricUtting back more established programs.

9r
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Whatever the future of CEDAC, CDFC, and similar institutions in
,

Rural areas, present special Challengesother states, one ['rant is clear:

4or community economic development. In Massachusetts, at leaqt,
_

rural areas require the availability of linancing for smaller-scale

ventures than urban areas, and the community orgabization Process

in rural areas is also more complex.

74
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THE MCGEE CREEK RURAL DEVELOPMENT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Background

The McGee Creek Rural Development Dedonscration Project is an,effort

to-create jcolisin-tUral southeastern Oklahoma.through the creation of

small-manufacturing firms. The seven countibs involVed,are poor

'more. an one quarter of the people are in- poveity,1;4 ten percent

are unemployed. Per capita- income in 1975 was $3,176 only 717. of the

figure for Oklahoma as a whole. The many smal.l.towns-with boarded-pp

.

stores and deserted homes testify to the unsuccessful attempts qf the

area to bring in new jobs-and thus keep the people from 1ea4ing.

The McGee Creek Dam and Reservoir, a $113 million.project of 'the

United States Department of the Interior, rests in the middle qf the

seven-county areao This project was selected as one of the Carter

AdTinistration's demonstration sites in its rural initiative for area

-.development through rarge-scale construction: As such; the sevencounty

area waq targeted for increased federal dollars And visibility. Local

leiders and planners consequently saw the project as an opportunity

to try a new approach to job creation.

though some new jobs had been Created in the Xrea by' incoming branch

pTants and by the Corps of Engineers' Lake Texoma recreational project,

n

qk economiq development is no easy matter in this part of the country.

Nor is the region hbundant in natural resources. Realizing that tradi-
,

tional industrial recruitment had not proved to be an effective strategy,

Congressman Wes Watkins and ,other area leaders hit upon the idea of-

developing small manufacturing firms which would concentrate on the

commercialization of new inventions and the manufacture of new projects

under contract to larger corporatrons.,

.187
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The Overall goal of developing.new busineSses would:be reached
,

through a si);7Step prdcesst (1) identifying marketable pew produ6ts

that could-be Manufactured locally; (2) "prototyping" testing.and

perfecting means of producing and marketing the products;13) creating

new business entities to manufacture the products; (4) training

labor force for the new manufacturing firms; (5) training and assiSting

managers for the new companies; and (6) seduring resources for financing.

It would perhaps be helpful to discuss-the fOregOing terminology

a bit at this point. "COmmercializing" an invention refers to the

process through which a new idea is transformed into an actual produCt

capable of generating a profit. .Many steps can be involved in.this'

transformation -- assessment, redesign, financing, '.1)-1-ot-orylaing; and -2--

marketing. "Prototyping" involves the manufacture oE a small numbet

of copies of the invention, so that tbe manUfacturing process can be

developed and improved and so,there is a tangible product for usein

-test-Marketing. -Prototyping is thUs-essential for-assessing the market

and aiso for minimizing risks and costs once fyllscale production

begins.

The McGee Creek discussion will also involVe _one further terM that'

may need eluéidation - "vendor contracts." This term does not belong

tO the commercialization process; rather, ft represents an alternative

strategy for economic development, Vendor contracts are. agreements

for the-Production 6f specific items to be sold tp a larger manufacturing

facility, for that facility's use in iti own manufacturing.process.

Back to the Rioject; Many local institutions are involved in the

implementation Of iti stic-s'tep strategy.

9 r, (-1
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iITRAD -7 .thejndpstrial Technology Research and Development Founda-

tion was Created in 1980 tojdentify, aSsess;

new praducts. The state Department of Vocational and Technical Educatien

improve on, and market

has fOunded "incubators" at three local institutions in which prototypes

of new prodUcts will be produced and workers,provided with on-the-job'

training. The schools are else developing cUrrica in entrepreneurthip

and management. The Southern OklahoMa DevelopMent Association (SODA)

.which Serves as A regional planning agency and staff for the focal EDA

economic development district, is hflping local businesses develop supply

contracts with a large Air4Urce base in the State, -SoUthwestern State

University it conducting research,on means of using_products and

procesies-developed for-NASA as aources of new indtstrial products.

Oklahoma'State UniverSity at-Stillwater is developing 4 Productivity

Center which will be able to asSess the technological and management

capabilitieS of new firms. Control Data Corporation will be providing
4

a vendor contract through one of its subsidiaries participating in_

training iat 'the local vocational technical schools through its PLATO

prograM, assiiting in establishing a 'local SB1C, and researching the

feasibilitY of building cattle feedlots and leather processing facilities

in the region. Finally, the Business Assistance Center atthe local
4

university in Ada will be used for business support Services, and a

-CDC -- the Rural EnterPrises DevelopMent Corporation was recently

established to coordinate the project components and ta help arrange

financing for new businesses.

9 0U



Troject Implementation

The following disdussion 4irl focus on impleMentation of the six

.major steps cited above. The components bf the project, as willIbe

evident, are at varying stages of development -- product:identification,
-

for exaMple, has been under way for neatlY:.t4O yearti, while the

mechanisms fOr establi i g and financing new businesses to manufactnre

the new products have net-yet been fully conceptualized.

i

I. Product Develepment and Commercialization of Inventiont. In

seeking new prodUcts for local manufacture, the:Southeastern Oklahoma

project relies on two sources: inventions recommended 'by 1TRAO, and

vendor Contracts with large:corporations or the government. ITRAD has

A staff of nine and an operating budget of approximately 1450,000,

Itt purpose is. to ideneify ideas for new products, evaluate their feasibi-

lity, search out markets and-finanCing., redesign the products if.:

necessary, provide for Otototyping,'help kttablish manufacturidg

facilities, and provide managerial assistance,: Ibis past year, ITRAD
. .,

was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation, EDA, NASA,

and the Minotity Business Development Administration. ITRAD hopes to

become self-sufficient within five years through income-generated froM

royalties and perhaps thtough equity positions taken in new firms in

payment for its services.

ITRADbas two primary sources for ideas for new.productt. The

"'
first and mos-t frequently used it the inventor himself. Though ITRAD

-

has not publicly soliCited product ideasinventors from at far away

as Japan have heard about its work and commnnicate by mail. ITRAD'

second primary source for product ideas Is university program geared



to the transfer of technology. KIAC the Kerr industrial Application

Centerfit Soilthwestern State University in DUrant -- is the-recipient

'of a grant from NASA to develop applications in rural areas for products

and processes developed through NASAls Space researh.

All inventiOns submitted to IT&D are.evaluated through p computer

program develOped at the. University of 'Oregon. The.program ranks the

product according:to 33 criteria which, taken together, encompass

functional, financial, marketing, de:telOpment, distribution, legal,

and environmental grounds. The program also carrie6 out patent searches.

ITRAD is currently exploring.the commercialization process for

30 products which have passed .the initial feasibility tests. To date,

ITRAD has. carried one product through the entire development prodess.

The produCt is a spare 'tire carrier which mounts on the bed or rear

of a pickup truck instead of beneath the truck's body. ITRAD found

a local- machine shop which could,construct a prototype. The inyentOr

then signed a dontract with ITRAD; which,went on to Market the tire

carrier through mOre than400 ranch and farM publications. The tire

carrier is now being produced commercially.

ITRAD expectS within the year to begin prbduction of a cool air
0 -

induction system designed to improve the efficiency_and longevity of

irrigation pumps. Research on this devide, performed by an engineer,

:in New Mexico, was Initially supported through a $50,000 grant from

the Department of Energy. That grant, however, wat not sufficient to

allow for the development of a prototype or for the establishment of

a ,marketing program. ITRAD is currently developing a marketing plan

for the invention, working with brokerage houses in Cleveland and New
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s
York to secure financing, setting Up p limited R & p PartnershiO, and

redesigning the product ao that Its aPpLicability wtll be greatly

-expanded -- to auto engines, for example. ITRAD is considering aasuming

a .10-to20 percent equity position in the local corporation that will
411

be established to install and maintain the- device, and, taking a 3-to-6

percent royalty on sales. ITRAD is negotiating with the Choctaw Nation-

of aoutheastern Oklahoma for the establishment of a factory to produce

the invention.

The other Source-of product ideas for new manUracturing firma ts

vendor contracts with large corporations or major government'facilities

that are willing to purchase items tbat could be manufactured in south-.

eastern Oklahoma. To date, a staff person at SODA haa learned how to

bid on contracts at.Tinker'Air Force Base in Oklahoma City, one of the

Fprcees'largest maintenanCe and distribution facilities. Also,

a subsidiary of Control Data,Corporation has agreed to use,one of the

vocational-technical system's "incubators" for production of a sub-

assembly. part.

2. Product ProtOtyping. The area's three vocational-technical

schools now have the capability, through a $670,000 grant from he

national office of the Department of Labor and a small Governor's 47._

grant, to manufacture prototypes for new products or for items-to be

produced under vendor contracts. A 4,800-square-foot block building

was constructed with CETA-paid laborers at each'of the three campuses.

Each school hopes to use its incubator to develop prototypes for tfiree

"products each year. Equipment is being provided through the initial

grant and through the state Department of-Vocational and Technical ;

2 S3
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-.Education s equipment fund. The incubator facilities were completed

In February, and production.of the subassembly part for ContrOl Data

"and of a new plywood saw developed by ITRAD will soon be under way.

3. -Creating New Busineas Entities. The goal of the McGee Creek

Project is to create fiew businesses once the incubator facilities have

had sufficient lead time for prototyping, training, and-production.

OwnerShip and financing of these new businesses remain open questions

at this point, though project staff expect that the COC Will be involved

ln both- ownership and financing..

4. Worker Training. Tha project plans to recruit CETA-eligible-

workers as emOoyees for the ManufaCturing firms. ,The trainéeS will

be given remedial instruction at the three Vocational-technicalschools

and on-the-job training in the incubator facilities. Plans call-for

creating 54 new jobs each Year -- five to six jobs for each Of the nine

products to .be developed annually in the incubator facilities.

Manapement Training and Assisrance.

schools are planning to establish a small business management program

for,prospective managers of the new manufacturing firms. Already, course

components-on free enterprise have been introduced to all sttdents of

lhe system, and materials on entrepreneurial development have been inte-

grated into business curricula. Management assistance will also be

'The vocational-technical

lable through the state university'S Business Assistance Center

at'Ada and through the Productivity Center at Oklahoma State University,

which is in the planning phase.

6. Financing-. No special financing is currently available for

establishing the new manufacturing firms. When ITRAD first opened,
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EDA 'had indicated strong interest in funding a venture capital revolving'

loan fund. That funding, however, did noptpaterialize. Though the

Oklahoma Hills Development Corporation 'opetates a loan fund in the area,

almost all of its capital it currently coMmitted.

To help meet the financial challenge, a CDC -- the Rural.Enterprises

Development Corporation -- was recently estsblished. The new CDC is

considering the formation of a SBIC, 'which, with SHA Contributions,

could make equity.investments in the new manufacturing fixms.

The CDC will also perform contracting and coordinating functions

for the overall project. Under Contracts with ITRAD, SODA; the univet-

slties, the vocational-technical schools, and other ldcal institutions,

-the cpc can ekercise oversight to ensUre that necessary product develop-

meta, prototyping, trainiRg, and support functions will.be available .

to the nascent manufacturing firms.

AsseSsment

The McGee Creek Rural DevelOpment DemOnstration ProjeCt is an --

innovative attempt to develop jobs in an area that has had little success

in reversing an eeemomic decline that began fifty years ago. Though

several of the project's components have not yet been implemented,

Considerable progress has been made. Success to date has resulted from

creative leadership, a broad, regionally based Strategy, sufficient'

public subsidies and interorganizational cooperation.

Much of the inspiration and support for the McGee Creek project

has come from Congressman Wes Watkins and his staff. Described as

"evangelically committed to rural economic development," Congressman

Watkins yonceptualized and secured support for ITRAD, the incubator
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facilities, And the community development corporation. Leadership has

also been provi'ded by officials of the two local ecoaomia development

districts and by state and local representatives of the vocational and

technical education. system. The Assistant Superintendent of that system

has personally assumed responsibility for the system's involvement in sup

porting the incubator facilities, deVeIoping curriCula, securing vendor

contracts, and participating in the community development corporation.

Credit is also due the first director of ITRAD. An engineer, and

inventor from Dallas, he succeeded in identifying a considerable'number

of marketable inVentions and in attracting a highly qualified staff

to a small, sOmewhat isolated city within a short time. He surpasded

his own goal by overseeing the completion of the development of a.product

within the first year of operation. He believes that ITRAD is well

on fts way tO attaining self-sufficiency within three to five years.

His general approach, however, is not without risks. The universe

of potentially salable inventions is a large and complex one. *Though

ITRAD employs computerized technology search and evaluation mechanisms

, !
toAlelp screen out infeasible inventions, its approach is still a time-

4.)

consuming one involving many uncertainties. Furthermore, the director's

engineering orientation seems to have led him to seek out inVentions

based on rather complex technologies, though lower-technology inventions

may be more amenable to local manufacture. This tendçncy toward higher

technology was perhaps aggravated by the director' ck of tieS to

the lecal area. He did not believe that the rural location of the effort

mattered, except as a plus for, the opportunities it afforded for cheap.

labor for.the new manufacturing firms.
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Considered by itaelf, ITRAD indeed has little relation to the surrounding,

rural areas. But taken as part of a larger scheme that encompasses

the vocational-technieal schools, the community development corporation,

the universities, and, the economic development diStricts, ITRAD becomes

an essential tool for stimulating the 'development, of,:new businesses

losOutheastern Oklahoma.

The commercialization of technology is not only risky, but, expensive

as_well. It seems that a generous supply of initial public funding

is necessary to iMplement a development strategy based onThew product

commercialization. Though ITRAD draws on univertity resources for

technology transfer information, its evaluation, design, and marketing

functions are performed by its own staff'. It should he pointed out,

however, that ITRAD could rely more on technology transfer than on inventors

as A source for new product ideas. Such an approach to commercialization

wnuld be less expensive and time-consUming. It shoulCi also be noted

that ITRAD serves 4 facilitative as well as a technical function --

securing machine shops for prototyping and lining up investors, for

_example. This function is just as important as technical evaluation'

and engineering, and certainly less demanding of money and technical

know-how.

Public subsidies were also used for the creation of the incubator

facilities at the vocational-technical schools. These facilities add

a new component to the,programs offered by many community college systems

for providing in-plant training tolirospective employees of newHand

expandtng industries. The Oklahoma program provides training for the

prospective employees of new firms before'the firms haVe been established.
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Federal dollars, however, have not been the sole support for this

project. Since the Department of Labor contract expired in September,

the state DepartMent of Vocational pnd Technical-Education has been

paying the salaries of the coordinators'at each of the three participating.

institutions. The state equipment pool helped to supplement the DOL

grant for purchasing equipment for the incubator. facilities. :The Assistant'

Superintendent of Ihe voCatiónal-technical,system is deVeloping a slide

show for use in raiSing money from foundations and from government agencies.

Some components of the project are designed for eventUal self-

sufficiency. As noted, ITRAD hopes to support itself through income

earned from royalties and equity positions taken in companies that it

assists. The technical schools hope that profits taken.frOm )pods .

produced in the incubator facilities will-be placed in-a revolving loan

fund or use in re-equipping the facilities for future production.

If a.SBIC is capitalized by local investors and the SBA, it should

provide equity for capitalizing the new manufacturing firms.

There are, however, a number of uncertainties in the McGee Creek

pr ject's funding picture. Though ITRAD has sufficient federal grants

)fo FY 'V, the dollars may not be available for the next year.

Finding sufficient funds for supporting the incubator facilities add

the related vocational-technical programs might also becom a problem.
1

But grounds for optimism are strong: if the leaderthip of this project

has brought it along this far in less than two yearal it seems reasonable

to assume that 'the leadership can carry it, further.

297
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It-4s tot) early to assess the overall impact of southeastern OklOoma's

-strategy or to evaluate its effectiveneas with a high degree Of confidence.

Sufficeit to saY that the approach i an innovative respOnse to the

problems ofNa region'with few.natural dvantages: Th /esponsetentiiils

riik,jhough the concurrent attempt to ecure vendor Co tracts for Local

manufacturers reduces that risk. The resb.nse also tails considerable

expenditure, though much expense Can be covered from the pooled-resources

.of local institutions. The southeastern Oklahotha projettcertainly embodies

a strategy that bears watching.

,j d
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The

THE NORTH CAROLINA RURAL EMPLOYMENT LABORATORY

North Carolina Rural Employment Laboratory began in 1978

when Ole state and national administrations agreed that North Carolina

would serve as a rural laboratory - a testing ground for improving.

federal-state .cooperation in the provision

development-assistance for rural areas:

This agreeMent Was part of a general federal -effort to increase

the effectiveness of rural programs throbgh linkages among fderal
F.

programs, cooperation between.federal and state government tatgeti4

f,ServiCes and economiC

resource's to Meet Specific rural needs, and stimulatQg private develop:

ment through public investment. At the federal leVel agreement&

.were Signed between such departments as Health, Education, and Welfare

(now Health and Human Services), Housing and Urban Development, and

Labor. Joint state-federal rural development councils pere established

in many,states to promote intergovernmental coOrdination, and agreements

,weresignedbetween.individual_states and the federal Farmer& HoMe

Administration. North Carolina was designated a demonstration site
tie

for several of those efforts; additionally,'the -State wag the scene

of a number of state and-locally initiated rural development Projects.

Each of those projects had as a goal the creation Of unsubsidized

jobs fOr the unemployed and underemployed in rural areas.

:DOring 1979-81, MDC acted as both a facilitator and mOnitOr

-

for the Rural Employment LabOtatory.ptojects..- As a monitor, MDC

followed the progress of_the projects by talking regularly with pro ect

.,s,afrAn.0 Other key actors in Ole public and private sectors.: As

MDC helped to open and smooth communication between
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agencieS whiefiAlad no-experience working togtther and betWeen goVernment
-

agencies and the private sector. MDC,s findings and analyses were

presented in its First-Year Final Report on the North Carolina Rural

EMqloyment:-Labbratory .(May 1980),';;,and in interim reports entitled

'Facilitator's Role. in Collaborative Rural DeVelopMent: The North

4arolina RuralEmployMent Laboratory (Novembei,J9S0 And May 1981).

Pio ects lncluded in the Rural Employment..La6 during 1979-80

were:

FMHA7North.Carolina Agreement'and the Rural' Development
coordilpting COmMittee. The'Farmers.Home Administration.
and-the North Carolina Department of Natural Resources And
Community.DeyelopMent entered into an agreement,to target
FmHA andstate resoUrces to 7rural areas ac6ording to he
state'SHAlanced-Growth Policy, The RUral,.Development
_Coordinatinommittee, composed "of federal, state, And local
government representatives$. Was created to monitor the FmHA
Agreement.and to improve coordination among rurl development
proerams.

WeStern Korrh Carolina Tomorrow. A two-year-old council
of leaderS froM NorthCarolina"s seventeen westernmost Counties,
WNCT eMployg..-..t.ht,repources of Western Carolina University
in addressing regionAl developMent..-problems.

GrahaM County:Railroad, A locallY initiated county development
:corpora,tion which with the,help of a local,university, solicit-
elisupportlrom federal, state,'"local, and primate soul-6es
:to rebuild the:Jonly railroad connecting the county's industrial
,,.center: to the;.majOr railroad inteichange in the area.

Wanchese Harbor Development Project. TIe State of North
Carolina'and Dare County, with the suppcLt of several federal
agencies, undertook a \joint effort to dev.loR a modern seafood
handling and processing facility at Wanchese. An apprenticeship
program was developed to train local residents for the new
jobs that will result from the project.

-- Rural Transportation Initiative. North Carolina was one
of,14 demonstration states under a White House interagency
initiative which linked CETA-funded jobs with rural transporta-
tion projects funded by the Department oyransportation.



The emphasis was on placing CETAeligible older workers in,

jobs in DOT-funded'bus sYstems in sMall towns.-

-

Rural Health Initiative. North'Carolina'wes a. demonstration

sate for the interagencY Agreement between DOL and REW to

train migrant and seasonal farmworkers.tO work.in Community

and migrant health centers. DOL,agreed td,reciuit eligible

trainees and to cover training compensation.for participants.

HEW,agreed to provide training and placement:in-entry-level

-- Water anclSewer Initiative. North Carolina was one ot 14

demonstration states for the interagency agreement between

DOL and EPA to-train new workers in water and wastewater

treatment,occupations and to upgrade the skills of selected

workers presently employed in the field. The National Rural .

Water Association, a subcontractor of EPA, worked with the

North Carolina Balance-of-State CETA prime sponsor to fill

the job slots-with unemployed, economically disadvantaged

rural people.

-- HUD Rural Initfative. North Carolina was One of two demonstra-

tion states in a program designed to make housidg and community

developMent programs perform bettei iR rural areas. Federal,

'state, regional, aild lotal agencies Were Involved in the

proeram, which tested the effectiveness of alternative technical

assistance delivery systems in fourteen small communities.

-- Welfare RefornO)emonstration. Three rural North Carolina

counties,were Select-ed as a demonstrationsite for a national

welfare reform demonstration. The objective of the project

as to mo -poex-people-froM.....public_depgmAlence to self-

Sufficiency,through employment,-with the additiOnal goal-

of providing needed community services through the employment

of participants.

--'-Chowan Basin Wastewater Management Project. This project

was a cooperative attempt by 13 small communities, the,State

of North Carolina, and a state university to design a regional

:model wastewater treatment systeM. The project included

the design.of a curriculum for trAining local residents as,

operators. ,

-- Albemarle Basin Project. The project was a unique approach

to plan the development of a multi-county area, focusing

on the existing natural resources. The Albemarle Center,

the physical base.for the administrative and operational

components of the project, was to coordinate a variety of

human service programs; help entrepreneurs develop new business

ventures, and stimulate demand for locally producedgoods

and services.

303
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In 19,80-81 the lest four projects (Hp RUrai Initiative-, Welfare

RefOrm DemonstratiOn, ChOwan Basln, and Albethatle Basin) Were

eliminated from the.Rurgl Employment Lahoratory study because they

were no lOnger ActiVe. Also, two additional North Carolina projectt

were added to the study:-

_Employment Initiatives. InteragenCy'agreements between the
Department of Labor and the Economic Development Administra
tion Mandated that a percentage Of: new jobs createdthrough .

federally assisted deVelopment projects be reServed for the
longterm unemployed. EDC-:monitored the'implementa
tion of these agreements in North Carolina..

, State Rural Development Corporation. North Carolina initiated
a 'planning process for the creation of a new institUtion
to spur job creation in depressed,rural areas. MDC monitored
the, .progresS of- this effort. and provided technical assistance.

Ar%
e%1
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